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Abstract

The whole body of data embedded in this thesis can be easily subdivided
into two different major parts: the first (namely ”Origin and Evolution of
Metabolic Pathways”, Part I) deals with evolutionary events that likely played
a key role in the assembly and in the shaping of modern biosynthetic routes.
In particular, four different metabolic circuits have been explored, namely i)
histidine and ii) lysine biosynthetic pathways, iii) the nitrogen fixation pro-
cess and iv) the phenylpropanoid metabolism. Results obtained in this part
have underlined, from one side, the importance of some molecular mechanisms
(gene duplication, gene fusion, horizontal gene transfer) in the assembly and in
the shaping of microbial (and plant) metabolism and, from the other, have al-
lowed to infer the timing of appearance of some crucial biosynthetic steps in the
past. The second part of the work (Part II), instead, deals with comparative
genomics and, in particular with the analysis of i) plasmid and ii) antibiotic
resistance-related sequences. In particular, a newly developed bioinformatic
package allowing the automatic phylogenetic profiling and the visualization of
homology relationships in a large number of plasmid sequences is presented.
Data obtained with this software and with other ad hoc implementations have
allowed tracing the evolutionary history of plasmids belonging to Enterobacte-
riaceae group and to Acinetobacter genus. Furthermore, in this second part of
the thesis, we tried to evaluate the horizontal flow of antibiotic resistance cod-
ing genes (the resistome) across the microbial community and ii) to identify
those ecological niches (if any) whose inhabitants mostly contribute to their
mobilization. Still in the context of bacterial antibiotic resistance, we have
performed a comprehensive computational analysis concerning both the dis-
tribution and the phylogeneny of the HAE1 and HME efflux systems (involved
in antibiotics and heavy metal recognition) in the genus Burkholderia, provid-
ing a i) deeper knowledge of the presence, the structure and the distribution
of RND proteins in these species and ii) an evolutionary model accounting
for their appearance and maintenance in this genus. Despite their ”case-
by-case” relevance, results presented in this dissertation partially show how
bioinformatics has now affected several fields of biology. In fact, the analysis
of sequence data can be used in different fields, including evolution (e.g. the
assembly and evolution of metabolism), infections control (e.g. the horizon-
tal flow of antibiotic resistance), ecology (bacterial bioremediation), providing
crucial hints for the understanding of the main biological systems (including
their evolutionary dynamics) and also allowing a more accurate design of wet
lab experiments
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 From ancestral to modern genomes

Although considerable efforts have been made to understand the emergence of the first
living beings, we still do not know when and how life originated [Pereto et al., 2000].
However, it is commonly assumed that early organisms inhabited an environment rich
in organic compounds spontaneously formed in the prebiotic world. This heterotrophic
origin of life is generally assumed and is frequently referred to as the Oparin-Haldane
theory [Lazcano & Miller, 1996; Oparin, 1936, 1967]. If this idea is correct, life evolved
from the so called ”primordial soup”, containing different organic molecules (many of
which are still used by the extant life forms), probably formed spontaneously during the
Earth’s first billion years. This ”soup” of nutrient compounds was available for the early

Earth Formation

Prebiotic Chemistry

Pre-RNA world

RNA world

First DNA/protein life

LUCA

Evolution of
metabolic pathways

4.5 4.2 - 4.0  4.0 3.8 3.6 3.5 - 3.4

Life 
diversification

Evolutionary time (billion yeras)

Figure 1.1: Evolutionary time line from the origin of Earth to the diversification of life.

heterotrophic organisms, so they had to do a minimum of biosynthesis. An experimental
support to this proposal was obtained in 1953 when Miller [Miller, 1953] and Urey showed
that amino acids and other organic molecules are formed under atmospheric conditions
thought representative of those on the early Earth. The first living systems probably
did stem directly from the primordial soup and evolved relatively fast up to a common
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1. INTRODUCTION

ancestor, usually referred to as LUCA (Last Universal Common Ancestor), an entity
representing the divergence starting-point of all the extant life forms on Earth (Figure
1.1). Even though some progress have taken place in the last years, we are nowhere near
completely filling the gap existing between prebiotic events and the appearance of the
LUCA. It is quite possible that during this extremely complex transition the intermediate
stages might have involved simpler organisms with much smaller (genes and) genomes.
As stated by Delaye et al. [2005], defining the nature of the LUCA is one of the central
goals of the study of the early evolution on Earth; several attempts have been made in
this direction and the nature of LUCA is still under debate. It has been recently pro-
posed that LUCA was not a cell, but an inorganically housed assemblage of expressed
and replicable genetic elements [Koonin & Martin, 2005]. A very different view was sug-
gested one decade ago by Woese [2002; 1998] who proposed that LUCA could not have
been a particular organism or a single organismal lineage, but actually a community of
simpler organisms, the progenotes (Figure 1.2). This community evolved into a smaller

Unfidelity of replication

Pathway A
Pathway B

Pathway C

Pathway D

REPLICATION

CELL DIVISION
RANDOM SEGREGATION

HORIZONTAL GENE TRANSFER

Multiples copies of 
mini-chromosomes

The Last Universal Common Ancestor

Figure 1.2: Representation of a possible progenotes community

number of more complex cell types, which ultimately developed into the ancestor(s) of all
the extant life domains. At the beginning, the major driving force through which these
early life forms progressively evolved and increased their complexity, was probably hori-
zontal gene transfer (HGT). This, together with the inaccuracy of the first information
processing, determined the high genetic temperature in which, over time, these primordial
(micro)organism evolved into a smaller number of increasingly complex cell types with the
ancestors of the three primary groupings of organisms arising as a result. It is important
to clearly state that LUCA should not be confused with the first cell, but was probably
the product of a long period of evolution. Being the last means that LUCA was preceded
by a long succession of older ancestors. In this framework, a plethora of cellular lineages
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1.1 From ancestral to modern genomes

that have left no descendants today may have existed before LUCA [Forterre & Gribaldo,
2007]. It must be taken into account that many of these were probably still present at
the time of LUCA, and some have probably even coexisted for some time with its descen-
dants, possibly contributing via horizontal gene transfer to some traits present in modern
lineages (Figure 1.3) [Forterre & Gribaldo, 2007]. According to this view, contemporary

Figure 1.3: LUCA was the last bottleneck in a long series of ancestors to the three present-
day cellular domains: Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya (from [Forterre & Gribaldo, 2007]).

genomes are the result of 3.54 billions of years of evolution. But how did these ancestral
genomes look like? The increasing number of available sequences from organisms belong-
ing to the three domains of life (Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya) and the implementation
of several bioinformatic tools has allowed inferring both the size and the gene content of
the genomes of the first living cells that appeared on the Earth. A recent estimate of
the minimal gene content of LUCA based on whole-genome phylogenies indicated that
ancestral genomes were probably composed by about 1000/1500 genes [Ouzounis et al.,
2006]. The results of this analysis are in contrast with the previous notion of a minimal
genome (embedding only 500/600 genes) based on comparative genomics analysis of es-
sential genes [Koonin, 2003]. However, despite this small gene content, ancestral genomes
were probably fairly complex, similar to those of the extant free-living prokaryotes and in-
cluded a variety of functional capabilities including metabolic transformation, information
processing, membrane/transport proteins and complex regulation [Ouzounis et al., 2006].
Although genome size appears highly variable among organisms with the same level of
morphological complexity [Sharov, 2006], it seems well-established that the vast major-
ity of the modern-day organisms (with the exception of secondary genome reductions) (i)
possesses much more than the hypothetical gene content of LUCA and (ii) displays a great
complexity (gene regulatory and protein interaction networks, mobile genetics element,
etc.). Hence, starting from a common pool of highly conserved genetic information, still
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shared by all the extant life forms, genomes have been shaped to a considerable extent
during evolution, leading to the great diversification of life (and genomes) that we observe
nowadays. This raises the intriguing question of how both genome size and complexity
could have been increased during evolution. In other words, which are the molecular
mechanisms that drove the evolution of the earliest genes and genomes? As we will see
in the next sections, the evolution of genes and genomes requires (at least) two main
steps, i.e. (i) the acquisition of new genetic material and (ii) its shaping to (eventually)
develop a new function. The first is usually achieved with either the HGT process or by
the duplication of DNA stretches, whereas the second, that is generally gained through
evolutionary divergence, can be satisfied through several different molecular mechanisms
such as changes in the catalytic or regulatory domains or fusions involving two (or more)
cistrons. However, a demarcation line between the origin(s) and the subsequent evolution
of metabolic routes should be traced. There are many indications supporting the idea
that in the early stages of cell evolution RNA molecules played a key and central role in
cellular processes [Delaye et al., 2005, and references therein]. It is quite possible that
the origin of metabolic pathways can be placed within an RNA or an RNA/protein world
rather than in a DNA/protein world. Therefore, we will mostly take into account those
post-origin evolutionary events that might have played a major role in shaping metabolic
pathways.

1.2 Molecular Mechanisms of Genomes Expansion

1.2.1 The Starter Types

It has been recognized that most genetic information is not essential for cell growth and
division. Indeed, the analysis of completely sequenced genomes led to the suggestion that
256 genes are close to the minimal gene set that is necessary and sufficient to sustain the
existence of a modern-type cell [Mushegian & Koonin, 1996]. However, it is not known if
such a set of sequences were already present in the first DNA/protein organisms. As it
will be discussed later, most arose by gene duplication. The uncertainty is the number of
enzymes that did not arise in this manner, i.e., the starter types. The term starter type
genes was firstly conyed by Lazcano and Miller [1994] to refer to the original ancestral
genes that underwent (many) duplications and gave rise to the extant paralogous gene
families (i.e. those genes that share an ancestral sequence within the same organism, see
below for details). It is very unclear how the starter types genes originated. Two years
later, the same authors [Lazcano & Miller, 1996] estimated that the number of starter
types might have ranged from 20 up to 100. Their idea was based on the similarity of
many biochemical reactions, and on the observation that many proteins of related func-
tion share the same ancestry within a given organism.
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1.2 Molecular Mechanisms of Genomes Expansion

1.2.2 Gene Duplication

Different molecular mechanisms may have been responsible for the expansion of early
genomes and metabolic abilities. Data obtained in the last decade clearly indicate that
a very large proportion of the gene set of different organisms is the outcome of more or
less ancient gene duplication events predating or following the appearance of the LUCA
[Ohte, 2000]. These findings strongly suggest that the duplication and divergence of DNA
sequences (Figure 1.4) of different size represents one of the most important forces driving
the evolution of genes and genomes during the early evolution of life. In fact, the relative

Gene duplication

Evolutionary

divergence

New gene

X

X X

X Y

Figure 1.4: Gene duplication.

content of paralogous genes (i.e. the products of a gene duplication event) in extant bac-
terial genomes has been shown to increase together with genome size (Figure 1.5). Indeed,
this process may allow the formation of new genes from pre-existing ones. However, there
are a number of additional mechanisms that could have increased the rate of metabolic
evolution, including the modular assembly of new proteins by gene fusion events, and
horizontal gene transfer, the latter permitting the transfer of entire metabolic routes or
part thereof. Even though the lack of fossil records strongly hinders the understanding of
biochemical evolution, there is evidence that the basic biosynthetic routes were assembled
in a short geological timescale [Pereto et al., 2000]. Indeed, it is quite possible that once
an ancestral genetic system (a starter type gene) encoding a functional catalyst (or struc-
tural protein) appeared, it will undergo very rapidly paralogous duplications (Lazcano A,
personal communication). Assuming that Archaean cells had a random rate of duplication
fixation, and a rate of spontaneous gene duplications comparable with the present values
of 105/103, it has been suggested that the time required for the development of a 100 kb
genome of a DNA/protein primitive heterotroph into a 7000-genes filamentous cyanobac-
teria would require only 7106 years [Lazcano & Miller, 1996; Sharov, 2006]. Thus, the
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Figure 1.5: Relationship between percentage of genes belonging to paralogous families
plotted versus genome size in 127 bacterial genomes

rate of duplication and fixation of new genes can be surprisingly fast on the geological
timescale. This idea is supported by directed evolution experiments that have shown that
new substrate specificities appear in a few weeks from existing enzymes by recombination
events within a gene [Hall & Zuzel, 1980]. The importance of gene duplication for the
development of metabolic innovations was firstly discussed by Lewis [1951] and later by
Ohno [1972a] and has been recently confirmed by the comparative analysis of complete
sequences of archaeal, bacterial and eukaryal genomes. It has already been shown that all
of these organisms harbor a remarkable proportion of paralogous genes and that many of
them group into numerous families of different sizes [de Rosa & Labedan, 1998; Labedan
& Riley, 1995]. In principle, a DNA duplication may involve (i) part of gene, (ii) a whole
gene, (iii) DNA stretches including two or more genes involved in the same or in different
metabolic pathways, (iv) entire operons, (v) part of a chromosome, (vi) an entire chro-
mosome, and finally (vii) the whole genome [Fani, 2004]. Two structures or sequences
that evolved from a single ancestral structure or sequence, after a duplication event, are
referred to as homologs. The terms orthology and paralogy were introduced to classify
different types of homology (Figure 1.2.2). Orthologous structures or sequences in two
organisms are homologs that evolved from the same feature in their last common ancestor
but they do not necessarily retain their ancestral function. This is the case of orthologous
transcription factors in bacteria that have been shown to have different functions and
to regulate different genes [Price et al., 2007]. Therefore, the evolution of orthologs re-
flects organismal evolution. Homologs whose evolution reflects gene duplication events are
called paralogs. Consequently, orthologs usually perform the same function in different
organisms, whereas paralogous genes often catalyze different, although similar, reactions.
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Two paralogous genes may also undergo successive and differential duplication events in-
volving one or both of them giving rise to a group of paralogous genes, which is referred
to as paralogous gene family (Figure 1.7).

Ancestral gene

Step I Duplication and divergence of 
gene X

X

X

X Y

Y A

X Y AZ B

Paralogous gene family

Step II Duplication and divergence of 
gene Y

Step III Duplication and divergence of
genes X and A

Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the molecular steps leading to a paralogous gene
family.

1.2.3 The Fate of Duplicated Genes

The structural and/or functional fate of duplicated genes is an intriguing issue that has
led to the proposal of several classes of evolutionary models accounting for the possible
scenarios emerging after the appearance of a paralogous gene pair.
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1.2.3.1 Structural fate

Duplication events can generate genes arranged in-tandem. In addition duplication by
recombination involving different DNA molecules or transposition can generate a copy of
a DNA sequence at a different location within the genome [Fani, 2004; Li & Graur, 1991].
If an in-tandem duplication occurs, at least two different scenarios for the structural
evolution of the two copies can be depicted: (i) the two genes undergo an evolutionary
divergence becoming paralogs; (ii) the two genes fuse doubling their original size forming
an elongated gene (see below). Moreover, if the two copies are not arranged in-tandem:
(i) they may become paralogous genes; (ii) one copy may fuse to an adjacent gene, with a
different function, giving rise to a mosaic or chimeric gene that potentially may evolve to
perform other(s) metabolic role(s). Tandem duplications of DNA stretches are often the
result of an unequal crossing-over between two DNA molecules, but other processes, such
as replication slippage, may be invoked to explain the existence of tandemly arranged
paralogous genes. The presence of paralogous genes at different sites within a microbial
genome might be the results of ancient activity of transposable elements, and/or dupli-
cation of genome fragments as well as wholegenome duplications [Fani, 2004].

1.2.3.2 Functional fate

The functional fate of the two (initially) identical gene copies originated from a duplica-
tion event depends on the further modifications (evolutionary divergence) that one (or
both) of the two redundant copies accumulates during evolution (Figure 1.8). It can be

Gene Duplication

Subfunctionalization Neofunctionalization Sub - neo - functionalization
1 2

3

Figure 1.8: Evolutionary models of functional divergence between duplicate genes. Genes
and the function(s) they code are represented with circles and squares, respectively. Dot-
ted lines link genes with their functions.
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surmised, in fact, that, after a gene duplicates, one of the two copies becomes dispensable
and can undergo several types of mutational events, mainly substitutions, that, in turn,
can lead to the appearance of a new gene, harboring a different function in respect to
the ancestral coding sequence (Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.7 ). On the contrary, duplicated
genes can also maintain the same function in the course of evolution, thereby enabling
the production of a large quantity of RNAs or proteins (gene dosage effect); this is the
case, for example, of prokaryotic 16S rRNA genes. At least three different models have
been proposed to explain the early stages of evolutionary divergence of duplicated gene
copies.

1. The classical model of gene duplication (neofunctionalization)
The classical model of gene duplication, or neofunctionalization, predicts that in most
cases, after the duplication event, one duplicate may become functionless, whereas the
other copy will retain the original function [Lio’ et al., 2007; Ohno, 1972b, 1980]. At
least in the early stages after the gene duplication event, the two copies are supposed to
maintain the same function. Then, it is likely that one of the redundant copy will be
lost, due to the occurrence of one (or more) mutation(s) negatively affecting its original
function that, in turn, will be preserved by the other redundant copy [Lio’ et al., 2007].
However, although less probably, an advantageous mutation may change the function of
one duplicate and both copies may be maintained (Figure 1.8). Recent evidences, emerged
by large-scale comparative genome analyses revealed that this hypothesis on the fate of
duplicated genomes does not fit completely with data. In the case of eukaryotic multigene
families, for example, it has been demonstrated that, if the size of the population is large
enough, the fate of most duplicated genes is to acquire a new function rather than to
become pseudogenes [Walsh, 1995]. Moreover, Nadeau and Sankoff [Nadeau & Sankoff,
1997], studying human and mice genes, estimated that about 50% of gene duplications
undergo functional divergence. Other analyses have illustrated the high frequency of
paralogous genes preservation following ancient DNA duplications events, being close to
values of 30 to 50% over periods of tens to hundreds of millions of years [Lynch & Conery,
2000]. The release of several new fully sequenced genomes has allowed a further validation
of these hypotheses. Aury et al. [2006] have observed that gene loss, following a whole
genome duplication (WGD), occurs over a long timescale and not as an initial massive
event. Accordingly, many genes are maintained after WGD not because of functional
innovation but because of gene dosage constraints [Aury et al., 2006]. After the analysis
of data coming from comparative genomics and enzymes kinetics, Connant and Wolfe
[Conant & Wolfe, 2007] proposed that duplicate copies of glycolysis genes were initially
maintained for dosage reasons, but subsequent tuning of enzyme expression levels may
have freed one paralog to innovate [Conant & Wolfe, 2007].

2. The sub-functionalization model
The sub-functionalization model for the fate and the maintenance of duplicates relies on
the observation that a single gene can be made up of several accessorial components, i.e.
promoter regions with a positive or negative effect on transcription of downstream genes,
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different functional and/or structural domains of the protein they code for (eventually
capable of interacting with different substrates and regulatory ligands, or other proteins)
and so on. In this context, these elements can be considered as a sub-functional module
for a gene or protein, each one contributing to the global function of that gene or protein.
Starting from this idea, Lynch and Force [Lynch & Force, 2000] first proposed that mul-
tiple sub-functions of the original gene may play an important role in the preservation
of gene duplicates (Figure 1.8). They focused on the role of degenerative mutations in
different regulatory elements of an ancestral gene expressed at rates which depend on
a certain number of different transcriptional modules (sub-functions) located in its pro-
moter region. After the duplication event, deleterious mutations can reduce the number
of active sub-functions of one or both the duplicates, but the sum of the sub-functions of
the duplicates will be equal to the number of original functions before duplication (i.e.:
the original functions have been partitioned among the two duplicates). Similarly, consid-
ering both duplicates, they are together able to complement all the original sub-functions;
moreover, they can have partially redundant functions too [Lio’ et al., 2007]. The sub-
functionalization, or duplication-degeneration-complementation model (DDC) of Lynch
and Force [Lynch & Force, 2000], differs from the classical model because the preserva-
tion of both gene copies mainly depends on the partitioning of sub-functions between
duplicates, rather than the occurrence of advantageous mutations. A limitation of the
sub-functionalization model is the requirement for multiple independent regulatory ele-
ments and/or functional domains; the classical model is still valid if gene functions cannot
be partitioned: for example, when selection pressure acts to conserve all the sub-functions
together. This is often the case when multiple sub-functions are dependent on each other
[Lio’ et al., 2007].

3. The sub-neofunctionalization model
A further implementation of all the models explaining the fate of duplicates has been
proposed by He and Zhang [He & Zhang, 2006], starting from the results of a work
concerning both yeast protein interaction data and human expression data, which have
been tested both under the neo-functionalization and the subfunctionalization models.
According to the authors, none of them alone satisfied experimental data for duplicates
and the so-called sub-neofunctionalization model was introduced, being a mix of previous
ones. The acquisition of expression divergence between duplicates is interpreted by He
and Zhang [He & Zhang, 2006] as a (rapid) subfunctionalization event. Then, after this
sub-functionalization occurred, both duplicates are essential, in that they can maintain
the original expression patterns, and hence they are preserved. Once a gene is established
in a genome, it can retain its function or evolve or specialize a new one (i.e. it undergoes
neo-functionalization Figure 1.8) [Lio’ et al., 2007]. Accordingly, the sub-functionalization
appear to be a rapid process, while the neo-functionalization requires more time and con-
tinues even long after duplication [He & Zhang, 2006].
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1.2.4 Operon Duplication

DNA duplications may also concern entire clusters of gene possibly involved in the same
metabolic process, i.e. entire operons or part thereof. For example, one can imagine that
if an entire operon a, responsible for the biosynthesis of compound A, duplicates giving
rise to a couple of paralogous operons, one of the copy (b) may diverge from the other and
evolve in such a way that the encoded enzymes catalyze reactions leading to a different
compound, B. If this event actually occurs, it might provoke a (rapid) expansion of the
metabolic abilities of the cell and the increase of its genome size [Fani, 2004]. Moreover
we should find the vestiges of this duplication by comparing the aminoacid sequence of
the proteins encoded by operons A and B. Even though Gevers et al. [Gevers et al., 2004]
found only a minority of paralogous operons in some bacterial genomes, this doesn’t mean
that operon duplication did not occurred more frequently during early cell evolution. In
fact, because the molecular clocks and functional constraints are different for each protein,
if the duplication event was (very) ancient, it might have been blurred during evolution. In
ammonia oxidizing autrophic bacteria multiple copies of ammonia monooxygenase (amo)
operons have been disclosed (see [Klotz & Norton, 1998] and references therein). In addi-
tion to this, paralogous operons have been described in the archeon Pyrococcus [Maeder
et al., 1999]. A cascade of gene and operon duplications has been also suggested for the
origin of nitrogen fixation (nif ) genes [Fani et al., 2000]. More recently, several interest-
ing examples of operons duplication(s) have been disclosed in different microorganisms.
One of the most and intriguing one is represented by the operon(s) whose products are
responsible for the assembly and the functioning of the RND drug efflux pump system
(RND family). This issue has been extensively analyzed by Guglierame et al. [Guglierame
et al., 2006], who discovered 14 paralogous operons embedding all the genes necessary for
the assembly of a functional efflux system in the genome of Burkholderia cenocepacia.
The presence of a large number of paralogous operons in the genome of all the available
Burkholderia species strongly suggests that they are the outcome of several operon du-
plication events (followed by evolutionary divergence) that can be dated (at least) in the
ancestor of the genus Burkholderia (Perrin et al., BMC Evolutionary Biology submitted
for publication).

1.2.5 Gene Elongation

It is generally accepted that ancestral protein-encoding genes should have been relatively
short sequences encoding simple polypeptides likely corresponding to functional and/or
structural domains. The size and complexity of extant genes are the result of different
evolutionary processes, including gene fusion (see below), accretion of functional domains
and duplication of internal motifs [Li & Graur, 1991; Lio’ et al., 2007]. The last mech-
anisms is often referred to as gene elongation, that is the increase in gene size, which
represents one of the most important steps in the evolution of complex genes from simple
ones. A gene elongation event can be the outcome of an in-tandem duplication of a DNA
sequence. Then, if a deletion of the intervening sequence between the two copies occurs
followed by a mutation converting the stop codon of the first copy into a sense codon
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(Figure 1.9), this results in the elongation by fusion of the ancestral gene and its copy.
Hence, the new gene is constituted by two paralogous moieties (modules). In principle,
each module or both of them might undergo further duplication events, leading to a gene
constituted by more repetitions of amino acid sequences. Many proteins of present-day
organisms show internal repeats of amino acid sequences, and the repeats often correspond
to the functional or structural domains [McLachlan, 1991]. This type of duplication has
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Figure 1.9: Representation of a gene elongation event.

occurred in so many proteins that the process must have considerable evolutionary ad-
vantage. The biological significance of gene elongation might rely in: (i) the improvement
of the function of a protein by increasing the number of active sites and/or (ii) the acqui-
sition of an additional function by modifying a redundant segment. Several examples of
genes sharing internal sequence repetitions have been described in both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes. For example the Escherichia coli thrA, thrB and thrC genes of the threonine
biosynthetic operon, each shares a short module of about 35 amino acids [Cassan et al.,
1986; Parsot, 1986; Parsot et al., 1983]. In another example the carB gene of E. coli,
which specifies a subunit of carbamoylphosphate synthetase, shows an internal duplica-
tion of approximately half the size of the entire gene [Nyunoya & Lusty, 1983]. Gupta
and Singh [1992] also described an internal repeat in the heat-shock protein 70 (HSP70)
of archaea and bacteria. Rubin et al. [1990] found that the two domains of Gram negative
bacterial tetracycline efflux proteins are encoded by genes that evolved by duplication of
an ancestral module having half the size of the present-day gene(s). Moreover, previous
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extensive analyses [Reizer & Saier, 1997] have illustrated the modular assembly and de-
sign of bacterial multidomain phosphoryl transferase proteins. The enormous variation in
the arrangements of the subunits that has been observed in the ubiquitous ATP binding
cassette (ABC) superfamily has led to the conclusion that domain fusions (together with
duplication and insertion events) have occurred repeatedly during the evolution of the
ABC superfamily [Reizer & Saier, 1997]. However, one of the most the most extensively
documented example is represented by the pair of genes, hisA and hisF, showing an ev-
ident split into two modules half the size of the entire gene [Fani et al., 1994]. In other
cases, the traces of the common origin of two (or more) portion within a gene (as well
as of two or more genes) can be disclosed by comparing the aminoacid sequence of the
protein it codes for (see below for references).

1.2.6 Gene Fusion

In addition to gene duplication and gene elongation, one of the major routes of gene
evolution is the fusion of independent cistrons leading to bi- or multifunctional proteins
[Brilli & Fani, 2004]. Gene fusions provide a mechanism for the physical association of
different catalytic domains or of catalytic and regulatory structures [Jensen, 1996]. Fu-
sions frequently involve genes coding for proteins that function in a concerted manner,
such as enzymes catalyzing sequential steps within a metabolic pathway [Yanai et al.,
2002]. Fusion of such catalytic centres likely promotes the channelling of intermediates
that may be unstable and/or in low concentration [Jensen, 1996]; this, in turn, requires
that enzymes catalyzing sequential reactions are co-localized within cell [Mathews, 1993]
and may (transiently) interact to form complexes that are termed metabolons [Srere,
1987]. The high fitness of gene fusions can also rely on the tight regulation of the expres-
sion of the fused domains. Even though gene fusion events have been described in many
prokaryotes, they may have a special significance among nucleated cells, where the very
limited number, if not the complete absence, of operons does not a low the co-ordinate
synthesis of proteins by polycistronic mRNAs. Fusions have been disclosed in genes of
many metabolic pathways, such as tryptophan [Xie et al., 2003] and histidine biosynthesis
(see below).

1.2.7 The Role Of Horizontal Gene Transfer In The Evolution
Of Genomes And Spreading Of Metabolic Functions

The Darwinian view of organism evolution predicts that such process can be interpreted
and represented by a ”tree of life” metaphor. Any functionally significant (phenotypic)
and so selectable evolutionary ”invention”, arising from gene or genome level molecular
processes (point mutations, gene duplication, etc.) is vertically transmitted - if not lethal.
Nevertheless, there are exceptions to the tree of life paradigm (that, however, still pro-
vides a valid framework): evolutionary landmark events of cellular and genome evolution
mediated by symbiosis (i.e. chloroplast and mitochondria) defines an example of non-
linear evolution. Such processes defines a different model of evolution - the reticulate one
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[Gogarten & Townsend, 2005] - that eventually took place along with the ”classical” ver-
tical transmission. Thus, a single bifurcating tree is insufficient to describe the microbial
evolutionary process (that is furthermore problematical for the difficulty to define species
boundaries in prokaryotes) as ”only 0.1% to % of each genome fits the metaphor of a tree
of life” [Dagan & Martin, 2006]. Indeed, the phylogenomic and comparative genomic ap-
proaches based on the availability of a large number of completely sequenced genomes has
highlighted the importance of non-vertical transmission in shaping genomes and evolution
processes. Incongruence existing in the phylogenetic reconstructions using different genes
is considered as a proof of HGT events [Gribaldo & Brochier-Armanet, 2006; Ochman
et al., 2005], some of which probably (very) ancient [Brown, 2003; Huang & Gogarten,
2006]. The extent of HGT events occurred during evolution is still under debate [Dagan
& Martin, 2006, 2007] and is especially intriguing in the light of early evolution elucida-
tion as well as the notion of a communal ancestor [Koonin, 2003]. It has been in fact
proposed that HGT dominated during the early stages of cellular evolution and was much
higher than in modern systems [Woese, 1998, 2000, 2002]. The emergence of a ”horizontal
genomics” well explains the interest in the role of HGT processes in genome and species
evolution. From a molecular perspective HGT is carried out by different mechanisms and
is mediated by a mobile gene pool (the so called ”mobilome”) comprising plasmids, trans-
posons and bacteriophages [Frost et al., 2005]. HGT can involve single genes or longer
DNA fragment containing entire operons and thus the genetic determinants for entire
metabolic pathways conferring to the recipient cell new capabilities. It has been hypothe-
sized that HGT does not involve equally genes belonging to different functional categories.
Genes responsible for informational processes (transcription, translation, etc) are likely
less prone to HGT than operational genes [Shi & Falkowski, 2008], even though the HGT
of ribosomal operon has been described [Gogarten et al., 2002]. This latter finding and
the observation that only a 40% of the genes are shared by three Escherichia coli strains
(Martin, 1999) raise the question of the stability of bacterial genomes [Itoh et al., 1999;
Mushegian & Koonin, 1996]. It is therefore important for phylogenetic and evolutionary
analysis to individuate the ”stable core” and the ”variable shell” in prokaryotic genomes
[Shi & Falkowski, 2008]. It is also quite possible that, in addition to HGT (xenology), the
early cells might have exchanged (or shared) their genetic information through cell fusion
(sinology). The latter mechanism might have been facilitated by the absence of a cell wall
in the Archaean cells and might have been responsible for large genetic rearrangements
and rapid expansion of genomes and metabolic activities. A summary of the evolutionary

forces and mechanisms leading to the acquisition and spreading of novel metabolic traits
is schematically reported in Figure 1.10

1.3 Origin and Evolution of Metabolic Pathways

1.3.1 The Primordial Metabolism

All living (micro)organisms possess an intricate network of metabolic routes for biosyn-
thesis of the building blocks of proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and carbohydrates, and the
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1.3 Origin and Evolution of Metabolic Pathways

catabolism of different compounds to drive cellular processes. How these pathways have
originated and evolved has been discussed for decades and is still under debate [Copley,
2000]. If we assume that life arose in a prebiotic soup containing most, if not all, of the
necessary small molecules, then a large potential availability of nutrients in the primitive
Earth can be surmised, providing both the growth and energy supply for a large number
of ancestral organisms. Even though it is not still clear what were the properties of the
ancestral organisms, i.e. if they possessed cell membranes and if most enzymes evolved
prior to compartmentalization of environment into cells, it is plausible that those pri-
mordial organisms were heterotrophic and had no need for developing new and improved
metabolic abilities since most of the required nutrients were available. If this scenario is
correct, at least two questions can be addressed, that is why and how did primordial cells
expand their metabolic abilities and genomes? The answer to the first question is rather
intuitive. Indeed, the increasing number of early cells thriving on primordial soup would
have led to the depletion of essential nutrients imposing a progressively stronger selective
pressure that, in turn, favored those (micro)organisms that have become able to synthe-
size the nutrients whose concentration was decreasing in the primordial soup. Thus, the
origin and the evolution of basic metabolic pathways represented a crucial step in molec-
ular and cellular evolution, because it rendered the primordial cells less dependent on the
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Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of an ancestral cell community with selective pres-
sure allowing for the acquisition and spreading of a new metabolic trait (from [Fondi
et al., 2009])
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external source of nutrients. Since ancestral cells probably owned small chromosomes and
consequently possessed limited coding capabilities, it is plausible to imagine that their
metabolism could count on a limited number of enzymes. This raises the question on
how could the ancestral cells fulfill all their metabolic tasks possessing such a restricted
enzyme repertoire? A possible (and widely accepted) explanation is that these ancestral
enzymes possessed broad substrate specificity, allowing them to catalyze several differ-
ent chemical reactions (see below). Hence, the hypothetical ancestral metabolic network
was probably composed by a limited number of nodes (enzymes) that were highly inter-
connected (i.e., participated in different, although linked, biological processes). On the
contrary, network models of extant metabolisms reveal remarkably complex structures
(Figure 1.11); thousands of different enzymes form well defined routes that transform
many distinct molecules, in an ordered fashion and with a predefined output. The next
session will focus on the molecular mechanisms that guided this transition, i.e. the ex-
pansion and the refinement of ancestral metabolic routes, leading to the structure of the
extant intertwined metabolic pathways.

1.3.2 Mechanisms for metabolic pathways assembly

As discussed in the previous sections, the emergence and refinement of basic biosynthetic
pathways allowed primitive organisms to become increasingly less dependent on exoge-
nous sources of amino acids, purines, and other compounds accumulated in the primitive
environment as a result of prebiotic syntheses. But how did these metabolic pathways
originate and evolve? Then, which is the role that the molecular mechanisms described
above (gene elongation, duplication and/or fusion) played in the assembly of metabolic
routes? How the major metabolic pathways actually originated is still an open ques-

Figure 1.11: Global metabolism map (from www.genome.jp/kegg)
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tion, but several different theories have been suggested to account for the establishment
of metabolic routes. As we will see, gene duplication plays a major role in all of these ideas.

1.3.2.1 The Retrograde hypothesis (Horowitz, 1945)

The first attempt to explain in detail the origin of metabolic pathways was made by
Horowitz [Horowitz, 1945], who based this on two pieces of work. The first was the pri-
mordial soup hypothesis and the second was the one-to-one correspondence between genes
and enzymes noticed by Beadle and Tatum [Beadle & Tatum, 1941]. Horowitz suggested
that biosynthetic enzymes had been acquired via gene duplication that took place in the
reverse order found in current pathways. This idea, also known as the Retrograde hypoth-
esis, has intuitive appeal and states that if the contemporary biosynthesis of compound
A requires the sequential transformations of precursors D, C and B via the corresponding
enzymes, the final product A of a given metabolic route was the first compound used by
the primordial heterotrophs (Figure 1.12). In other words, if a compound A was essential
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of the Horowitz hypothesis on the origin and evo-
lution of metabolic pathways (from [Fondi et al., 2009]).

for the survival of primordial cells, when A became depleted from the primitive soup,
this should have imposed a selective pressure allowing the survival and reproduction of
those cells that were become able to perform the transformation of a chemically related
compound B into A catalyzed by enzyme a that would have lead to a simple, one-step
pathway. The selection of variants having a mutant b enzyme related to a via a duplica-
tion event and capable of mediating the transformation of molecule C chemically related
into B, would lead into an increasingly complex route, a process that would continue
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until the entire pathway was established in a backward fashion, starting with the syn-
thesis of the final product, then the penultimate pathway intermediate, and so on down
the pathway to the initial precursor (Figure 1.12). Twenty years later, the discovery of
operons prompted Horowitz to restate his model, arguing that it was supported also by
the clustering of genes, that could be explained by a series of early tandem duplications
of an ancestral gene; in other words, genes belonging to the same operon and/or to the
same metabolic pathway should have formed a paralogous gene family. The retrograde
hypothesis establishes a clear evolutionary connection between prebiotic chemistry and
the development of metabolic pathways, and may be invoked to explain some routes.
However, The evolution of metabolic pathways in a backward direction requires special
environmental conditions in which useful organic compounds and potential precursors
have accumulated. Although these conditions might have existed at the dawn of life, they
must have become less common as life forms became more complex and depleted the envi-
ronment of ready-made useful compounds [Copley, 2000]. Furthermore, the origin of many
other anabolic routes cannot be understood in terms of their backwards development as
they involve many unstable intermediates and it is difficult to explain their synthesis and
accumulation in both the prebiotic and extant environments. In addition to this, many
of these metabolic intermediates are phosphorylated compounds that could not permeate
primordial membranes in the absence of specialized transport systems that were probably
absent in primitive cells [Lazcano et al., 1995]. It has been also argued that the Horowitz
hypothesis fails to account for the origin of catabolic pathway regulatory mechanisms,
and for the development of biosynthetic routes involving dissimilar reactions. In addition
to this, if the enzymes catalyzing successive steps in a given metabolic pathway resulted
from a series of gene duplication events [Horowitz, 1965], then they must share structural
similarities [Hegeman & Rosenberg, 1970]. Even though there is a handful of examples
where adjacent enzymes in a pathway are indeed homologous [Belfaiza et al., 1986; Bork
& Rohde, 1990; Fani et al., 1994, 2000; Wilmanns et al., 1991], the list of known examples
confirmed by sequence comparisons is small. Maybe the most extensively documented
examples pertain to the pair of genes hisA and hisF [Fani et al., 2000] and four of the
genes involved in nitrogen fixation (nifD, K, E, and N ) [Fani et al., 1994](see the relative
sections).

1.3.3 The Granick hypothesis

An alternative, although less-well known, proposal is the development of biosynthetic
pathways in the forward direction [Granick, 1957, 1965], where the prebiotic compounds
do not play any role. Granick proposed that the biosynthesis of some end-products could
be explained by forward evolution from relatively simple precursors (see [Pereto et al.,
2000] and references therein). This model predicts that simpler biochemical compounds
predated the appearance of more complicated ones; hence, the enzymes catalyzing earlier
steps of a metabolic route are older than the latter ones. For this to operate it is neces-
sary for each of the intermediates to be useful to the organism, since the development of
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multiple genes simultaneously in a sequence is too improbable [Lazcano & Miller, 1996;
Pereto et al., 2000]. This might work with heme and chlorophyll as cited by Granick, but
problems arise with pathways such as purine and branched chain amino acid syntheses,
where the intermediates are of no apparent use. Another example where the Granick
proposal has been applied is the development of the isoprene lipid pathway [Ourisson &
Nakatani, 1994].

1.3.3.1 The Patchwork hypothesis (Ycas, 1974; Jensen, 1976)

Gene duplication has also been invoked in another theory proposed to explain the origin
and evolution of metabolic pathways, the so-called patchwork hypothesis [Jensen, 1976;
Ycas, 1974] according to which metabolic pathways may have been assembled through
the recruitment of primitive enzymes that could react with a wide range of chemically
related substrates. Such relatively slow, non-specific enzymes may have enabled primitive
cells containing small genomes to overcome their limited coding capabilities (Figure 1.13).
Figure 1.13 shows a schematic three-step model of the patchwork hypothesis;

1. the ancestral enzyme E1 endowed with low substrate specificity is able to bind to
three substrates (S1, S2 and S3) and catalyze three different, but similar reactions;

2. a paralogous duplication of the gene encoding enzyme E1 and the subsequent diver-
gence of the new sequence lead to the appearance of enzyme E2 with an increased
and narrowed specificity;

3. a further duplication event occurred leading to E3 showing a diversification of func-
tion and narrowing of specificity.

In this way the ancestral enzyme E1, belonging to a given metabolic route is recruited to
serve other novel pathways. The patchwork hypothesis is also consistent with the possi-
bility that an ancestral pathway may have had a primitive enzyme catalyzing two or more
similar reactions on related substrates of the same metabolic route and whose substrate
specificity was refined as a result of later duplication events. In this way primordial cells
might have expanded their metabolic capabilities. Additionally, this mechanism may have
permitted the evolution of regulatory mechanisms coincident with the development of new
pathways [Fani, 2004; Lazcano et al., 1995]. Related to this view is that in which enzyme
evolution has been driven by retention of catalytic mechanisms [Copley & Bork, 2000].
There is good evidence to suggest that this has occurred within many protein families
[Babbitt & Gerlt, 1997; Eklund & Fontecave, 1999; Gerlt & Babbitt, 1998; Lawrence et al.,
1997]. The patchwork hypothesis is supported by several lines of evidence. The broad
substrate specificity of some enzymes means they can catalyze a class of different chemical
reactions and this provides a support for the patchwork theory. As demonstrated by whole
genome sequence comparisons, there is a significant percentage of metabolic genes that
are the outcome of paralogous duplications described in completely sequenced cellular
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genomes. Sequence comparisons of enzymes catalyzing different reactions in the biosyn-
thesis of threonine, tryptophan, isoleucine and methionine indicate that each protein has
evolved from a single common ancestral molecule active in several metabolic pathways
[Lazcano et al., 1992]. The recruitment of enzymes belonging to different metabolic path-
ways to serve novel biosynthetic routes is well documented under laboratory conditions.
These are the so-called directed evolution experiments, in which microbial populations
are subjected to a strong selective pressure leading to heterettophic phenotypes capable
of using new substrates (see below). Some fascinating examples of Natures opportunism
in assembling new pathways using this patchwork approach have been found [Copley,
2000]. The urea cycle in terrestrial animals clearly evolved by addition of a new enzyme,
arginase, to a set of four enzymes previously involved in the biosynthesis of arginine
[Takiguchi et al., 1989]. The Krebs cycle is postulated to have evolved by combination of
several pre-existing enzymes from pathways for biosynthesis of aspartate and glutamate
with four additional enzymes [Copley, 2000; Melendez-Hevia et al., 1996]. Besides, some
ancestral biosynthetic routes, such as histidine [Fani et al., 1995, 1998] and tryptophan
[Xie et al., 2003] biosynthesis, nitrogen fixation [Fani et al., 2000], as well as lysine, argi-
nine and leucine [Fondi et al., 2007] were highly likely assembled through this mechanism.
However, there are also very nice examples of recent adaptation to completely newly com-
pounds by the patchwork mechanism. This is particularly true for metabolic pathways
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Figure 1.13: Schematic representation of the Jensen hypothesis on the origin and evolution
of metabolic pathways (from [Fondi et al., 2009]).
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evolved by microorganisms in order to either exploit new carbon sources or detoxify toxic
compounds, such as xenobiotic chemicals. One of the most striking examples is the evolu-
tion of the pathway for degradation of pentachlorophenol (PCP), a xenobiotic pesticide,
in Sphingomonas chlorophenolica, which has been suggested to be the outcome of the
patchwork combination of enzymes from two different existing pathways [Copley, 2000].

1.3.3.2 Semienzymatic origin of metabolic pathways (Lazcano and Miller,
1996)

In order to explain the origin of the very early metabolic pathways, Lazcano and Miler
[Lazcano & Miller, 1996] proposed a different approach that may be applicable to the
origin of some but not all metabolic routes. They based their idea on the following as-
sumptions: (a) a set of rather stable prebiotic compounds was available in the primitive
ocean. (b) Compounds due to leakage from existing pathways within cells were also
available. These compounds need not be particularly stable because they are produced
within the cell and used rapidly. (c) Existing enzyme types are assumed to be available
from gene duplication and they were non-specific according to Jensen [Jensen, 1996]. (d)
Starter-type enzymes are assumed to arise by non-enzymatic reactions followed by acqui-
sition of the enzyme. It is known that most steps in biosynthetic routes are mediated
by enzymes, but some occur spontaneously. In other cases the corresponding chemical
step can be achieved by changing the reaction conditions and reagents in the absence of
the enzyme. An example is the product of the G-type glutamine amidotransferase gene
(hisH ), which takes part in histidine biosynthesis. The reaction adds NH3 under high
ammonia concentrations in the absence of the HisH protein [Martin, 1971]. Experimental
evidence has demonstrated prototrophic growth under high ammonia concentrations of
a Klebsiella pneumoniae strain with a mutated hisH gene Rieder et al. [1994]. Lazcano
and Miller [Lazcano & Miller, 1996] propose that the reaction first took place with NH3,
followed by the development of HisH, followed in turn by the substitution of glutamine
or NH3 as this compound disappeared from the prebiotic soup.

1.3.4 Origin and Evolution of Operons

As mentioned above, changes in gene structure across time have greatly affected the assem-
bling and the refinement of (entire) metabolic routes. However, gene organization, that is,
the order of genes along the chromosome(s), has also played a pivotal role in metabolism
evolution. This idea has been reinforced by the observation(s) that, at least in the mi-
crobial world, an important percentage of genes participating in the same biosynthetic
route are organized in an operon fashion [Omelchenko et al., 2003]. The term operon was
first introduced to define a group of genes regulated by an operator and transcribed into
a polycistronic mRNA [Jacob & Monod, 1961]. The same term is now used to describe
any group of adjacent genes that are transcribed from a promoter into a polycistronic
mRNA. In the last decades, studies were focused mainly on two operons, i.e. trypto-
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phan [Xie et al., 2003] and histidine [Alifano et al., 1996], which helped to reveal new
and sophisticated mechanisms of transcription control (i.e. attenuation [Alifano et al.,
1996]). In addition, the finding that genes belonging to the same metabolic pathway
were organized in similar operons in distantly related organisms [de Daruvar et al., 2002]
suggested that clustering of genes involved in a biosynthetic route was a common feature
of prokaryotic genomes, leading to the idea that operon assembly predated the LUCA
and that such genes clusters were vertically or horizontally transferred during evolution.
However, the comparative analysis of fully sequenced genomes has challenged the original
view of operon structure, origin and evolution [Itoh et al., 1999; Makarova et al., 2001;
Price et al., 2005b, 2006; Wolf et al., 2001], disclosing the possibility that some operons
might be a recent invention of evolution [Fani et al., 2005] and sometimes the result of
convergent evolution (see below).

1.3.4.1 Distribution and Structure of Operons

Operons are widespread in prokaryotes [Fani et al., 2005; Itoh et al., 1999; Langer et al.,
1995; Price et al., 2005b, 2006] and represent one of the main strategies of gene or-
ganization and regulation in prokaryotes [Omelchenko et al., 2003]. In eukaryotes, gene
clusters are very rare (often reflecting multiple alleles of a single cistron), although several
Caenorhabditis elegans genes appear to be co-transcribed in clusters resembling operons.
However, it is not yet clear whether gene clusters arose in this genus independently or were
already present in the ancestor of all eukaryotes. It has been estimated that in a typical
prokaryotic genome, about half of the protein-coding genes are organized in operons [Price
et al., 2006]. However, in spite of the idea that the proximity of functional related genes
offers more efficient regulation [Demerec & Demerec, 1956], allowing the maintenance of
operon organization during evolution by purifying selection [Rocha, 2006], operon conser-
vation among prokaryotes seems to be far less common than expected [Omelchenko et al.,
2003]. Indeed, prokaryotic genomes are rather unstable [Itoh et al., 1999; Mushegian &
Koonin, 1996; Watanabe et al., 1997] and only 5,25% of genes belong to strings (probably
operons) shared by at least two distantly related species [Wolf et al., 2001]. This suggests
that operon conservation might be neutral over evolutionary time [Itoh et al., 1999], even
though operon disruption should decrease the transcriptional efficiency and hence reduce
cell fitness. Moreover, the very same operon organization in distantly related organisms
is strongly maintained only for few key genes coding for physically interacting proteins
[Dandekar et al., 1998; Huynen et al., 2000; Itoh et al., 1999; Mushegian & Koonin,
1996; Watanabe et al., 1997], such as the ribosomal proteins, proton ATPases and ABC
membrane transport cassettes [Wolf et al., 2001]. In the original definition proposed by
Jacob and Monod [Jacob & Monod, 1961], operons contain genes belonging to the same
functional pathway [de Daruvar et al., 2002; Rogozin et al., 2002] in order to guarantee
them a similar expression level. The analysis of several fully sequenced genomes is chal-
lenging this idea. First, some genes without apparent functional relationships, that is,
alien [Papaleo et al., 2009] (genes apparently not involved in the same metabolic route
and having homologs in other species) or ORFan genes (lacking homologs in closely re-
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lated species and probably acquired from bacteriophages) [de Daruvar et al., 2002; Price
et al., 2005a, 2006], can be embedded in the same operon. The biological significance
of this finding might in some cases rely on the requirement for coordinate regulation
of the (apparently unrelated) genes by the same environmental stimulus(i) [Price et al.,
2006], but in other cases it remains obscure. Secondly, the discovery of regulons [Maas,
1964] (sets of functionally related genes scattered throughout the genome that can be
efficiently co-regulated) revealed that different gene organization strategies may assure
similar expression patterns [Price et al., 2006; Sabatti et al., 2002]. Thirdly, many oper-
ons do not have a structure consistent with the original definition, since they are under
the control of multiple promoters and/or regulators [Price et al., 2006; Vicente et al.,
1998]. Lastly, operons exhibit a different degree of compactness. Overall, genes within
operons are separated by less than 20 base pairs [Eyre-Walker, 1995; Moreno-Hagelsieb &
Collado-Vides, 2002] and often overlap [Eyre-Walker, 1995], because of biases of bacterial
genomes towards small deletions [Mira et al., 2001] and/or for translational coupling [Yu
et al., 2001]. However, wide spacing exists even in highly expressed operons [Ma et al.,
2002; Moreno-Hagelsieb & Collado-Vides, 2002] and this is often related to the presence
of internal promoters [Price et al., 2006]. Thus, the operon structure appears to be more
heterogeneous than previously thought.

1.3.4.2 Hypothesis on the Origin and Evolution of Operon

Despite the large body of data available regarding structure, distribution and conservation,
the biological significance and mechanism(s) of operon formation are still under debate.
At least seven different models have been proposed for operon formation.

1. The Natal model predicts that operons originated by in situ gene duplication and
divergence, whereby the evolution of metabolic pathways took place in a stepwise
fashion in an assembly line of genes [Itoh et al., 1999]. This model corresponds
to the Horowitz idea on the origin and evolution of metabolic pathways and was
supported by the observation that gene order in some operons (such as the trp-
operon) reflects e in some organisms e the corresponding biochemical reactions.
Even though examples of gene duplication and divergence inside an operon have
been reported [Fani et al., 1994, 2000], the low conservation of operon structure and
of gene order and the lack of homology between operon genes challenged this model.

2. The Fischer model proposes that the physical proximity of co-adapted alleles in the
genome reduces the frequency of the formation of unfavorable combinations of genes
by recombination events. This might favor operon assembly.

3. Glansdorff [Glansdorff, 1999] suggested that early adaptation to thermophily played
a key role in the emergence of operons. This is supported by transcriptionetransla-
tion coupling, which is seen as a mechanism capable of protecting messenger RNA
from degradation caused by high temperatures.
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4. The co-regulation model predicts that genes are clustered together because regula-
tion is easier under a single promoter, providing both economy of transcription and
equal abundance of products, especially when genes belong to the same metabolic
pathway. Operon organization should therefore be the most economical means of
regulation, preferred by selection over gene scattering. However, genes organized
in regulons can also be co-regulated and operons can also contain functionally un-
linked genes. Moreover, it has been argued that co-regulation can provide a selective
advantage for operon structure maintenance, but not for gene clustering, since no
fitness beneficial effects are expected during operon formation (progressive increase
in gene proximity) until co-transcription is possible. Lastly, co-regulation might
be more easily obtained by modifying two promoters than by placing two genes in
proximity, since the likelihood of rearranging two genes in the correct position is
very low [Lawrence, 1999; Lawrence & Roth, 1996].

5. In the molarity model, co-regulation can also guarantee that proteins are synthe-
sized in equimolar amounts, reducing stochastic differences in their concentration
levels [Swain, 2004], and can increase the rate of both formation and folding of mul-
tisubunit protein complexes [Dandekar et al., 1998; Pal & Hurst, 2004]. However
differences in (i) the efficiency of activity of different enzymes, (ii) the efficiency of
translation of genes within an operon, and/or (iii) the half-life of different mRNAs
can reduce the probability of equimolar production of proteins. Furthermore, even
though some highly conserved operons code for protein complexes [Dandekar et al.,
1998], the majority of them do not and, vice versa, many protein complexes are not
encoded by genes within the same operon [Butland et al., 2005].

6. The selfish operon theory [Lawrence, 1999; Lawrence & Roth, 1996] posits that oper-
ons, except for some highly conserved operons, thought to be ancient and to have
been formed by other mechanisms, form because such compact organization facili-
tates HGT (and so survival) of non-essential gene clusters, whose function is only
occasionally useful and so prone to random deletion of genes by mutation pressure
and genetic drift. HGT would save the cluster from extinction and might confer
selective advantage(s) to the recipient organism in some environmental conditions.
It might also drive cluster compacting by deletion of intervening DNA stretches in
recipient cells, since compactness enhances the HGT probability even without the
benefit of co-regulation. Co-regulation can evolve later in the recipient cell by the
presence of a promoter in the site of insertion, providing new abilities to the organism
and acting on operon conservation. The selfish model is consistent with the com-
pactness of operons and with the finding that operons are horizontally transferred
[Hazkani-Covo & Graur, 2005; Lawrence & Roth, 1996; Omelchenko et al., 2003;
Price et al., 2006], but does not explain why genes for key functions are found in
operons and why operons contain genes coding for unrelated functions. Moreover,
essential and non-HGT genes are generally likely to be found in operons [Gerdes
et al., 2003; Pal & Hurst, 2004; Price et al., 2005b]. Furthermore, since non-HGT
genes form new operons (often containing genes that are apparently functionally
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1.3 Origin and Evolution of Metabolic Pathways

unrelated) [Price et al., 2005b], it has been suggested that HGT acts on the dis-
tribution of some operons or on the modification of preexisting ones [Omelchenko
et al., 2003], but that it is not the driving force in operon formation [Price et al.,
2005a, 2006]. Therefore, operon formation could be driven by gene clustering due
to rearrangements and deletions in order to facilitate co-regulation, since complex
regulation is more easily reachable by the evolution of one complex promoter than
by the evolution of different promoters [Price et al., 2005a, 2006].

7. More recently, a new idea, referred to as the piece-wise model, was proposed to
explain the origin and evolution of some operons [Fani et al., 2005] 1.14. According
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Figure 1.14: Schematic representation of the ”piece-wise” model for operon assembly
(from [Fondi et al., 2009]).

to this model, long and complex operons can be assembled through progressive
clustering of pre-existing suboperons embedding part of the genes of the final, com-
pletely assembled operon (Figure 1.14). Even though the model was originally
suggested to explain the origin and evolution of the proteobacterial histidine operon
[Fani et al., 2005], it might be applied to the origin and evolution of any complex
operon. The assembly of scattered genes into sub-operons might proceed through
different mechanisms. According to Horowitz [Horowitz, 1945], in-tandem duplica-
tion of ancestral genes may lead to bi- or multicistronic operons, while other genes
could be recruited via the patchwork mechanism and put close to other genes via
recombination or transposition. These sub-operons might be evolutionary fixed by
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different forces: the necessity of equimolarity and/or co-regulation or the forma-
tion of metabolon-like structures. The model also implies that the construction of
compact (homogeneous) operons might proceed through the progressive clustering
of sub-operons (parallel to the shortening of the intergenic sequences) that implies
intermediate stages represented by heterogeneous operons, which might also include
ORFan and/or alien genes, and intergenic sequences possibly containing transcrip-
tion promoters. Since the heterogeneous operon contains alien and/or ORFan genes,
its expression might be under the control of different stimuli and, thus, might be
constitutively transcribed [Papaleo et al., 2009]. The final step in construction
of homogeneous operons should be the elimination of ORFan and/or alien genes,
the shortening of intergenic sequences (with the possible overlap or fusion of some
genes) and refinement of the regulator signals controlling operon expression. The
piece-wise model is also consistent with the possibility that, at different stages of
operon compacting, genes involved in different metabolic pathways can be recruited
and specialized by introgressing the heterogeneous or homogeneous operon itself. A
paradigmatic example of such a construction is represented by the proteobacterial
histidine biosynthetic operon [Fani et al., 2005].

1.3.4.3 A dynamic view of operon life

It is well established that some operons are highly conserved and vertically inherited
[Omelchenko et al., 2003; Overbeek et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2001]. However, such stability
in operon organization is relatively rare [Dandekar et al., 1998; Fani et al., 2005; Itoh
et al., 1999; Omelchenko et al., 2003] and it is not much higher than in non-operon
genome regions [Itoh et al., 1999]. These findings suggest a highly dynamic view of
operon formation and evolution Figure 1.15. As proposed by Price et al. [Price et al.,
2005b, 2006], the formation of new operons involving native, HGT, ORFan and/or alien
genes can occur at quite a high rate [Daubin & Ochman, 2004; Fischer & Eisenberg, 1999].
The same molecular mechanisms driving operon formation (rearrangements, deletions and
HGT insertion with consequent splitting of the operon, or gene displacement) may also
be responsible for operon death (Figure 1.15). Interestingly, but not surprisingly, new
operons as well as operons containing functionally unrelated genes are more prone to
be lost [Price et al., 2006]. Existing operons can also be modified, even if at a lower
rate than the formation of new operons, and some operons show a rapid evolution for
addition of new genes at the end or at the beginning of the pre-existing operon [Price
et al., 2006]. Operons can also be modified by in situ xenologous displacement of genes
by HGT within the resident operon; this mechanism can lead to the formation of mosaic
operons [Omelchenko et al., 2003] that can also be the outcome of de novo assembly of
native or HGT or ORFan genes [Price et al., 2006]. Lastly, operon duplication can lead
to the appearance of paralogous operon families, increasing the overall number of operons
within a genome [Fondi et al., 2009].
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1.4 The Reconstruction of the Origin and Evolution

of Metabolic Pathways

How can the origin ad evolution of metabolic pathways be studied and reconstructed?
By assuming that useful hints may be inferred from the analysis of metabolic pathways
existing in contemporary cells, important insights of the evolutionary development of
microbial metabolic pathways can be obtained by:

1. laboratory studies in which new substrates are used as carbon, nitrogen, or energy
sources. These are the so-called directed-evolution experiments, in which a micro-
bial (typically, bacterial) population is subjected to a (strong) selective pressure
that leads to the establishment of new phenotypes capable of exploiting different
substrates [Clarke, 1974; Mortlock & Gallo, 1992]. By assuming that the processes
involved in acquiring new metabolic abilities are comparable to those found in nat-
ural populations, directed-evolution experiments can provide useful insights in early
cellular evolution [Fani, 2004].

2. The use of bioinformatic tools, which allow the comparison of gene and genomes from
organisms belonging to the three cell domains (Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya).
This approach takes advantage of the availability of the phylogenetic relationships
among (micro)organisms, and possibly on the existence of different structure and
organization exhibited by orthologous genes. Beside, the more ancient is a pathway,
the more information can be retrieved from this comparative analysis

Data presented in this dissertation were obtained adopting this second approach.
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2006]).
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1.5 Bioinformatics of Genomes Evolution

Recent years saw a dramatic increase in genomics data deriving from organisms belonging
to all of the three known domains of life (Figure 1.16). By the way, the use of bioinfor-

Figure 1.16: Trends in generation of drafted and finished genomes. A conservative esti-
mate of future projects is shaded in light blue. Taken from [Chain et al., 2009]).

matic tools allowed the storage and the interpretation of several sources of information
(gene structure and organization, gene regulation, proteinprotein interactions) and, prob-
ably more importantly, their integration, a fundamental step for the global understanding
of genomes properties and dynamics. This approach is usually referred to as comparative
genomics. Combining data gained from comparative genomics with evolutionary studies
of different species (i.e. phylogenetic inference), results in a new kind of approach, referred
to as phylogenomics. This novel way of investigating the evolutionary history of genes
introduced several advantages, in fact, adopting a genome-scale approach theoretically
overcomes incongruence derived from molecular phylogenies based on single genes mainly
because (i) non-orthologous comparison (i.e. the comparison of those genes erroneously
defined as orthologous) is much more misleading when the analysis is performed on a
single gene, whereas it is probably buffered in a multigene analysis and (ii) stochastic er-
ror naturally vanishes when more and more genes are considered. Next sessions will deal
with some different methods and techniques that, taken together, allow a comparative
genomics and phylogenomics approaches.

1.5.1 Browsing Microbial Genomes

At present, hundreds of microbial genomes have been sequenced, and hundreds more are
currently in the pipeline. Furthermore, functional genomic studies have generated a large
and growing body of experimental results for many different organisms belonging to the
known domains of life. However, this whole body of data would reveal almost useless if not
stored in a proper manner. To this purpose a growing number of public databases have
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been developed in recent years, usually providing also user-friendly tools for their interro-
gation. These tools, despite not allowing automatized large-scale phylogenomic analyses,
often represent their first preliminary (and useful) step. This is the case for example of
MicrobesOnLine (http://www.microbesonline.org, [Alm et al., 2005; Dehal et al., 2009])
which embeds both structural and functional data on a large (almost 3000) dataset of
completely sequenced genomes. These data are retrieved from a wide range of other spe-

Figure 1.17: Output of MicrobesOnLine webserver when probed with ”HisF” text search.

cific databases (including KEGG, GeneOntology, RefSeq). Interestingly, MicrobesOnLine
also allows to interactively explore the neighborhood of any given gene, hence allowing,
for example, a first analysis of the gene organization of a given metabolic pathway (Figure
1.17). The same task can be pursued adopting also operonDB web service
(http://odb.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp/, [Pertea et al., 2009]) aiming at collecting all known oper-
ons (derived from the literature and from publicly available database) in multiple species
and to offer a system to predict operons by user definitions. Several other web sites
and software tools have been described that assist in the annotation and exploration
of comparative genomic data. The Prolinks [Bowers et al., 2004] and STRING [Jensen
et al., 2009] databases offer convenient tools for browsing predicted functional associa-
tions among proteins. String, in particular (Figure 1.18), imports protein association
knowledge not only from databases of physical interactions, but also from databases of
curated biological pathway knowledge. A number resources are included in the current
release (MINT [Ceol et al., 2009], HPRD [Keshava Prasad et al., 2009], DIP [Xenarios
et al., 2002], BioGRID [Stark et al., 2006], KEGG [Kanehisa & Goto, 2000] and Reactome
[Matthews et al., 2009] IntAct [Hermjakob et al., 2004], EcoCyc [Keseler et al., 2009]).
Furthermore, this set of previously known and well-described interactions is then com-
plemented by interactions that are predicted computationally, specifically for STRING,
using a number of prediction algorithms [Jensen et al., 2009].

1.5.2 Orthologs Identification

Genomics data is a fundamental step for addressing the topic of the evolution of metabolic
pathways, and strictly depends on a correct identification of orthologous proteins shared
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Figure 1.18: Output of String webserver when probed with ”LysA” text search.

by different genomes. This field has been greatly developed in recent years and, para-
doxically, the extant challenge seems not to be the lack of orthology predictions, but the
right choice within the plethora of methods and databases that have been recently im-
plemented [Gabaldon et al., 2009]. The identification of orthologs between two genomes
often relies on the so-called bidirectional best-hit (BBH) criterion, a reiteration of the
BLAST algorithm [Altschul et al., 1997]: two proteins, a and b, from genomes A and
B respectively, are orthologs if a is the best-hit (i.e. the most similar) of b in genome
A and vice versa. For three or more genomes, groups of orthologous sequences can be
constructed by extending the BBH relationships with a clustering algorithm. This ap-
proach has led to the assembly of pre-compiled databases embedding groups of orthologous
proteins, such as COG or KEGG-related systems (KOBAS and KAS). Moreover several
others algorithms have been developed to fulfill this tasks, including Ncut [Abascal &
Valencia, 2002], Rio, [Zmasek & Eddy, 2002], Outgroup Conditioned Score (OCS) [Cotter
et al., 2002] or OrthoParaMap [Cannon & Young, 2003]. Recent advancements showed
that clustering techniques applied to matrices storing pair-wise similarities perform quite
well [Brilli et al., 2008]. These algorithms work either on the grouping of weakly simi-
lar homologs or on the identification of protein domains. The most widespread are: i)
orthoMCL [Li et al., 2003] which adopts a Markov Clustering algorithm (previously im-
plemented in tribeMCL [Enright et al., 2002]), Ortholuge [Fulton et al., 2006] that aims
at identifying orthologs by comparing proteins and species phylogenetic trees and, lastly,
iii) InParanoid [O’Brien et al., 2005] that relies on a similar flowchart. All these ortholog
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identification methods have been recently tested on a dataset of proteins from different
species previously characterized using functional genomics data, such as expression data
and protein interaction data [Hulsen et al., 2006]. Results have shown that InParanoid
software seems the best ortholog identification method in terms of identifying functionally
equivalent proteins in different species [Hulsen et al., 2006].

1.5.3 Multiple Sequence Alignments

In a phylogenetic analysis workflow (but also when interested, for example, in struc-
ture modeling, functional site prediction and sequence database searching), a key step
(usually following the correct orthologs retrival procedure) consists in comparing those
residues with inferred common evolutionary origin or structural/ functional equivalence
in the whole sequence dataset. This task is fulfilled through multiple sequence align-
ment (MSA), that is arranging homolog protein sequences into a rectangular array with
the goal that residues in a given column are homologous (derived a single position in an
ancestral sequence), superposable (in a rigid local structural alignment) or play a com-
mon functional role. Although these three criteria are essentially equivalent for closely
related proteins, sequence, structure and function diverge over evolutionary time and
different criteria may result in different alignments [Edgar & Batzoglou, 2006]. Many
approximate algorithms have been developed for multiple sequence alignments, including
the commonly used progressive alignment technique [Pei, 2008]. This greedy heuristic
assembly algorithm involves estimating a guide tree (rooted binary tree) from unaligned
sequences and then incorporating the sequences into the MSA with a pairwise alignment
algorithm while following the tree topology. The scoring schemes used by the pairwise
alignment algorithm are arguably the most influential component of the progressive al-
gorithm. They can be divided in two categories, that is matrix- and consistency-based
algorithms. Matrix-based algorithms such as ClustalW [Thompson et al., 2002], MUS-
CLE [Edgar, 2004], and Kalign [Lassmann & Sonnhammer, 2005] use a substitution matrix
to assess the cost of matching two symbols or two profiled columns [Notredame, 2007].
Conversely, consistency-based schemes incorporate a larger share of information into the
evaluation. This result is achieved by using an approach initially developed for T-Coffee
[Notredame et al., 2000] and inspired by Dialign overlapping weights [Morgenstern et al.,
1998; Subramanian et al., 2005]. Its principle is to compile a collection of pairwise global
and local alignments (primary library) and to use this collection as a position-specific
substitution matrix during a regular progressive alignment. The aim is to deliver a final
MSA as consistent as possible with the alignments contained in the library. Many extant
algorithms are based on this approach such as PCMA [Pei et al., 2003], ProbCons (adopt-
ing a Bayesian framework) [Do et al., 2005], MUMMALS [Pei & Grishin, 2006]. Sequence
and structural databases are expanding rapidly owing to genome sequencing projects
and structural genomics initiatives, offering helpful sources to further improve multiple
protein sequence alignments. Structural additional information, for example known 3-
dimensional (3D) structures, can be exploited in some multiple alignment methods. In
fact, since structures are generally more conserved than sequences, structural information
is also valuable for aligning sequences. Several MS algorithm have started implementing
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this source of information, and they include 3DCoffee [Poirot et al., 2004] and FUGUE
[Shi et al., 2001]. Recently, the Expresso server [Armougom et al., 2006] extends the
3DCoffee method by automatically identifying highly similar 3D structural templates for
target sequences and using structural alignments for consistency-based alignments.

1.5.4 Phylogeny

Understanding microbial evolution is essential for gathering information on the most an-
cient events in the history of Life on our planet [Gribaldo & Brochier, 2009] as well as
on the extant relationships between the whole microbial community. This task implies
the use of molecular phylogeny techniques, that is the study of phylogenies and pro-
cesses of evolution by the analysis of DNA or amino acid sequence data [Whelan et al.,
2001]. Although parsimony and distance-based methods are widely used, the most sta-
tistically robust approach is to consider the problem in a likelihood framework and use
accurate models of evolution [Brilli et al., 2008]. It is known [Whelan et al., 2001], in
fact, that disadvantages of distance methods include the inevitable loss of evolutionary
information when a sequence alignment is converted to pairwise distances, and the in-
ability to deal with models containing parameters for which the values are not known
a priori. Concerning maximum parsimony (MP), this approach selects and outputs the
tree (or trees) that require the fewest evolutionary changes and is reasonably confident
when the number of changes per sequence position is relatively small [Steel & Penny,
2000]. However, as more-divergent sequences are to be analysed, the degree of homoplasy
(i.e. parallel, convergent, reversed or superimposed changes) increases and MP tree re-
construction might be misleading since this method has no adequate means to deal with
this [Whelan et al., 2001]. Conversely, Maximum likelihood (ML) approaches take the
hypothesis (the tree topology) that maximizes the likelihood of the data (the sequence
alignment) in the light of an evolutionary model. A great attraction of this approach
is the ability to perform robust statistical hypothesis tests and to use modern statisti-
cal techniques such as hidden Markov models, Markov chain Monte Carlo and Bayesian
inference [Ewens & Grant, 2001; Shoemaker et al., 1999]. The ML framework also al-
lows each site of the alignment to evolve with different replacement patterns, and with
different substitution rates in all branches of the tree [Whelan et al., 2001] as in real pro-
teins, where slowly evolving sites are generally functionally or structurally constrained,
while variable sites are likely to be less important for protein function. The ML approach
(including its variants as the Bayesian framework) has been included in a number of dif-
ferent packages, such as Phylip (http://evolution.gs.washington.edu/phylip.html) PAUP*
(http://paup.csit.fsu.edu/)MEGA http://www.megasoftware.net/mega.html, [Tamura et al.,
2007]), PAML (http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html, [Yang, 1997]), mrBayes
[Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003] and phyML [Guindon &
Gascuel, 2003].
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1.5.5 Networks in Biology

A network is a graphical representation of a set of agents, or vertices , linked by edges
that represent the connections or interactions between these agents [Dagan et al., 2008].
Given their conceptual plasticity, recent years saw a great increase in the use of networks
for representing and analyzing all major biological topics, including protein-protein inter-
action, gene regulation, metabolism and, recently, sequence similarity. Hence, depending
on the subject under study, nodes may represent sequences, products, enzymes, or pro-
tein structures whereas links may stand for sequence similarity relationships, metabolic
substrates, metabolic reactions, or protein interactions. Biological network analysis has
become a central component of computational and systems biology because such analysis
provides a unifying language to describe relations within (and between) complex systems
also providing useful hints in understanding physiological function(s) of their components.
In Figure reffig:system some examples of major biological systems that recently have been
analyzed taking advantage of graph theory are proposed . These large-scale analysis are

network(s) 
analysis

regulation network

metabolic network

protein interaction network

system description systems comparison

Figure 1.19: The importance of data information in studying complex systems.

beginning to reveal the global organization of the cell. A topological feature often found
in large complex networks (both biological or not) is the so-called ”scale-free” topology
[Barabasi & Albert, 1999]. In networks with such a topology, the vertex connectivity
[P(k)] distribution, decays as a power-law [Dwight Kuo et al., 2006], that is P(k)≈k− ,
with k representing the number of connections. This indicates a non-random structure of
the network and the presence of a few highly connected nodes linking the bulk of poorly
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connected ones (Figure 1.20). Recently, scale-free behaviors have been found in many
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Degree distribution Degree distribution

Random network Scale free networka) b)

Figure 1.20: Degree distributions of (a) random and (b) scale free networks.

biological networks, including nervous systems [Watts & Strogatz, 1998], metabolic net-
works [Jeong et al., 2000] protein domains [Wuchty, 2001] and horizontally transferred
genes [Dagan et al., 2008]. An important consequence of the power-law connectivity dis-
tribution is that a few hubs dominate the overall connectivity of the network (Figure
1.20b), and upon the sequential removal of the most connected nodes the diameter of the
network rises sharply, the network eventually disintegrating into isolated clusters that are
no longer functional. Scale-free networks also demonstrate unexpected robustness against
random errors. In fact, because of the heterogeneity of scale-free networks, random node
disruptions do not lead to a major loss of connectivity, but the loss of the hubs causes the
breakdown of the network into isolated clusters [Albert et al., 2000]. The validity of these
general conclusions for cellular networks can be verified by correlating, for example, the
severity of a gene knockout with the number of interactions the gene products participate
in. Indeed, as much as 73% of the S. cerevisiae genes are non-essential, i.e. their knock-
out has no phenotypic effects [Giaever et al., 2002]. This might suggest a certain cellular
networks robustness in the face of random disruptions. Although the debate is far from
being totally resolved (several researchers are questioning this point on the basis of new
experimental evidence [Arita, 2004; Przulj et al., 2004]), it is now a commonly accepted
fact that biological networks exhibit small-world and scale-free properties and that these
collective characteristics are strongly related to the cellular phenotypes observed at the
macroscopic level [Grigorov, 2005].
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Most of the ideas and the figures presented in this introductory section have
appeared on the following peer reviewd published papers and/or book chap-
ters :
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Abstract

The emergence and evolution of metabolic pathways represented a crucial step in molecular and cellular evolution. In fact, the
exhaustion of the prebiotic supply of amino acids and other compounds that were likely present in the ancestral environment,
imposed an important selective pressure, favoring those primordial heterotrophic cells which became capable of synthesizing those
molecules. Thus, the emergence of metabolic pathways allowed primitive organisms to become increasingly less-dependent on
exogenous sources of organic compounds.

Comparative analyses of genes and genomes from organisms belonging to Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya revealed that, during
evolution, different forces and molecular mechanisms might have driven the shaping of genomes and the arisal of new metabolic
abilities. Among these gene elongations, gene and operon duplications undoubtedly played a major role since they can lead to
the (immediate) appearance of new genetic material that, in turn, might undergo evolutionary divergence giving rise to new genes
coding for new metabolic abilities. Gene duplication has been invoked in the different schemes proposed to explain why and how
the extant metabolic pathways have arisen and shaped. Both the analysis of completely sequenced genomes and directed evolution
experiments strongly support one of them, i.e. the patchwork hypothesis, according to which metabolic pathways have been assem-
bled through the recruitment of primitive enzymes that could react with a wide range of chemically related substrates. However,
the analysis of the structure and organization of genes belonging to ancient metabolic pathways, such as histidine biosynthesis
and nitrogen fixation, suggested that other different hypothesis, i.e. the retrograde hypothesis or the semi-enzymatic theory, may
account for the arisal of some metabolic routes.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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From ancestral to extant genomes 
 
We still do not know when and how life originated (Peretò et al. 1997). However, 
it is commonly assumed that early organisms inhabited an environment rich in 
organic compounds spontaneously formed in the prebiotic world. This 
heterotrophic origin of life is frequently referred to as the Oparin-Haldane theory 
(Oparin 1924, 1936; Lazcano & Miller 1996). If this idea is correct, life evolved 
from a primordial soup, containing different organic molecules. This soup of 
nutrient compounds was available for the early heterotrophic organisms, so they 
had to do only a minimum of biosynthesis. An experimental support to this 
proposal was obtained in 1953 when Miller (Miller 1953) and Urey showed that 
amino acids and other organic molecules are formed under atmospheric conditions 
thought to be representative of those on the early Earth. The first living systems 
probably did stem directly from the primordial soup and evolved relatively fast up 
to a common ancestor, usually referred to as LUCA (Last Universal Common 
Ancestor), an entity representing the divergence starting-point of all the extant life 
forms on Earth (Fig. 1). According to this view, contemporary genomes are the 
result of 3.5-4 billions of years of evolution. But how did these ancestral genomes 
look like? The increasing number of available sequences from organisms 
belonging to the three domains of life (Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya) has 
allowed inferring both the size and the gene content of the genomes of the first 
living cells that appeared on the Earth. A recent estimate of the minimal gene 
content of LUCA based on whole-genome phylogenies indicated that ancestral 
genomes were probably composed by about 1000-1500 genes (Ouzounis et al. 
2006). However, despite this small gene content, ancestral genomes were probably 
fairly complex, similar to those of the extant free-living prokaryotes and included 
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Chapter 2

Aims and presentation of the work

This section is an overview of all the results presented in this dissertation and that will
be discussed separately in each of the following chapters. The whole body of data em-
bedded in this thesis can be subdivided into two different major areas (Figure 2.1): the
first (namely ”Origin and Evolution of Metabolic Pathways”, Part I) deals with evolu-
tionary events that likely played a key role in the assembly and in the shaping of modern
biosynthetic routes. Events presented in these chapters span through several evolutionary
phases, ranging from early events (likely soon after the emergence of LUCA) up to more
recent ones. The second part of the work (Part II) deals with comparative evolutionary
genomics (Figure 2.1), and data presented in the corresponding chapters generally refer
to more recent evolutionary events.

2.1 Origin and Evolution of Metabolic Pathways: a

summary

The analysis of histidine biosynthetic route, one of the best characterized anabolic path-
ways, is reported in Chapter 3. In order to depict a comprehensive scenario of its evolution,
three different aspects of this route were taken into account, that is i) the role of gene
fusion in the assembly and shaping of this pathway, ii) the evolution of histidine biosyn-
thesis in Archaea and, finally, iii) the structure, the organization and the regulation of
the histidine biosynthetic core in the genus Burkholderia. After histidine, we analyzed
the lysine biosynthetic route, another interesting case study in the context of metabolism
origin and evolution (Chapter 4 ). In particular, we analyzed two important evolutionary
features of this pathway: i) the presence of two (apparently) unrelated biosynthetic routes
for the biosynthesis of the aminoacid lysine and ii) its evolutionary interconnnections with
two other metabolic pathways, namely methionine and threonine. Another key point of
bacterial metabolism evolution is likely represented by the building up of nitrogen fixation.
We analyzed the molecular mechanisms associated with the appearance of this important
metabolic innovation in Chapter 5. In the last chapter of the ”Origin and Evolution of
Metabolic Pathways” section (Chapter 6 ), we faced another key step towards the develop-
ment of modern terrestrial ecosystems, that is appearance of land plants. In particular we
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the overall organization of the work. Asterisks
indicate works published on peer reviewed journals.

focused on the appearance of the phenylpropanoid metabolism, a ubiquitous and specific
trait of land plants that, nowadays, provides vital compounds such as lignin [essential for
vascularization (xylem) and stem rigidity out of water], flavonoids [essential for reproduc-
tive biology (flower and fruit colors)], protection against UV (pigments), microbial attack
(phytoalexins), and plant-microbe interaction (flavonoids). Our results highlight a possi-
ble crucial role of HGT from soil bacteria in the assembly of phenylpropanoid metabolism
and, in turnm, in the path leading to land colonization by plants and their subsequent
evolution.

2.2 Comparative Evolutionary Genomics: a summary

In this section different bioinformatic tools are used to compare genes and genomes from
different microorganisms in order to gain insights into the mechanisms of evolution. In
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this part of the thesis, a particular attention is reserved to plasmid molecules (a class
of Mobile Genetic Elements, MGE) and particularly to their role in prokaryotic evolu-
tion, such as their evolutionary cross-talking with chromosomes and the spreading of
antibiotic resistance. In particular (Chapter 7, Blast2Network (B2N), a newly developed
bioinformatic package allowing the automatic phylogenetic profiling and the visualization
of homology relationships in a large number of plasmid sequences is presented (together
with its first application to decipher the evolutionary steps of the whole set of plasmids
belonging to Enterobacteriaceae subdivision). Furthermore, in Chapter 8, computational
tools were used for reconstructing the reticulate evolution (mainly guided by HGT and
recombination events) of a larger set of sequences, that is all the plasmids and the chro-
mosomes of microorganisms belonging to the -proteobacterial genus Acinetobacter. In
Chapter 9, the B2N package was implemented with other ad hoc developed Perl mod-
ules in order to perform a comprehensive analysis aiming at describing i) the horizontal
flow of antibiotic resistance coding genes (the resistome) across the microbial community
and ii) to identify those ecological niches (if any) whose inhabitants mostly contribute
to their mobilization. Still in the context of bacterial antibiotic resistance issue, Chap-
ter 10 reports a comprehensive computational analysis concerning both the distribution
and the phylogeneny of the HAE1 and HME efflux systems in the genus Burkholderia,
providing a i) deeper knowledge of the presence, the structure and the distribution of
RND proteins in these species and ii) an evolutionary model accounting for their ap-
pearance and maintenance in this genus. Interestingly, data presented in this work may
serve as a basis for future experimental tests, focused especially on HAE1 proteins, aimed
at the identification of novel targets in antimicrobial therapy against Burkholderia species.

Part of the data presented in this dissertation have been published on peer-reviewed
journals. In these cases results will be presented with the journal paper format and
inserted as a whole in the corresponding chapter.
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Pathways
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Chapter 3

Histidine biosynthesis evolution

Histidine biosynthesis represents an excellent model for the analysis of the molecular
mechanisms and the forces that have driven the origin and evolution of metabolic path-
ways. Indeed, it is one of the best characterized anabolic pathways and a large body
of genetic and biochemical information is available, including gene structure, organiza-
tion and expression. For over 40 years this pathway has been the subject of extensive
studies, mainly in the enterobacterium Escherichia coli and its close relative Salmonella
typhimurium, for both of which details of histidine biosynthesis appear to be identical. As
shown in Figure 3.1, in these two enterobacteria the pathway is unbranched, and includes
a number of complex and unusual biochemical reactions. It consists of twelve interme-
diates, all of which have been described, produced by ten enzymes. There are several
independent evidences for the antiquity of the histidine biosynthetic pathway. It is gener-
ally accepted that histidine is present in the active sites of enzymes because of the special
properties of the imidazole group. The apparently universal phylogenetic distribution of
the his genes suggests that histidine synthesis was already part of the metabolic abilities
of the last common ancestor of the three extant cell domains. The chemical synthesis
of histidine, of prebiotic analogues of histidine, and of histidyl-histidine under primitive
conditions has been reported, as well as the role of the latter in the enhancement of
some possible prebiotic oligomerization reactions involving amino acids and nucleotides.
Since its biosynthesis requires a carbon and a nitrogen equivalent from the purine ring
of ATP, it has also been suggested that histidine may be the molecular vestige of a cat-
alytic ribonucleotide from an earlier biochemical stage in which RNA played a major
role in catalysis. If primitive catalysts required histidine, then the eventual exhaustion
of the prebiotic supply of histidine and histidine-containing peptides must have imposed
an important pressure favoring those organisms capable of synthesizing histidine. Histi-
dine biosynthesis plays also an important role in cellular metabolism, since four of the
his genes (hisBHAF ), forming the so-called core of the pathway (Figure 3.1), represent a
metabolic cross-point interconnecting histidine biosynthesis to both nitrogen metabolism
and de novo synthesis of purines. The connection with purine biosynthesis results from an
enzymatic step catalyzed by imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase, an enzyme which has
been shown to be a dimeric protein composed of one subunit each of the hisH and hisF
genes product. This heterodimeric enzyme catalyzes the transformation of PRFAR into
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AICAR, which is then recycled into the de novo purine biosynthetic pathway, and imida-
zole glycerol phosphate (IGP), which in turn is then transformed into histidine (Figure
3.1). Histidine biosynthesis is connected to nitrogen metabolism by a glutamine molecule,
which is believed to be the source of the final nitrogen atom of the imidazole ring of IGP.
The important role played by histidine biosynthesis in cellular metabolism is in fact un-
derscored by the considerable energy (41 ATP molecules) that is required for the synthesis
of each histidine molecule. The analysis of several completely sequenced genomes have
disclosed many examples of elongation, duplication and/or fusion events involving differ-
ent his genes. Interestingly, in some species, more than one enzymatic function is encoded
by the same bi- or multifunctional cistron, such as hisD, hisNB, hisHF, and hisIE in some
prokaryotes, HIS4 and HIS7 in eukaryotes. These multifunctional genes very likely are the
outcome of fusion events. It has also been demonstrated that gene duplication also played
a key role in shaping histidine biosynthesis. Indeed, hisA and hisF are the outcome of
a cascade of gene elongation (i.e., an in-tandem gene duplication followed by the fusion
of the two copies) and duplication events, and hisH was very likely recruited from other
metabolic pathways. Noteworthy, after the assembly of the entire pathway, the structure
and/or organization of his genes underwent major rearrangements in the three domains,
generating a wide variety of structural and/or clustering strategies of his genes. Thus,
the analysis of the structure and organization of his genes could help investigating the
general problem of the origin and evolution of operons. The whole body of data available
led to the assumption that the entire biosynthetic pathway was assembled long before
the appearance of LUCA. However, it is still not clear how these genes were organized in
the genome of the LUCA community, which was their structure and how many functions
they performed. This is mainly due to the fact that the analysis of the structure and or-
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3.1 The role of gene fusions in the evolution of metabolic pathways:
the histidine biosynthesis case

ganization of his genes has been focused on bacterial genomes, especially proteobacteria.
Thus, the aim of this part of the work was to give a further insight into the molecular
mechanisms that have played a major role in shaping the histidine biosynthetic pathway;
in this context we evaluated:

1. The role of gene fusions in the evolution of the histidine metabolic pathway.

2. The organization of histidine genes in prokaryotes in order to try to infer the struc-
ture and organization of histidine genes in the LUCA, and to try to understand the
forces driving the organization of his genes in the different phylogenetic lineages;
we approached this issue by analyzing the structure and organization of his genes
in the third domain of life, Archaea.

3. The degree of conservation of his genes structure and organization within a bacterial
genus. This issue was fulfilled in order to check whether a different lifestyle might
have influence the structure, organization and regulation of his genes. To this
purpose, we performed a structural, evolutionary and genetic analysis of histidine
biosynthetic core in the genus Burkholderia, since this genus is a complex taxonomic
unit embedding strains/species from different origins (environmental, clinical, etc.).

3.1 The role of gene fusions in the evolution of metabolic

pathways: the histidine biosynthesis case

One of the major routes of gene evolution is the fusion of independent cistrons leading
to bi- or multifunctional proteins. Gene fusions provide a mechanism for the physical
association of different protein domains that might be catalytic or regulatory. It is widely
accepted that this molecular mechanisms played a key role during the evolution and the
assembly of genes and genomes although, a clear picture of its impact on the evolution
of entire metabolic routes has been provided only in few cases (e.g. tryptophan).The aim
of this work is to evaluate the overall role that gene fusion(s) might have had in the con-
text of the assembly and evolution of histidine biosynthetic route, and to understand the
biological significance of each fusion. For this purpose we performed a detailed analysis
of his gene fusions in available genomes to understand the role of gene fusions in shaping
histidine pathway. Our analyses on HisA structures across different lineages revealed that
several gene elongation events are at the root of this protein family: internal duplication
have been identified by structural superposition of the modules composing the TIM-barrel
protei. Moreover several other his gene fusions happened in distinct taxonomic lineages;
hisNB originated within -proteobacteria and after its appearance it was transferred to
Campylobacter species (�-proteobacteria) and to some Bacteria belonging to the CFB
group. The transfer involved the entire his operon. The hisIE gene fusion was found
in several taxonomic lineages and our results suggest that it probably happened several
times in distinct lineages. Gene fusions involving hisIE and hisD genes (HIS4 ) and hisH
and hisF genes (HIS7 ) took place in the Eukarya domain; the latter has been trans-
ferred to some �-proteobacteria. In conlcusion, although gene duplication is probably the
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most widely known mechanism responsible for the origin and evolution of metabolic path-
ways we showed that, several other mechanisms might concur in the process of pathway
assembly and gene fusion appeared to be one of the most important and common.
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His7 multialignmentFigure 5
His7 multialignment. A multialignment of HIS7, HisHF and a set of representative concatenated HisH and HisF sequences 
from E. coli, S. solfataricus, A. fulgidus and G. sulfurreducens. Yellow shading represent insertions shared only by bifunctional HIS7 
and HisHF proteins. Shading of the multialignment has been made with PAM250 matrix.

                               110       120       130       140       150       160       170       180       190       200
                       ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
S. cerevisiae  41  GTSRLILPGVGNYGHFVD-NLFNRGFEKPIREYIES-GKPIMGICVGLQALFAGSVESPKSTGLNYIDFKLSRFDDSEK--------PVPEIGWNSCIPS 130
S. pombe  38  KAECLIFPGVGNFGFVCD-SLAKQGFLEPLRRYALS-GKPFMAVCVGIQALFEGSVEAPHSKGLGVFPGLVQRFDNDDK--------TVPHIGWNSCAVR 127
A. thaliana  99  NADRLIFPGVGAFAPAMD-VLNRTGMAEALCKYIEN-DRPFLGICLGLQLLFDSSEENGPVKGLGVIPGIVGRFDASAGI-------RVPHIGWNALQVG 189
Delta MLMS-1  37  QAEKLIFPGVGNFGSAME-SLQKRGWLAPLLQYLQA-GRPYLGICLGLQTLFEASTEAPGVAGLGLIKGVIQRFGTPDGVAGDSFPLAVPQIGWNGLAPR 134
D. psychrophila  38  TADKLIFPGVGSFGSVMH-TLRDRGYIEPLKRRIEE-DKPFLGICVALQALFEGSEETPGVAGLGILPGQIKKFVRSAL--------SVPQIGWNGIHLL 127
E. coli  38  LADKLFLPGVGTAQAAMD-QVRERELFDLIKAC----TQPVLGICLGMQLLGRRSEESNGVDLLGIIDEDVPKMTDFGL--------PLPHMGWNRVYPQ 124
S. solfataricus  36  DYDLIVFPGVGAFSAVAEFILRYRELFNDLRRS----GTNFLGVCLGMQIMFEKGTEGKESNGLGWFKGIVDKINANV---------KLPHIGWDLVFEV 122
A. fulgidus  37  CASGVVFPGVGAFKSAIE-KLN------LIRDVIDSLEVPILGICLGMQLFATESTEGGVYRGLDYIPGRVVRFPPSVG--------KVPHMGWNTLKIT 121
G. sulfurreducens  39  EAEKIVLPGVGAFRDCMR-NLEQGGFVEPILRVIRE-GRPFLGICVGMQLLLTDSVEFGLYQGLNVIPGHVLRFPEGMREGGEEL--KVPHMGWNQLSIK 134

            210       220       230       240       250       260       270       280       290       300
     ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 

S. cerevisiae  131 EN---LFFGLDPYKRYYFVHSFAAILNSEKKKNLENDGWKIAKAKYGSEEFIAAVNKNNIFATQFHPEKSGKAGLNVIENFLKQQ-----SPPIPNYSAE 222
S. pombe  128 SDTSKEFFGMRPHDKFYFVHSYMIPEKGL----ILPPEFKIATTKYGNETFVGAIVKNNFLATQFHPEKSGSAGLRCLKAFLTGN----YEQPI---SGE 216
A. thaliana  190 KD-SEILDDVGN-RHVYFVHSYRAIPSDE------NKDWISSTCNYG-ESFISSIRRGNVHAVQFHPEKSGEVGLSVLRRFLHPK-LPATQKPM------ 273
Delta MLMS-1  135 QD-SPLLADCRQ-EKFYFVHSYRAAASPE------NCDWVLAETTYG-EDFISAVQRGAVAACQFHPEKSGPAGLALLGNFLRAEKLAVTKRPASPGKER 225
D. psychrophila  128 KE-SPSFAGYEE-EKLYFVHSYHAPLDTV------PEDWALTATDYG-TRFISAVEKGNVTAFQFHPEKSGQAGLNLLQNFLSSQ-----KRPS-----Q 208
E. coli  125 AG-NRLFQGIEDGAYFYFVHSYAMPVNP----------WTIAQCNYG-EPFTAAVQKDNFYGVQFHPERSGAAGAKLLKNFLEM---------------- 196
S. solfataricus  123 KDSCELTYGLDK-KYVYYVHSYVAYPTSG--------DYVYMKSQYG-IEYPALVCDKNVVGTQFHPEKSSNTGKIFLENLKGWI--------------- 197
A. fulgidus  122 RE-AEILDGVESGEFVYFVHSYYMQTDDE---------FVISKTDYG-IDFPSGVERENYIGFQFHPEKSGKVGLRILENFVNIV--------------- 195
G. sulfurreducens  135 RR-PPAFAEVEDGANVYFVHSYYEMPDDE--------SVIAATCTYG-VEFCAAIWKDNIVATQFHPEKSQAVGLSILKNFGEMK--------------- 209

           310       320       330       340       350       360       370       380       390       400
     ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 

S. cerevisiae  223 EKELLMNDYSNYGLTRRIIACLDVRTNDQGDLVVTKGDQYDVREKSDGKGVRNLGKPVQLAQKYYQQGADEVTFLNITSFRDCPLKDTPMLEVLKQAAKT 322
S. pombe  217 ASKLIENSFG--GLTKRIIACLDVRSNDAGDLVVTKGDQYDVREKSSGSEVRNLGKPVELCQRYFQEGADEVVFLNITSFRNCPMADAPMLQVLEKAAQT 314
A. thaliana  273 -------EGKASKLAKRVIACLDVRTNDKGDLVVTKGDQYDVREQSNENEVRNLGKPVDLAGQYYKDGADEISFLNITGFRDFPLGDLPMIQVLRQTSKN 366
Delta MLMS-1  226 LPAGALFPRAATRPAKRIIACLDVRNNDQGDLVVTKGDQYDVRE-AGHGAVRNLGKPVELAERYYHEGADEITFLNITAFRDFPLEDQPMLEVLERASER 324
D. psychrophila  209 TPIVPIEIEKKTEHAKRVIACLDVRSNDNGDLVVTKGDQYDVRQ---EGEVRNLGKPVDLARRYYQEGADEVTFLNITGFRDFPMEDQPMIEVLQKASEN 305
E. coli  196 ------------MLAKRIIPCLDV----RDGQVV-KGVQF--------RNHEIIGDIVPLAKRYAEEGADELVFYDITASSD---GRVVDKSWVSRVAEV 268
S. solfataricus  197 ----------KRMTTKRIIACLDV----KDGNVV-KGVNF--------LNLQLKGDPVSLASLYEEEGADEIVFLDITATIE---ARKALYNVIKDTASV 271
A. fulgidus  195 ----------KRMLAKRIIPCLDVTLDESEARVV-KGVEF--------VNLRDAGDPVELAKRYDEEGADELVFLDITASPE---GRRTMIDVIERTAEQ 273
G. sulfurreducens  209 ------------MLTKRIIPCLDV----KGGRVV-KGVQF--------LELRDAGDPVEIAELYDRQGADELTFLDITASSD---ERSIIIDVVRRTAER 281

        410       420       430       440       450       460       470       480       490       500
     ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 

S. cerevisiae  323 VFVPLTVGGGIKDIVDVDGTKIPALEVASLYFRSGADKVSIGTDAVYAAEKYYELGNRGDGTSPIETISKAYGAQAVVISVDPKRVYVNSQADTKNK-VF 421
S. pombe  315 VFVPLTVGGGIRDVSDPDGTFHPAVEVAGIYFRSGADKVSIGSDAVYAAEKYYENGKKLSGKTAIETISKAYGNQAVVISVDPKRQYVKVPEDTKHH-VV 413
A. thaliana  367 VFVPLTVGGGIRDFTDASGRYYSSLEVAAEYFRSGADKISIGSDAVSAAEEFIKSGV-KTGKSSLEQISRVYGNQAVVVSIDPRRVYVNHPDDVPYK-VI 464
Delta MLMS-1  325 IFVPLTIGGGIREFTDAHGRFYSALEVAARYFRAGADKISIGSDAVAVVEDYLARGRQKDGKSSLEQIAHLYGSQAVVISIDPRRVYVSGPAAAPGKQVI 424
D. psychrophila  306 VFVPLTIGGGIRDFTDSNGKYYSALDVAAQYFRSGADKISIGSDAVAIVEEYLATGK-KSGKSSIEQISAVYGVQAVVISVDPRRVYVQSPDETTHT-CV 403
E. coli  269 IDIPFCVAGGIKSLED-----------AAKILSFGADKISINSPALADPT-------------LITRLADRFGVQCIVVGIDTWY--------------- 329
S. solfataricus  272 LSIPLTVGGGIRTPDD-----------VSMALRSGADKVSINTAAVESSQ-------------IVKKSAEEFGSQAVVVAIDVKKV-------------- 333
A. fulgidus  274 VFIPFTVGGGIKSIED-----------INTILSAGADKVSINTAAVKNPE-------------FVREAADIFGSQCIVVAIDCRRNF----DLSKGEYIV 345
G. sulfurreducens  282 VFMPLTVGGGVRTVDD-----------IRNLLNAGADKVSINTAAVHRPE-------------FVREAAERFGSQCTVVAIDARQV-------------- 343

      510       520       530       540       550       560       570       580       590       600
     ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 

S. cerevisiae  422 ETEYPGPNGEKYCWYQCTIKGGRESR----DLGVWELTRACEALGAGEILLNCIDKDGSNSGYDLELIEHVKDAVKIPVIASSGAGVPEHFEEAFLKTRA 517
S. pombe  414 KTSRLGPNGEAYCWYQCTVKGGREYR----DIDVVELTRACEAMGAGEVLLNCMDQDGSNAGYDIELVRLVKNSVNIPVIASSGAGIPQHFEEVFKETDC 509
A. thaliana  465 RVTNPGPNGEEYAWYQCTVSGGREGR----PIGAFELAKAVEELGAGEILLNCIDCDGQGKGFDIDLVKLISDSVGIPVIASSGAGTPDHFSEVFEKTNA 560
Delta MLMS-1  425 PTAFPGPAGEEYCWYQCTVKGGREGR----DLDAATLAAACQELGAGEILLNCIDKDGTNSGFDHELIKMVKEAVTIPVIASSGAGKPEHFSEVFIATGA 520
D. psychrophila  404 KTGSLGPNGEEYCWYQCTIKGGREGS----KLDAVQLVQGCEALGAGEILLNCIDKDGTNDGFELELISLVKKAVSIPVIASSGAGSARDFVEVFRETDA 499
E. coli  329 -------DAETGKYH-VNQYTGDESRTRVTQWETLDWVQEVQKRGAGEIVLNMMNQDGVRNGYDLEQLKKVREVCHVPLIASGGAGTMEHFLEAFRDADV 421
S. solfataricus  333 ----------SGNWI-VFTKSGTYNT----RLDAIKWAKKVEELGAGEILLTSIDRDGTRLGYDLELTRKIVDSVNIPVIASGGAGKMEHFYEVFSLAKA 418
A. fulgidus  346 EL-----EDGTKAWYEVVIYGGRKPV----GIDAVWWAKRVEELGAGEILLTSMNRDGTKDGFDIPITRKISEEVNIPVIASGGAGTKEHFYEGFVEGKA 436
G. sulfurreducens  343 --------PGENRWE-VYTHGGRNPT----GIDAVEWARRMEEYGAGEILLTSMDRDGTKDGYDIPLTRAIVDAVSIPVIASGGVGNLEHLYDGFVKAGA 430

             610       620       630
     ....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 

S. cerevisiae  518 DACLGAGMFHRGEFTVNDVKEYLLEHGLKVRMDEE 552
S. pombe  510 DAALAAGIFHRQTCRIEDVKEYLAIHDVLVRT--- 541
A. thaliana  561 SAALAAGIFHRKEVPIQSVKEHLQEERIEVRI--- 592
Delta MLMS-1  521 EAALAAGIFHRREVEIGEVKQHLKRHGIEVRG--- 552
D. psychrophila  500 DAALAAGIFHREEVPISEVKTTLMQAGISCR---- 530
E. coli  422 DGALAASVFHKQIINIGELKAYLATQGVEIRIC-- 454
S. solfataricus  419 DAALAAGIFHDGIIKIKDLKSYLSQKGIEVRM--- 450
A. fulgidus  437 DACLAASIFHYREIGIREIKEYLAERGVQVRL--- 468
G. sulfurreducens  431 SACLAASIFHYKEYTIGEAKEYLRQRGVPVRL--- 462



















3. HISTIDINE BIOSYNTHESIS EVOLUTION

3.2 The evolution of histidine biosynthesis in Archaea:

insights into the his genes structure and organi-

zation in LUCA

The available sequences of genes encoding the enzymes associated with histidine biosyn-
thesis suggest that this is an ancient metabolic pathway that was assembled prior to the
diversification of Bacteria, Archaea, and Eucaryabefore that is before (or in concomitance
with) the appearance of LUCA. Paralogous duplication, gene elongation, and fusion events
of several different his genes have played a major role in shaping this biosynthetic route.
However, it is still not clear how these genes were organized in the genome of the LUCA
community, which was their structure and how many functions they performed. This is
mainly due to the fact that the analysis of the structure and organization of his genes has
been focused on bacterial genomes (especially proteobacterial ones). Very little is known
about this issue in Archaea. Therefore, in this work, we have analyzed the structure and
organization of histidine biosynthetic genes (his) from 55 complete archaeal genomes and
combined it with phylogenetic inference in order to investigate the mechanisms responsi-
ble for the assembly of the his pathway and the origin of his operons. We show that a wide
variety of different organizations of his genes exists in Archaea and that some his genes
or entire his (sub-)operons have been likely transferred horizontally between Archaea and
Bacteria. However, we show that, in most Archaea, his genes are monofunctional (ex-
cept for hisD) and scattered throughout the genome, suggesting that his operons might
have been assembled multiple times during evolution and that in some cases they are
the result of recent evolutionary events. An evolutionary model for the structure and
organization of his genes in LUCA is proposed. Lastly, our analysis also reinforce the
idea that his biosynthesis is an ancient metabolic pathway that was assembled prior to
the diversification of Bacteria, Archaea, and Eucarya.
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Fig. 2 A consensus archaeal phylogeny based on recent data showing the relationship between the main archaeal lineages together with their

histidine biosynthetic genes organization. Dots near taxa indicate their thermophilic/hyperthermophilic lifestyle
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3. HISTIDINE BIOSYNTHESIS EVOLUTION

3.3 Structural, evolutionary and genetic analysis of

the histidine biosynthetic core in the genus

Burkholderia

In this work a detailed analysis of the structure, the expression and the organization of his
genes belonging to the core of histidine biosynthesis (hisBHAF ) in 40 newly determined
and 13 available sequences of Burkholderia strains was carried out. Data obtained revealed
a strong conservation of the structure and organization of these genes through the entire
genus. The phylogenetic analysis showed the monophyletic origin of this gene cluster and
indicated that it did not undergo horizontal gene transfer events. The analysis of the
intergenic regions, based on the substitution rate, entropy plot and bendability suggested
the existence of a putative transcription promoter upstream of hisB, that was supported
by the genetic analysis that showed that this cluster was able to complement Escherichia
coli hisA, hisB, and hisF mutations. Moreover, a preliminary transcriptional analysis
and the analysis of microarray data revealed that the expression of the his core was
constitutive. These findings are in agreement with the fact that the entire Burkholderia his
operon is heterogeneous, in that it contains alien genes apparently not involved in histidine
biosynthesis. Besides, they also support the idea that the proteobacterial his operon was
piecewisely assembled, i.e. through accretion of smaller units containing only some of the
genes (eventually together with their own promoters) involved in this biosynthetic route.
The correlation existing between the structure, organization and regulation of his core
genes and the function(s) they perform in cellular metabolism is discussed.
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3. HISTIDINE BIOSYNTHESIS EVOLUTION

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have performed a ”multi-level” analysis of histidine biosynthetic route,
one of the best characterized anabolic pathways. Results obtained have provided hints
that might reveal useful in differen fields such as the study of the origin of life, the study
of metabolic networks (including regulatory ones), the rapid identification of pathogenic
strains. Firstly, we have analyzed the fusions involving histidine biosynthetic genes. At
least eight out of ten his genes, i.e., hisA, B, D, E, F, H, I, and N underwent different
fusion events strongly supporting a major role of this mechanism in both the assembly
and evolution of histidine biosynthesis. Each of the five his fusions detected so far, i.e.
hisA/hisF, hisIE, hisHF (HIS7), hisNB, and hisIED (HIS4) has been analyzed for: i)
gene structure, ii) phylogenetic distribution, iii) timing of appearance, iv) horizontal gene
transfer, v) correlation with gene organization, and vi) biological significance. The whole
body of data reported above suggests that the fusion(s) of histidine biosynthetic genes has
been driven by different selective pressures. In the case of the elongation events leading to
the extant hisA and hisF, a structural/functional significance can be invoked. Indeed, the
elongation events were very likely positively selected in order to optimize the structure
and the function of the ancestral TIM-barrel. The fusion of HOL-P phosphatase and IGP
dehydratase might have been selected to ensure a fixed ratio of gene products that func-
tion in the same biochemical pathway. Concerning the hisHF (HIS7) fusion, its biological
significance is clear; whilst in prokaryotes the two proteins encoded by hisH and hisF
must interact in a 1:1 ratio to give the active form of IGP synthase, in the eukaryotic
bifunctional protein, the two entities are fused allowing their immediate interaction and
the substrate tunneling. A similar ”substrate channeling” and/or ”fixed ratio of gene
products” might be invoked for the fusion involving the prokaryotic hisIE genes, which
code for enzymes performing consecutive steps of histidine biosynthesis. Independently
from their case-by-case biological significance, such associations (i.e. gene fusions) might
be responsible for a more specific commitment of intermediates in a given pathway by
means of the spatial co-localization of enzymes. Operons might allow Bacteria to reach the
same target: the translation of polycistronic mRNAs favors protein-protein interactions
or the spatial segregation of a pathway. Indeed, genes coding for interacting proteins are
often organized in operons; in this context, it has been suggested that the bacterial IGP
synthase might be part of a complex metabolon whose entities are encoded by the four
genes hisBHAF, constituting the so-called core of histidine biosynthesis. Data presented
here might suggest that the polypeptides coded for by hisI, hisE, and hisD are part of
another metabolon.
The heterogeneous distribution and organization of his genes in Archaea reported in this
chapter, despite not allowing saying whether histidine biosynthetic genes were embedded
in a compact operon in the LUCA, revealed that they underwent several recombination
events during evolution and this led to the different schemes of his genes organization that
we observe in modern Archaea (and Bacteria). The organization of his genes in some ex-
tant archaeal lineages speaks toward a piece-wise construction of his sub-operons along
with gene fusion events and HTG from bacterial donor. Lastly, data suggest also that
different molecular mechanisms may drive operon formation during metabolic pathway
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3.4 Conclusions

origin and evolution.
Lastly, the analysis of the structure, the organization and the regulation of the his biosyn-
thetic core in the genus Burkholderia) revealed that, at least in this this microorganisms,
the entire operon is heterogeneous, in that it contains alien genes apparently not involved
in histidine biosynthesis. Besides, they also support the idea that the proteobacterial
his operon was piecewisely assembled, i.e. through accretion of smaller units containing
only some of the genes (eventually together with their own promoters) involved in this
biosynthetic route. Interestingly, it should be underlined that the phylogenetic trees con-
structed using either hisB or hisA sequences, in spite of the partially different branching
order they show, strains belonging to the same species clustered together, separating them
from strains of different species or genomovars. This finding might have a clinical rele-
vance for identification purposes, in that one or both of the might be used as molecular
marker(s) for Bcc strains identification.
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3. HISTIDINE BIOSYNTHESIS EVOLUTION
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Chapter 4

Lysine biosynthesis evolution

The analysis of the structure, organization, phylogeny, and distribution of lysine biosyn-
thetic genes revealed that (together within histidine) this route might represent an inter-
esting case study in the context of metabolic pathways origin and evolution . In particular,
the analysis of lysine biosynthesis evolution revealed (at least) two important evolutionary
features.

1. Two well-distinct routes have been characterized for the anabolism of lysine, that
is the �-aminoadipate (AAA) pathway and the diaminopimelate (DAP) one (Fig-
ure 4.1). The first one starts from 2-oxoglutarate and leads to lysine, through
nine steps, one of which (catalyzed by LysN) is responsible for the formation of
�-aminoadipate. Up to now, genes belonging to this pathway have been found in a
limited number of(micro)organisms, such as the Bacteria Thermus thermophilus and
Deinococcus radiodurans and the Archaea Pyrococcus, Thermoproteus, and (proba-
bly) Sulfolobus. A distinct variant of the AAA pathway has been disclosed in higher
Fungi and in euglenoids. The alternative route leading to lysine, referred to as the
DAP pathway, involves nine enzymatic reactions and produces lysine starting from
L-aspartate. The DAP pathway also plays a central role in cell-wall biosynthesis of
gram-negative bacteria, since meso-diaminopimelate is an essential precursor in the
biosynthesis of peptidoglycan. Genes involved in the DAP pathway are widespread
in both Prokaryotes and Eucaryotes. Interestingly, AAA and DAP pathways are
evolutionary linked to leucine and arginine biosynthesis. However, in spite of the
available data, no evolutionary model explaining the extant scenario has been pro-
posed. To this purpose, a comparative analysis of the extant leucine, arginine, and
lysine metabolic pathways from (micro)organisms whose genome has been com-
pletely sequenced was carried out with the aim to trace the evolutionary history
of the three metabolic pathways and to shed some light on the ancestral route(s)
and interrelationships existing between them and (eventually) with other metabolic
routes.

2. Furthermore, lysine (DAP) biosynthesis shares its three initial enzymatic [referred
to as the Common Pathway (CP)], with two other biosynthetic pathways, namely
threonine, and methionine (Figure 4.2). . In Escherichia coli three different aspar-
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4. LYSINE BIOSYNTHESIS EVOLUTION

Leucine pathway Nitrogen Fixation

lysine

arginine

ornithine

lysine

2-oxoglutarate

To Nitrogen Fixation

To met and thr
biosynthesis

N-acetyl-aminoadipate

N-acetyl-L
glutammate Aspartate

leucine

LL
DAP

DAP

leuA

leuCD

leuB

ilvE

lysS

Homoisocitrate dh

lysN

lysTU

lysX lysW

argB

argC

lysZ

argD

ask

argE

lysY

lysJ

lysK

asd

ddh

dapC

dapE

dapF

lysA

dapA

dapB

dapD

nifV

Lysine DAP pathwayArginine pathway

2-oxoisovalerate
Lysine AAA pathway

Figure 4.1: The extant lysine, leucine, and arginine biosynthetic routes. Evolutionary
relationship between lysine, leucine, and arginine biosynthetic genes. Genes sharing the
same colour and the same level are homologs. Genes coloured in white have no homolog
in the above mentioned metabolic routes.

tokinases (AKI, AKII, AKIII, the products of thrA, metL and lysC, respectively)
can perform the first step of the CP. Moreover, two of them (AKI and AKII) are
bifunctional, carrying also homoserine dehydrogenasic activity (hom product). The
second step of the CP is catalyzed by a single aspartate semialdehyde dehydroge-
nase (ASDH, the product of asd). Thus, in the CP of E.coli while a single copy
of ASDH performs the same reaction for three different metabolic routes, three dif-
ferent AKs perfom a unique step. Why and how such a situation did emerge and
maintain? How is it correlated to the different regulatory mechanisms acting on
these genes? The aim of the work presented in work was to trace the evolutionary
pathway leading to this scenario in the extant proteobacteria.
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Figure 4.2: The lysine biosynthetic pathway. Genes marked in red (ask, asd, and hom)
constitute the Common Pathway.

4.1 An ancestral interconnection between leucine, argi-

nine, and lysine biosynthesis

In the context of metabolic pathways origin and evolution, the lysine, arginine, and leucine
biosynthetic routes represent very interesting study-models. In fact, it is known that some
of the lys, arg and leu genes are paralogs; this led to the suggestion that their ancestor
genes might interconnect the three pathways. The aim of this work was to trace the
evolutionary pathway leading to the appearance of the extant biosynthetic routes and
to try to disclose the interrelationships existing between them and other pathways in
the early stages of cellular evolution. The comparative analysis of the genes involved
in the biosynthesis of lysine, leucine, and arginine, their phylogenetic distribution and
analysis revealed that the extant metabolic ”grids” and their interrelationships might be
the outcome of a cascade of duplication of ancestral genes that, according to the patchwork
hypothesis, coded for unspecific enzymes able to react with a wide range of substrates.
These genes likely belonged to a single common pathway in which the three biosynthetic
routes were highly interconnected between them and also to methionine, threonine, and
cell wall biosynthesis. A possible evolutionary model leading to the extant metabolic
scenarios was also depicted.
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4.2 On the origin and evolution of the Common Path-

way of lysine, threonine and methionine

In this work, data concerning gene structure, organization, phylogeny, distribution and
microarray experiments were integrated, in order to depict a model for the evolution of
ask and hom, the two genes representing the Common Pathway (CP) of lysine, threonine
and methionine. In Escherichia coli three different aspartokinases (AKI, AKII, AKIII,
the products of thrA, metL and lysC, respectively) can perform the first step of the
CP. Moreover, two of them (AKI and AKII) are bifunctional, carrying also homoserine
dehydrogenasic activity (hom product). The second step of the CP is catalyzed by a single
aspartate semialdehyde dehydrogenase (ASDH, the product of asd). Thus, in the CP of
E.coli while a single copy of ASDH performs the same reaction for three different metabolic
routes, three different AKs perform a unique step. Why and how such a situation did
emerge and maintain? How is it correlated to the different regulatory mechanisms acting
on these genes? The aim of this work was to trace the evolutionary pathway leading to the
extant scenario in proteobacteria. Analyses revealed that the presence of multiple copies
of these genes and their fusion events are restricted to the -subdivision of proteobacteria.
Furthermore, the appearance of fused genes paralleled the assembly of operons of different
sizes, suggesting a strong correlation between the structure and organization of these
genes. A statistic analysis of microarray data retrieved from experiments carried out on
Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa was also performed.
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4.3 Conclusions

4.3 Conclusions

The comparative analysis of the genes involved in the biosynthesis of lysine performed
in this chapter revealed that the extant metabolic ”grids” and their interrelationships
might be the outcome of a cascade of duplication of ancestral genes that, according to the
patchwork hypothesis, coded for unspecific enzymes able to react with a wide range of
substrates. Firstly, a likely model for the evolution of genes involved in the biosynthesis
of lysine, leucine, and arginine can be depicted. The model proposed is based on the
analysis of the structure of these biosynthetic routes and the phylogenetic distribution of
their genes. The phylogenetic analysis performed allowed us also to determine a possible
relative timing of the appearance of genes that are involved in the extant lysine (DAP)
and arginine biosynthetic routes. This analysis gave a strong support to the hypothesis
that extensive gene duplication events played a key role in shaping the extant biosynthetic
routes of lysine, leucine and arginine. According to the model proposed in this work a
common metabolic pathway for the biosynthesis of these three amino acids predated the
appearance of the last universal common ancestor. This ancestral metabolic route was
probably composed of a set of unspecific enzymes able to react with chemically related
substrates interconnecting different biosynthetic routes. The occurrence of multiple gene
duplication events would have led to the appearance of specific metabolic pathways re-
sponsible for the biosynthesis of each amino acid. The evolutionary history of lysine,
leucine, and arginine biosynthetic routes strongly supports the hypothesis on the origin
and evolution of metabolic pathways proposed by Jensen, strengthening the idea that the
gene duplication and the recruitment of genes encoding enzymes with a broad substrate
specificity played a key role in the assembly of primitive metabolic routes. Further sup-
port to this idea was provided also when examining the evolutionary history of the CP
genes. According to the model proposed, in fact, the ancestor of proteobacteria possessed
monofunctional hom, ask, and asd genes scattered throughout the genome. The extant
multiple and fused copies of ask and hom genes are the outcome of a cascade of paralogous
gene duplication and fusion events, which led to the appearance of bifunctional enzymes
catalyzing the same metabolic steps, but ”sensing” different regulatory signals.
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Chapter 5

On the origin and evolution of
nitrogen fixation genes

The building up of nitrogen fixation represented a metabolic innovation that is not only
crucial for the extant life, but played a key role in the early stages of evolution as the
prebiotic supply of all nitrogen sources decreased. The ancestral nif pathway might have
originated in the early stages evolution and the entire process might have been carried
out by a limited number of genes coding for multifunctional, unspecific enzymes that
could react with a wide range of chemically related substrates. These primordial enzymes
were responsible for the interconnection of nitrogen fixation to other metabolic routes,
such as bacterial photosynthesis and biosynthesis of leucine/lysine. Gene and operon
duplications, gene recruitment and elongation events and an extensive horizontal transfer
of nif genes shaped the entire pathway that was likely completely assembled before the
appearance of the Last Universal Common Ancestor. Data reported in this chapter were
obtained performing a phylogenomic analysis, based on a computational biology approach,
of the available sequences of proteins involved in nitrogen fixation and propose a model
for the major evolutionary steps of nitrogen fixation process. Lastly the applied strategy
allowed to map on the species phylogeny tree the appearance of several genes related
to nitrogen fixation in several different bacterial lineages. This, in turn, suggests that,
their appearance (and/or recruitment) during microbial evolution, probably allowed the
refinement of nitrogen fixation process, initially carried out by a limited number of genes.

5.1 The Nitrogen Cycle

On the planetary scale the biogeochemical N cycle has suffered major anthropogenic
alterations in the last decades shifting the priorities from boosting food production to
control large scale environmental changes [Galloway et al., 2008]. Half of the fixed nitro-
gen entering Earth ecosystems is produced via the Haber-Bosch process and cultivation
of nitrogen fixing crops. Furthermore, reactive nitrogen is also produced by fossil and
bio-fuels combustion. These inputs of reactive nitrogen might alter the terrestrial and
marine N cycles [Deutsch et al., 2007; Houlton et al., 2008] as well as interconnected bio-
geochemical cycles, such as those related to carbon and phosphorus [Gruber & Galloway,
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2008]. In the absence of human perturbations, the nitrogen cycle is the result of geological
time-scale abiotic processes including NH4

+ production from N2 [Wachtershauser, 2007],
combustion of N2 to nitrate [Mancinelli & McKay, 1988a; Navarro-Gonzalez et al., 2001],
mineralization [McLain & Martens, 2005] and biologically driven metabolic reactions.
The abiotic production of fixed nitrogen, which is mainly due to lightening discharge, is
ten-fold lower than microbial production [Falkowski, 1997]. It has been postulated that
abiotic fixed nitrogen was limiting in the early Earth [Kasting & Siefert, 2001], a condition
that might have favored an early appearance of microbial N2 fixation [Raymond et al.,
2004]. Schematically, the microbial driven nitrogen cycle comprises three steps (Figure
5.1).: i) the fixation of the atmospheric N2 to ammonia (NH4

+); ii) the stepwise oxida-
tion of ammonia to nitrite and of nitrite to nitrate; iii) the denitrification of nitrite and
nitrate to gaseous dinitrogen through anaerobic respiration in anoxic environment (com-
plete denitrification) or the detoxifying reduction of nitrite to NO in aerobic environment
(incomplete or nitrifier denitrification). Nevertheless, a complete picture of the microbial
nitrogen cycle must take into account other relevant processes and the list of prokaryotic
players in the biogeochemical N fluxes is continuously increasing.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the nitrogen fixation process together with the
whole nitrogen cycle.
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5.1 The Nitrogen Cycle

5.1.1 Nitrification

Nitrification, the stepwise oxidation of ammonia to nitrite, NO2
−, via hydroxylamine and

the successive oxidation of NO2
− to NO3

− (nitrate) is a catabolic O2 dependent process
that evolved after the oxygenation of the atmosphere and it is considered as the last
step of nitrogen cycle appeared on Earth [Klotz & Stein, 2008]. Such process, enabling
chemolithoautotrophic growth, (even though several heterotrophic bacteria can perform
the same reaction) is performed by different players of the ”nitrifying community” (Arp et
al., 2007). The ammonia oxidizing bacteria use ammonia as an energy source for carbon
assimilation. Nitrite oxidizers bacteria catalyzes the second step of nitrification and are
so far restricted to five bacterial genera [Alawi et al., 2007]. These microorganisms are
able to catalyze the oxidation of nitrite in the reaction NO2

− + H2O→ NO3
− + 2H+ 2e−

with the activity of nitrite oxidoreductase (NXR).

5.1.2 Denitrification

The denitrification process, the dissimilatory reduction of nitrate and nitrite to gaseous
nitrogen, proceeds stepwisely following the reactions NO3

− → NO2
− → NO → N2O →

N2 and is an anaerobic or microaerophilic process performed by denitrifying (facultative)
heterotrophic soil and water bacteria using organic carbon source and nitrate as electron
acceptor.

5.1.3 ANAMMOX

The recent discovery of anaerobic ammonia oxidation has been regarded as one of main
advancement in the comprehension of nitrogen cycle [Jetten, 2008]. Microorganisms with
this metabolic pathway are able to couple nitrification (oxidation of ammonia) and den-
itrification (until N2 production) in anaerobic environments. The exact enzymology and
genetic inventory of such process are still unsettled [Strous et al., 2006]. The importance
of ANAMMOX in the global nitrogen cycle is striking [Jetten, 2008] and its evolutionary
origin intriguing. It is in fact proposed that ANAMMOX evolved soon after the incom-
plete denitrification pathway (in absence of the copper dependent NOS) [Strous et al.,
2006] and provided the first metabolic pathway to resupply the atmospheric N2 pool and
performed this role until the evolutionary origin of the full denitrification pathway.

5.1.4 Ammonification

Ammonification, the dissimilatory electrogenic reduction of nitrate to ammonia via for-
mate or H2 in oxygen limited conditions, is performed by many facultative and obligate
chemolithotrophic proteobacteria [Simon, 2002]. Interestingly, since this process does not
require oxygen and needs iron it is proposed that this pathway evolved very early and
was responsible for fixed nitrogen resupply from abiotic formed NO2

− before the advent
of N2 fixation [Mancinelli & McKay, 1988b].
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5.2 Nitrogen Fixation: A Paradigm For The Evolu-

tion Of Metabolic Pathways

Nnitrogen fixation, the biological conversion of atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia, rep-
resents an excellent model for studying the evolutionary interconnections linking differ-
ent pathways and the functional divergence of paralogs Figure 5.1. Nitrogen fixation
is the most important input of biologically available nitrogen in Earth ecosystems. It
is a metabolic ability possessed only by some Bacteria (Green Sulphur Bacteria, Firmi-
cutes, Actinomycetes, Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria) and Archaea, where it is mainly
present in methanogens [Dixon & Kahn, 2004]. Nitrogen fixation is compatible with differ-
ent microbial lifestyles: aerobic, anaerobic and facultative anaerobic heterotrophs, anoxy-
genic and oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and chemolithotrophs. Diazotrophs inhabit
many ecological niches, marine and terrestrial environments as free living or plant sym-
biotic or endophytic microorganisms [Raymond, 2005]. The correlation between nitrogen
fixation - that is poisoned by O2 - and oxygen rich environment or oxygenic (photosyn-
thetic) metabolism is particularly intriguing from an evolutionary viewpoint (see below).
Nitrogen fixation is a complex process with a high energetic cost and requiring the ac-
tivity of several genes Figure 5.1. In the free-living diazotroph Klebsiella pneumoniae 20
genes involved in nitrogen fixation (nif genes) have been identified Tab.5.1. The enzyme

Gene name Poduct function Source of reference

nifH structural dinitrogenase reductase Fe protein Mevarech et al. 1980

nifY involved in nitrogenase maturation Homer et al. 1993
nifT involved in nitrogenase maturation Simon et al. 1996

nifD structural component of dinitrogenase (FeMo protein) Lammers and Haselkorn 1984

nifK structural component of dinitrogenase (FeMo protein) Mazur and Chui 1982

nifU required for the activation of Fe and FeMo proteins Jacobson et al. 1989; Dos Snatos et al. 2004

nifS required for the activation of Fe and FeMo proteins Jacobson et al. 1989; Dos Snatos et al. 2004

nifM required for accumulation of active FeMo protein Jacobson et al. 1989; Howard et al. 1986; Paul and Merrick 1989

nifZ acts as a chaperone in the assembly of the FeMo protein Hu et al. 2004
nifW protect the MoFe protein from oxygen damage Kim et al.1996

nifN scaffold for the FeMo and FeVn cofactor biosynthesis Roll et al. 1995

nifE scaffold for the FeMo and FeVn cofactor biosynthesis Roll et al. 1995

nifO involved in the biosynthesis of FeMo cofactor Rodriguez-Quignones et al 1993; Shah et al. 1994

nifQ involved in the biosynthesis of FeMo cofactor Rodriguez-Quignones et al 1993; Shah et al. 1994

nifX involved in FeMo-co biosynthesis (able to transfer NifB-co to nifEN) Shah et al. 1999; Hernandez et al. 2006

nifB crucial for FeMo cofactor biosynthesis Bishop, P. E. & Joerger, R. D. (1990)

nifV (homocitrate synthase) involved in the biosynthesis of FeMo cofactor Filler et al. 1986

nifF electron transport to the structural components Hill and Kavanagh 1980
nifJ electron transport to the structural components Hill and Kavanagh 1980

nifA (together with rpoN ) activates trascription of all nitrogenase promoters Dixon et al. 1980;Merrick 1983
nifL modulates the activity of the transcriptional activator NifA Hill et al.1981; Merrick et al. 1982; Blanco et al. 1993; Sidoti et al.1993

Table 5.1: The nif genes of K. pneumoniae together with their predicted functions

responsible for nitrogen fixation, the nitrogenase, shows high degree of conservation of
structure, function and amino acid sequence across wide phylogenetic ranges [Fani et al.,
2000]. Nitrogenase contains an unusual metal clusters, the Iron-Molybdenum cofactor
(FeMo-co), that is considered to be the site of dinitrogen reduction, and whose biosyn-
thesis requires the products of nifE, nifN and several other nif genes Figure 5.1. All
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known Mo-nitrogenases consist of two components, component I (dinitrogenase, or Fe-Mo
protein), a �2�2 tetramer encoded by nifD and nifK, and component II (dinitrogenase
reductase, or Fe-protein) a homodimer encoded by nifH. In the last years some light has
been shed on the molecular mechanisms responsible for the evolution of nif genes and
the interconnections of nitrogen fixation with other metabolic pathways, such as bacte-
riochlorophyll biosynthesis [Xiong et al., 2000]. In spite of this, many questions remain
still open: 1) Is nitrogen fixation an ancestral character, arising prior to the appearance
of LUCA? 2) How many genes were involved in the ancestral nitrogen fixation process?
3) How did the nif genes originate and evolve? 4) How and at what extent was nitrogen
fixation correlated to other metabolic processes in the earliest cells? 5) Which were the
molecular mechanisms involved in the origin, evolution and spreading of nitrogen fixation?

5.2.1 Is nitrogen fixation an ancestral character?

The time and order of appearance of nitrogen fixation in relation to the other nitrogen
related metabolic pathways is still under debate. However, it is generally thought that N2

fixation represents an early invention of evolution since the biological importance of the
elements and the rapid depletion of abiotically fixed nitrogen in the primordial metabolism
[Falkowski et al., 2008]. Such model is consistent with both geological evidence, for
example the availability of molybdenum and iron in the Archaean [Canfield et al., 2006],
and phylogenomics analyses [Raymond et al., 2004]. Nevertheless, since nif genes can
be organized in (compact) operons that are prone to HGT, the presence of nif genes in
Archaea and Bacteria is not considered a straightforward demonstration of the antiquity
of the metabolic pathway [Raymond et al., 2004; Shi & Falkowski, 2008]. Moreover
Mancinelli and McKay [1988b], basing on the complexity of the pathway, the high energy
costs of fixation, and the absence in eukaryotic organelles, suggested that these findings
are not compatible with an early origin of N2 fixation that they proposed evolved after
denitrification when fixed nitrogen was available for early metabolism by abiotic reactions
or ammonification. This model is in agreement with the lack of supporting data for a
depletion of atmospheric N2 in presence of coupling of early nitrogen fixation and absence
of denitrification [Capone & Knapp, 2007]. However, this scenario has some pitfalls [Klotz
& Stein, 2008], such as the absence, in the Archean and Proterozoic eras, of nitrous
oxide reductase (NOS), an enzyme possessed by extant denitrifiers for the lack of its
copper cofactor and the low concentration of nitrite that could had formed only in limited
amounts by combustion in the early neutral to mildly reducing CO2 depleting Archean
atmosphere [Navarro-Gonzalez et al., 2001].

5.2.2 How many genes were involved in the ancestral nitrogen
fixation?

The phylogenetic distribution of nif genes was checked in completely sequenced prokary-
otes. The analysis performed by probing 842 prokaryotic genomes (52 Archaea and 790
Bacteria) for the presence of nifH genes revealed that 124 possessed it. All these genomes
were scanned for the presence of genes homologous to each of the twenty K. pneumoniae
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nif genes. As shown in Figure 5.2, only six nif genes (nifHDKENB), those responsible for
the synthesis of nitrogenase, nitrogenase reductase and Fe-Mo Cofactor biosynthesis, were
present in almost all the genomes. All the other nif genes have a patchy phylogenetic
distribution revealing a complex evolutionary history. This finding strongly suggests that
if nitrogen fixation is an ancestral metabolic trait possessed by LUCA, it is quite possible
that only nifHDKENB genes were present in the genome of the LUCA community. Thus,
if nitrogen fixation required other enzymes, their function might have been performed
by enzymes with low substrate specificity (in agreement with the Jensen hypothesis on
the origin and evolution of metabolic pathways, [Jensen, 1976]). According to this idea,
the nifHDKENB might represent a ”universal core” for nitrogen fixation, whereas the
other genes might be differentially acquired during evolution in the different phylogenetic
lineages.
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Figure 5.2: The distribution of nif genes within 124 diazotrophic Bacteria and Archaea
(whose genomes were completely sequenced and available on NCBI). White and light grey
boxes represent the absence or presence of the corresponding genes, respectively. Dark
grey boxes represent fusions of the corresponding genes.
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5.2.2.1 In/out - paralogs of nif genes

The hypothesis proposed in the previous paragraph implies that during evolution some
genes might have been recruited from other metabolic pathways through duplication and
divergence of genes coding for enzymes with a low substrate specificity. This idea is
supported by the finding that most of nif genes have in-paralogs (i.e. paralogs involved
in the same pathway) and/or out-paralogs (i.e. paralogs involved in different pathways)
as pointed out by Fondi et al. (unpublished data) using a Psi-blast analysis using each
Nif protein as query (Figure 5.3). The analysis did not retrieve any known paralogs for
nifW (nifO), nifT (fixU ), nifQ and nifZ which are also missing from a large fraction
of diazotrophs genomes (Figure 5.2). Eight nif genes (nifAFHJLMSU ) are related at a
different extent to proteins involved in other metabolic pathways (out-paralogs). NifS is
related to a number of paralogs mainly involved in amino acid and carbon metabolisms.
NifJ, a multidomain pyruvate:ferredoxin (flavodoxin) oxidoreductase, exhibited a large
number of paralogs. Several of the proteins involved in Fe-Mo cofactor biosynthesis have
paralogs in other cofactor biosyntheses. Eight Nif proteins share a significant degree
of sequence similarity with proteins involved in other metabolic routes, and also with
other nif genes products; this group can be further separated into two different clusters,
the first of which includes nifDKEN, and the second being composed by nifBXY and
nifV. Actually, NifBXY are related through a common domain of about 90 aminoacids;
moreover, nifB has an additional domain belonging to the S:-adenosylmethionine (SAM)
family, found in proteins that catalyze diverse reactions, including unusual methylations,
isomerisation, sulphur insertion, ring formation, anaerobic oxidation and protein radical
formation. Evidence exists that these proteins generate a radical species by reductive
cleavage of SAM through an unusual Fe-S centre. The genes nifV and nifB are not
directly linked and their connection is due to multidomain proteins sharing homology with
NifV and NifB in different domains. As expected, NifDKEN showed sequence similarity
with Bch proteins involved in bacterial photosynthesis.

5.2.2.2 Nitrogen fixation and bacterial photosynthesis: an ancestral inter-
connections through a cascade of gene and operon duplication.

The two gene pairs nifD-nifK and nifE -nifN, coding for nitrogenase and the tetrameric
complex Nif N2E2, form a paralogous gene family, and arose through duplications of an
ancestral gene, by a two-step model in which an ancestor gene underwent an in-tandem
duplication event giving rise to a bicistronic operon; this, in turn, duplicated leading to
the ancestors of the present-day nifDK and nifEN operons [Fani et al., 2000]. The model
proposed is in agreement with the Retrograde Hypothesis [Jensen, 1976] but also fits the
Jensen’s hypothesis of the metabolic pathways assembly. Accordingly, the ancestor of the
nif gene family encoded a protein which might assemble to give a homotetrameric (or a
homomultimeric) complex with a low substrate specificity able to catalyse more than one
enzymatic reactions [Fani et al., 2000]. By assuming that the ability to fix nitrogen was a
primordial property dating back to LUCA [Fani et al., 2000; Zillig et al., 1992], then the
duplication events leading to the two operons predated the appearance of LUCA and the
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Figure 5.3: In- and Out-paralogs network of nif genes. Nodes represent protein, links
represent similarity values.
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function(s) performed by this primordial enzyme might have depended on the composition
of the early atmosphere. There is no agreement on the composition of the primitive at-
mosphere, but it is generally accepted that O2 was absent and this represents an essential
prerequisite for the appearance of (an ancestral) nitrogenase, which is inactivated by free
oxygen [Fay, 1992]. The appearance of nitrogenase on the primitive Earth would have
represented a necessary event for the first cells, living in a planet whose atmosphere was
neutral, containing dinitrogen, but not ammonia (Figure 5.4, Scenario 1). In fact, if am-
monia was required by the primitive micro-organisms for their syntheses, then its absence
must have imposed a selective pressure favouring those cells that had evolved a system to
synthesise ammonia from atmospheric dinitrogen. Therefore, according to this scenario,
the function of the ancestral enzyme might have been that of a ”nitrogenase”, slow, in-
efficient and with low substrate specificity able to react with a wide range of compounds
with a triple bond. According to a second theory, the early atmosphere was a reducing
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Figure 5.4: Two possible scenarios depicted for the original function performed by the
nifDKEN genes and their ancestor(s) gene(s).

one and contained free ammonia (Figure 5.4). In those conditions, the evolution of a
nitrogen fixation system was not a prerequisite because of the abundance of abiotically
produced ammonia. Hence, why a nitrogenase in those days? The answer to this question
relies in the catalytic properties of nitrogenase. In fact the enzyme is able to reduce also
other molecules such as acetylene, hydrogen azide, hydrogen cyanide, or nitrous oxide,
all of which contain a triple bond. Therefore, according to this second scenario (Figure
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5.4, Scenario 2), the primitive enzyme encoded by the ancestor gene, would have been
a detoxyase, an enzyme involved in detoxifying cyanides and other chemicals present in
the primitive reducing atmosphere [Silver & Postgate, 1973]. This scenario implies that
the progressive exhaustion of combined nitrogen would have imposed the refinement of
the enzyme specificity which very likely modified and adapted to another triple-bond
substrate, dinitrogen, and was selected for, and retained by some bacterial and archaeal
lineages to enable survival in nitrogen-deficient environments. Finally, the decreasing of
free ammonia and cyanides in the atmosphere triggered the evolution of the detoxyase
toward nitrogenase, that might have been a common feature of all microbial life until
photosynthesising cyanobacteria largely increased the oxygen concentration and burned
cyanides. Particularly intriguing is the finding that genes coding for nitrogenase (nifDK )
and nitrogenase reductase (nifH ) are evolutionary related to the genes involved in bacte-
riochlorophyll biosynthesis (see below). Chlorophyll (Chl) and bacteriochlorophyll (Bchl)
are the photochemicallly active reaction centre pigments for most of the extant photosyn-
thetic organisms. During the synthesis of both Chl and Bchl, reduction of the tetrapyrrole
ring system converts protochlorophyllide (Pchlide), into a chlorin. A second reduction
that is unique to the synthesis of Bchl converts the chlorin into a bacteriochlorin. There
are two mechanisms for reducing the double bond in the fourth ring of protochlorophyl-
lide. One enzyme complex functions irrespective of the presence or absence of light and
is thus termed ”light-independent protochlorophyllide reductase”. The second is a light-
dependent reaction that utilizes the enzyme NADPH-protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase
[Suzuki et al., 1997]. In Rhodobacter capsulatus, the products of three genes are required
for each reduction: bchL, bchN, and bchB for the Pchlide reductase and bchX, bchY, and
bchZ for the chlorin reductase [Burke et al., 1993]. Both enzymes are three-subunit com-
plexes. Burke et al. [1993] detected a significant degree of sequence similarity between
BchlL, BchN, BchB, and BchX, BchY and BchZ, respectively, suggesting that the six
genes represent two triads of paralogs and that the two enzymes are derived from a com-
mon three-subunit ancestral reductase. It was also found that the so-called ”chlorophyll
iron protein” subunits encoded by bchX, bchL, and chlL shared a remarkable sequence
similarity with the nitrogenase Fe proteins [Burke et al., 1993]. Burke et al. (1993) sug-
gested that genes involved in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis and nitrogen fixation were
related mechanistically, structurally and evolutionarily. Similarly to NifH protein, which
serves as the unique electron donor for the nitrogenase complex, the products of bchL
and bchX could serve as the unique electron donor into their respective catalytic subunits
(BchB-BchN and BchY-BchZ). The idea of a common ancestry of nifH, bchL and chlL
genes [Burke et al., 1993; Fujita et al., 1993] has had an elegant experimental support by
[Cheng et al., 2005] who demonstrated in the photosynthetic eukaryote Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii that NifH is able to partially complement the function of ChlL in the dark-
dependent chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway. Nitrogenases and carboxylases might have
represented bacterial preadaptations, multigenic traits that were retained because of new
selective advantages in altered environments. As abiotically produced organic matter be-
came depleted, competition for the organic prerequisites for reproduction ensued. As the
carboxylation and nitrogen-fixing functions were achieved, a new, abundant, and direct
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source of carbon and nitrogen for organic synthesis became available in the atmosphere.
The ability to take up atmospheric carbon and nitrogen would be of great selective ad-
vantage [Margulis, 1993]. It is possible to propose a model (Figure 5.5) for the origin and
evolution of nitrogen fixation and bacterial photosynthesis based on multiple and succes-
sive paralogous duplications of an ancestral operon encoding an ancient reductase. The
eight genes (nifDKEN and bchYZNB) are members of the same paralogous gene family,
in that that all of them are the descendant of a single ancestral gene. The model proposed
posits the existence of an ancestral three-cistronic operon Figure 5.5 coding for an unspe-
cific reductase. One might assume that this complex was (eventually) able to perform both
carboxylation and nitrogen fixation. The following evolutionary steps might have been
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Figure 5.5: Possible evolutionary model accounting for the evolutionary relationships
between nif and bch genes.

the duplication of the ancestral operon followed by an evolutionary divergence that led to
the appearance of the ancestor of nifH, nifDE, and nifKN on one side, and bchLX, bchNY
and bchBZ on the other one (Figure 5.5). In this way the two reductases narrowed their
substrate specificity with one of them channelled toward nitrogen fixation and the other
one toward photosynthesis. However, each of the two multicomplex proteins was able to
perform at least two different reactions: 1) the ancestor of nifDKEN, was likely able to
carry out the reduction of dinitrogen to ammonia and the synthesis of Fe-Mo cofactor
[Fani et al., 2000]; 2) The ancestor of protochlorophyllide reductase and chlorin reductase
performed both of the reactions that in the extant photosynthetic bacteria are carried out
by two triads (BchN and BchLX, respectively). The complete diversification of the func-
tion of the two heteromeric complexes was likely achieved thorough duplication of nifDE
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nifKN ancestors and by the duplication of the three-cistronic operon bch(LX)(NY)(NZ)
followed by evolutionary divergence (Figure 5.5). In our opinion, this idea may perfectly
fit the Jensen’s hypothesis [Jensen, 1976]. Concerning the timing of the above reported
evolutionary events [Fani et al., 2000] the two paralogous duplication events leading to
nifDK and nifEN likely predated the appearance of the LUCA. Conversely, other authors
[Raymond et al., 2004] have proposed a different scenario, according to which nitrogen
fixation per se was invented by methanogenic Archaea and subsequently transferred, in
at least three separate events, into bacterial lineages. Differently from nitrogen fixation,
tetrapyrrole-based photosynthesis occurs only in bacteria and bacterially derived chloro-
plasts, therefore it can be surmised that the appearance of photosynthesis should have
not predated the divergence of Archaea and Bacteria.

5.2.3 Which were the molecular mechanisms involved in the
spreading of nitrogen fixation?

The phylogenetic analysis performed using a concatenation of NifHDKEN proteins (Figure
5.6) may help to shed light on the main evolutionary steps leading to the extant distri-
bution of nitrogen fixation in Prokaryotes. As shown in Figure 5.6, a group of bacteria
(including representatives from Green Sulphur Bacteria (GSB) �-proteobacteria and Chlo-
roflexi) are strongly supported as sister groups of a cluster embedding Methanosarcina
(Euryarchaea). Similarly, some Firmicutes (mainly Clostridium species) cluster as a sis-
ter clade with the Euryarchaea Methanoregula boonei. Their position in the phylogenetic
tree suggests that these bacteria might have acquired nitrogen fixation via HGT from an
archaeon. It is worth of noticing that all the microorganisms embedded in this clade are
frequently found among syntophic consortia in anaerobic environment, providing a viable
environment for gene sharing [Garcia et al., 2000]. All the other bacterial sequences are
embedded in a single monophyletic group. Interestingly, the sequences from Cyanobacte-
ria, Firmicutes and Actinobacteria form three monophyletic clades that emerge as sister
groups of �-, -, �-, �- and �-proteobacteria, respectively. The monophyly of the three
groups that are surrounded by proteobacteria, points toward a later acquisition of nitrogen
fixation in these bacteria from a proteobacterium; hence, HGT appears to have played a
key role in spreading nitrogen fixation within the different bacterial lineages. The phyloge-
netic analyses also suggested that the ancestor of extant proteobacteria was a diazotroph.
An evolutionary model for origin and spreading of nitrogen fixation is shown in (Figure
5.7). The available data do not permit to discern whether LUCA was a diazotroph or
not. If we assume that LUCA already possessed the set of genes necessary for nitrogen
fixation (the LCA hypothesis, Figure 5.7a) then gene loss should have played a major
role in the evolution of nitrogen fixation pathway. Conversely, if we assume that nitrogen
fixation was not present in LUCA but was later ”invented” by methanogenic Archaea
(Raymond et al. 2004), extensive HGT must be invoked to account for the distribu-
tion and the phylogeny that we observe in present-day prokaryotes Figure 5.7b. Finally,
phylogenetic data suggest that, once appeared in bacteria, nif genes flowed through the
ancestral prokaryotic communities by vertical inheritance and HGT events.
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 217979732  Methylocella silvestris BL2
 53802581  Methylococcus capsulatus str  Bath

 27376880  Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA 110
 146342240  Bradyrhizobium sp  ORS278 
 148257143  Bradyrhizobium sp
 154244046  Xanthobacter autotrophicus Py2
 158422665  Azorhizobium caulinodans ORS 571
 182677469  Beijerinckia indica subsp  indica ATCC 9039
 198283364  Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans ATCC 53993 

 218667119  Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans ATCC 23270
 192293460  Rhodopseudomonas palustris TIE 1
 86748094  Rhodopseudomonas palustris HaA2
 91975553  Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisB5
 90425935  Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisB18
 115526522  Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisA53

 188591635  Cupriavidus taiwanensis
 186474763  Burkholderia phymatum STM815 

 91778641  Burkholderia xenovorans LB400
 134291426  Burkholderia vietnamiensis G4
 121605244  Polaromonas naphthalenivorans CJ2
 171058114  Leptothrix cholodnii SP 6

 189219887  Methylokorus infernorum V4
 56552719  Zymomonas mobilis subsp  mobilis ZM4

 209543735  Gluconacetobacter diazotrophicus PAl 5 
 16262902  Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021
 150378167  Sinorhizobium medicae WSM419 
 116254604  Rhizobium leguminosarum bv  viciae 3841 

 209547092  Rhizobium leguminosarum bv  trifolii WSM2304
 190894221  Rhizobium etli CIAT 652
 21492761  Rhizobium etli CFN 42
 13474919  Mesorhizobium loti MAFF303099
 220923884  Methylobacterium nodulans ORS 2060 

 170741696  Methylobacterium sp  4 46 
 209966929  Rhodospirillum centenum

 221639975  Rhodobacter sphaeroides KD131
 77464110  Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2 4 1
 126462953  Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC 17029 

 146277293  Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC 17025 
 83592346  Rhodospirillum rubrum ATCC 11170
 83310673  Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB 1

 39937678  Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
 86606475  Synechococcus sp  JA 3 3Ab
 86607918  Synechococcus sp  JA 2 3B'a 2 13

 220907772  Cyanothece sp  PCC 7425
 113477556  Trichodesmium erythraeum IMS101

 17228949  Nostoc sp  PCC 7120
 75910257  Anabaena variabilis ATCC 29413
 218246616  Cyanothece sp  PCC 8801
 218439086  Cyanothece sp  PCC 7424 
 172035475  Cyanothece sp  ATCC 51142
 146281710  Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501

 117924502  Magnetococcus sp  MC 1
 206580625  Klebsiella pneumoniae 342
 50121880  Pectobacterium atrosepticum SCRI1043
 121997083  Halorhodospira halophila SL1

 71907047  Dechloromonas aromatica
 119896829  Azoarcus sp 
 158318613  Frankia sp  EAN1pec 
 86743163  Frankia sp  CcI3
 111226145  Frankia alni ACN14a
 34557745  Wolinella succinogenes DSM 1740

 77919693  Pelobacter carbinolicus DSM 2380
 219667110  Desulfitobacterium hafniense DCB2 
 89897017  Desulfitobacterium hafniense Y51

 167629207  Heliobacterium modesticaldum Ice1
 78221882  Geobacter metallireducens

 39997914  Geobacter sulfurreducens
 222055664  Geobacter sp  FRC 32

 197118456  Geobacter bemidjiensis Bem 
 148263246  Geobacter uraniireducens Rf4
 189423719  Geobacter lovleyi
 118581867  Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379
 21226821  Methanosarcina mazei Go1
 20092691  Methanosarcina acetivorans C2

 73667721  Methanosarcina barkeri str  Fusaro
 194334432  Prosthecochloris aestuarii DSM 271
 189500680  Chlorobium phaeobacteroides BS1

 194336988  Pelodictyon phaeoclathratiforme BU 1
 78189210  Chlorobium chlorochromatii CaD3

 189346218  Chlorobium limicola DSM 245 
 78187385  Pelodictyon luteolum DSM 273
 21674352  Chlorobium tepidum
 193213262  Chlorobaculum parvum NCIB 8327

 193214747  Chloroherpeton thalassium ATCC 35110 
 212550902  Azobacteroides pseudotrichonymphae genomovar

 224368080  Desulfobacterium autotrophicum HRM
 218779370  Desulfatibacillum alkenivorans AK 01
 57234120  Dehalococcoides ethenogenes 19

 116748461  Syntrophobacter fumaroxidans  
 218887699  Desulfovibrio vulgaris str  'Miyazaki F' 

 46562231  Desulfovibrio vulgaris subsp  vulgaris str
 120586944  Desulfovibrio vulgaris subsp  vulgaris DP4 

 154150685  Candidatus Methanoregula boonei 6A8
 134300654  Desulfotomaculum reducens MI 1 

 219856069  Clostridium kluyveri NBRC 12016 
 153955695  Clostridium kluyveri DSM 555 

 15893545  Clostridium acetobutylicum ATCC 824
 150016871  Clostridium beijerinckii NCIMB 8052

 150391261  Alkaliphilus metalliredigens  
 15679556  Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus str  Delta
 150398824  Methanococcus vannielii  
 45358416  Methanococcus maripaludis S2
 134045698  Methanococcus maripaludis C5
 159906184  Methanococcus maripaludis C6
 150402025  Methanococcus maripaludis C7 
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Figure 5.6: Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree of concatenated NifHDKEN sequences
from 105 representative microorganisms.
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Figure 5.7: : Schematic representation of the origin, evolution and spreading of nif genes
in Bacteria and Archaea assuming a) the presence of a core of nif gene in LUCA or b)
the appearance of Nitrogen Fixation in methanogenic Archaea.

5.3 Conclusions

Data reported in this work confirm that in the course of molecular evolution different
mechanisms might have concurred in the acquisition of new metabolic abilities and that
gene duplication is a major force in genome evolution and extend the framework of genome
evolution to operon duplication. Duplication may concern gene portions, coding for pro-
tein domains and motifs, entire genes, operons, part of genomes and entire chromosomes.
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The antiquity of the above reported paralogous genes are in agreement with the idea that
functional duplications of DNA stretches may have played an essential role in shaping
the main metabolic pathways during the early stages of molecular evolution. Nitrogen
fixation has been an ancient innovation that played a critical role during the early expan-
sion of microbial life (being still crucial for extant life). Both i) the presence of the nif
core in all the scanned prokaryotic genomes and ii) the phylogeny constructed using the
concatenation of their sequences (consistent with their species phylogeny) speak towards
the presence of these genes in the LUCA, although the possibility that nitrogen fixation
was invented in a further stage of evolution and then spread through HGT cannot be, at
present, completely ruled out. Lastly, the applied strategy allowed to map on the species
phylogeny tree the appearance of several genes related to nitrogen fixation in several differ-
ent bacterial lineages. This, in turn, suggests that, their appearance (and/or recruitment)
during microbial evolution, probably allowed the refinement of nitrogen fixation process,
initially carried out by a limited number of genes.
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Chapter 6

The origin of Plant phenylpropanoid
metabolism

The appearance of land plants was a key step towards the development of modern ter-
restrial ecosystems. Fossil data indicate that the first land plants appeared around 500
million years ago, from a pioneer green algal ancestor probably related to Charales. Early
terrestrial environments were harsh. The ancestor of land plants that conquered emerged
lands had to face important stresses including desiccation, UV radiation (not anymore
shielded by water), as well as attack by already diversified microbial soil communities.
This drove a number of key adaptations, including the emergence of specialized sec-
ondary metabolic pathways. Among them, the phenylpropanoid pathway (Figure 6.1)
was crucial. It is in fact a ubiquitous and specific trait of land plants, and provides vital
compounds such as lignin -essential for vascularization (xylem) and stem rigidity out of
water-, and flavonoids -essential for reproductive biology (flower and fruit colors), pro-
tection against UV (pigments) and microbial attack (phytoalexins), and plant-microbe
interaction (flavonoids). Three steps constituting the general phenylpropanoid pathway
provide the precursors for the flavonoid and lignin branches. Phenylalanine ammonia-
lyase (PAL) transforms phenylalanine into trans-cinnamic acid, which leads to p-coumaric
acid by the action of cinnamic acid 4-hydrolase (CH4), which is then transformed into
p-coumaroyl-CoA by p-coumaroyl:CoA ligase (4CL). It can be inferred that the origin of
PAL, the first enzyme and the entering point of the whole phenylpropanoid metabolism,
was a key evolutionary event, since it provided the initial step from which the rest of the
pathway was assembled. Indeed, PAL is a key regulator of the phenylpropanoid pathway
and any inhibition of PAL blocks the whole pathway. Given the clear importance of PAL
in the emergence of the phenylpropanoid pathway and adaptation of plants to land, we
sought to get more insight into the origin of this enzyme by carrying out an extensive
search of PAL homologs in current sequence databases and by analyzing their phylogeny.
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Figure 6.1: The Plant phenylpropanoid metabolism.

6.1 A horizontal gene transfer at the origin of Plant

phenyl-propanoid metabolism

In this work we have performed an extensive phylogentic analysis of Phenylalanine Am-
monia Lyase (PAL), which catalyses the first and essential step of the general plant
phenylpropanoid pathway. This metabolic step leads from phenylalanine to p-Coumaric
acid and p-Coumaroyl-CoA, the entry points of the flavonoids and lignin routes. We
obtained robust evidence that the ancestor of land plants acquired a PAL via horizontal
gene transfer (HGT) during symbioses with soil bacteria and fungi that are known to
have established very early during the first steps of land colonization. This horizontally
acquired PAL represented then the basis for further development of the phenylpropanoid
pathway and plant radiation on terrestrial environments.
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phylogeny of the phylum Fungi [25]. This may indicate
absence of a PAL coding gene in these lineages, although
this needs to be verified when complete genome data
becomes available. The monophyly of the fungal PAL
orthologues strongly indicates that they have a single ori-
gin and derive from a gene that was already present at least
in the ancestor of Dikarya (Figure 2), and possibly earlier.

The evolutionary relatedness of PAL orthologues from
land plants and fungi clearly indicates a common origin.
However, the phylum Plantae does not share an exclusive

ancestor with Fungi [23,24], i.e. the most recent common
ancestor of these two eukaryotic lineages corresponds the
most recent common ancestor of all eukaryotes (Figure 3).
Consequently, if a PAL orthologue was present in the
ancestor of all eukaryotes, it would have been subse-
quently lost in all eukaryotic lineages to the exception of
land plants and fungi (Figure 3a). A more parsimonious
scenario is one where a PAL originated either in the ances-
tor of land plants or in the ancestor of at least Dikarya
fungi and then was transferred via HGT between these two
phyla (Figure 3b, dotted arrows). Although the prokaryo-

An evolutionary scenario for the origin of plant PALFigure 3
An evolutionary scenario for the origin of plant PAL. A HAL coding gene (orange circle) was present in the most 
recent eukaryotic ancestor, based on its presence in all major eukaryotic supergroups for which sequence data is available 
(indicated by an asterisk), and it was lost in the ancestor of Dikarya Fungi and in the ancestor of the phylum Plantae (orange 
crosses). In contrast, the origin of eukaryotic PAL is more recent: (1) origin of PAL in a bacterium (green circle), (2) HGT to 
fungi -Dikarya or possibly earlier (solid green arrow), (3) HGT from fungi to an ancestor of land plants (dashed green arrow). 
Alternatively: (1) origin of PAL in a soil bacterium (green circle), (2a) HGT to an ancestor of land plants (solid pink arrow), (3a) 
HGT from this ancestor to fungi (dashed pink arrow). Extensive HGT of PAL and HAL among and within bacteria and archaea 
are indicated by double rounded arrows and gene losses by green and orange crosses.
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6.2 Conclusion

6.2 Conclusion

The origin of land plants was a key event in the history of life on our planet since it played
a fundamental role in the evolution of modern terrestrial ecosystems. The contribution of
bacteria to eukaryotic innovations is considered important, but remains poorly explored.
Our results highlight the crucial role of HGT from soil bacteria in the emergence of key
metabolic pathways such as that of phenylpropanoids, and therefore in the path leading
to land colonization by plants and their subsequent evolution. Since it is likely that
the phenylpropanoid pathway took some time to be fully assembled, it is intriguing to
speculate about the original selective advantage to keep a horizontally acquired PAL in
the first land plants. The direct products of PAL are cinnamate and p-coumarate. These
might have been used as an antimicrobial, such as in some bacteria, and would have
played a fundamental role as protection from attack by an already developed microbial
soil community. Alternatively (or in combination with an antimicrobial role), they might
have provided protection against UV radiation, for example being the precursor of a
light capturing pigment such as in modern purple bacteria. Moreover, cinnamate and p-
coumarate are the precursors of benzoic acid and salicylic acid, which are known defense
compounds. Finally, it is known that coumarins have appetite suppressing properties,
suggesting that an initial role for PAL may have been to provide defense against grazing
animals. It would be interesting to know if fungi also use PAL for these purposes, and
what are the corresponding mechanisms for UV shielding and antimicrobial defense in the
green algae that are known to colonize soil habitats. To answer these questions, it will
be important to investigate further the distribution of PAL enzymes in both bacteria and
fungi, which may be more widespread than currently thought, as well as their role in still
largely unexplored secondary metabolisms.
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Chapter 7

Analysis of plasmids sequences

While bacterial chromosomes show a relatively high conservation of their architecture,
plasmid molecules are more variable concerning gene content and/or organization, even
at short evolutionary distances. Indeed, plasmid genes can be considered to be under
differential selection, while moving around the bacterial community. Moreover they have
a dynamic structure, i.e. genes can be gained or lost from the plasmid molecule. Actually,
the same plasmid can be hosted by different organisms inhabiting different environments
(e.g.: pH, temperature and chemical composition) and cohabiting with different genetic
backgrounds. These factors may shape both the functional role(s) of the proteins, and the
compositional features of plasmid DNA, such as GC or oligomers contents, some of the
last being a very specific signature even at close phylogenetic distances. Despite their key
role in the microbial world, at least two main issues concerning plasmids remain poorly
investigated, that is the function of proteins they code for and their (sometimes complex)
evolutionary dynamics. To overcome these limitations we have developed a bioinformatic
package (Blast2Network, B2N) having three main aims:

1. to reconstruct the evolutionary history of plasmids molecules by identifying those
having the most similar gene content.

2. To assign a putative function to previously uncharacterized proteins. This task is
fulfilled in two ways: by means of sequence similarity of unknown or hypothetical
proteins to known ones and through a phylogenetic profiling approach.

3. To provide an immediate visualization of the similarities existing among sequences.
In fact, one of the outputs of the program is a network of sequence similarities,
where proteins are represented by nodes and the shared identity values by links
connecting them.

This approach (and/or some its implementations) was use to analyze:

1. plasmids harbored by members of the Enterobacteriaceae family of -Proteobacteria,
which is one of the most studied divisions of bacteria and includes Escherichia,
Shigella, and Salmonella genera, whose biomedical importance has allowed to record
a relatively high number of completely sequenced plasmids in a few species (this
Chapter).
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2. the reticulate evolution of plasmids and chromosomes, focusing on the Acinetobacter
genes (Chapter 8 ).

3. Analyze the horizontal flow of plasmids encoded resistome (i.e. genes involved in
conferring resistance to antibiotics, Chapter 9 ).

This last issue is related to the more general issue of bacterial antibiotic resistance. This
argument is related also to the last work of this dissertation (Chapter 10 ) were we analyzed
the HAE1 and HME efflux systems in the Burkholderia genus.

7.1 In silico tools for plasmid sequences analysis:

Blast2Network

Phylogenetic methods are well-established bioinformatic tools for sequence analysis, al-
lowing to describe the non-independencies of sequences because of their common ancestor.
However, the evolutionary profiles of bacterial genes are often complicated by hidden par-
alogy and extensive and/or (multiple) horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events which make
bifurcating trees often inappropriate. In this context, plasmid sequences are paradigms of
networklike relationships characterizing the evolution of prokaryotes. Actually, they can
be transferred among different organisms allowing the dissemination of novel functions,
thus playing a pivotal role in prokaryotic evolution. However, the study of their evolution-
ary dynamics is complicated by the absence of universally shared genes, a prerequisite
for phylogenetic analyses. To overcome such limitations we developed a bioinformatic
package, named Blast2Network (B2N), allowing the automatic phylogenetic profiling and
the visualization of homology relationships in a large number of plasmid sequences. The
software was applied to the study of 47 completely sequenced plasmids coming from Es-
cherichia, Salmonella and Shigella spps. The tools implemented by B2N allow to describe
and visualize in a new way some of the evolutionary features of plasmid molecules of En-
terobacteriaceae; in particular it helped to shed some light on the complex history of
Escherichia, Salmonella and Shigella plasmids and to focus on possible roles of unanno-
tated proteins.
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Plasmid homology networksFigure 2
Plasmid homology networks. The output of B2N launched on the proteins encoded by 39 plasmids of three enterobacte-
ria. Each protein in the dataset (see Table 1) is arranged circularly with proteins from the same source plasmid; proteins from 
the same plasmid are shown the same colour. Links connecting different nodes represent alignments found by BLAST (length > 
70 amino acids and E-value<0.0001); consequently they describe the relationships existing between plasmids with a 90% (a) or 
100% (b) identity cut-off; c) graphical legend. Symbols: squares, circles, and diamonds represent E. coli, Salmonella and Shigella 
plasmid proteins, respectively.
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Chapter 8

Exploring plasmids evolutionary
dynamics: the Acinetobacter
pan-plasmidome

8.1 Introduction

Plasmids are among the most important players in the evolution of prokaryotes and in
their adaptation to fluctuating environmental conditions [Eberhard, 1990; Frost et al.,
2005; Slater et al., 2008]. They are actually involved in many accessory functions and
constitute, together with ”not essential” chromosomal regions, what is referred to as the
”dispensable genome” in the microbial pan-genome concept [Medini et al., 2005]. Typ-
ically, a plasmid includes one or more essential genes encoding replicative functions. In
addition, it may harbor one or more genes coding for a variable panoply of accessory
metabolic processes and functions that are, in general, different from those encoded by
chromosome(s) [Frost et al., 2005; Khomenkov et al., 2008; Tsuda et al., 1999]. Actually,
plasmid architecture is more flexible than the chromosomal one, concerning both gene
content and gene organization, even within members of the same bacterial genus. Plas-
mids genes are in fact under differential selection while moving through the prokaryotic
community [Eberhard, 1990], and consequently, they frequently gain and lose genes, re-
vealing a very dynamic organization [Dutta & Pan, 2002; Frost et al., 2005; Osborn &
Boltner, 2002]. This flexibility is mostly due to the abundance of transposable elements
they harbor and that facilitate intra- and intermolecular recombination by creating ho-
mology regions. Moreover, plasmids can be both vertically and horizontally inherited in a
prokaryotic community, giving rise to the possibility that the very same plasmid molecule
can be hosted in different genomic contexts, boosting the rearrangement of their functions
and of gene organization [Bergstrom et al., 2000; Davison, 1999; Zaneveld et al., 2008].
Despite the key-role of plasmids in the prokaryotic world, the evolutionary dynamics of
plasmids have been poorly explored, mainly because of the lack of extensive similarities
between them, except for genes involved in replication and transfer functions [Cevallos
et al., 2008; Fernandez-Lopez et al., 2006] which hampers classical phylogenetic analyses
based on gene genealogy and synteny [Bentley & Parkhill, 2004]. However, a compu-
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tational biology approach (Blast2Network) based on similarity networks reconstruction
and phylogenetic profiling has been recently proposed and applied in a study-case to de-
pict the similarities among plasmids from Enterobacteriaceae [Brilli et al., 2008]. The
bioinformatic package Blast2Network (hereafter designated B2N) provides an immediate
visualization of the similarities, existing among aminoacidic or nucleic sequences [Brilli
et al., 2008]. This, in turn, opens the possibility to trace the evolutionary dynamics and
history of entire plasmids and not only of single genes and/or operons harbored by them.
In this context, bacteria belonging to the genus Acinetobacter may represent an excellent
study-case, because strains of this genus are commonly found in soil, water and in associ-
ation with animals [Juni, 1972; Peleg et al., 2008]. Besides, some of them are well-known
human pathogens, often responsible for opportunistic infections in hospitalized patients
[Chen et al., 2008; Dijkshoorn et al., 2007; Peleg et al., 2008]. A striking recent man-
ifestation of A. baumannii is the occurrence in severely wounded soldiers coming back
from Iraq [Davis et al., 2005]. Currently, the genus Acinetobacter comprises 19 species
with valid names and at least 13 putative species [Nemec et al., 2009]. More than 975
strains have been recorded in the Taxonomy Browser of NCBI at July, 2 2009, but the
precise taxonomy of these strains is not always clear since many have not been identi-
fied by unambiguous genotypic identification methods [Dijkshoorn et al., 2008; Nemec
et al., 2009]. Acinetobacter strains are of special interest for the huge variety of envi-
ronments they can colonize and the diverse metabolic abilities they display, as inferred
from the occurrence of, e.g., hydrocarbon degrading strains in oil spills, human pathogens
resistant to a plethora of antibiotics, rhizospheric bacteria and strains inhabiting biore-
actors or insect guts [Bach & Gutnick, 2006; Hawkey & Munday, 2004; Iacono et al.,
2008; Khomenkov et al., 2008; Marti et al., 2008; Morales-Jimenez et al., 2009; Mugnier
et al., 2008; Reams & Neidle, 2003]. Moreover, a special interest for members of this
genus also relies on the ability of some strains, i.e. those belonging to the species A.
baylyi, to undergo natural transformation [Davison, 1999; de Vries & Wackernagel, 2002].
This attribute has made the A. baylyi strain ADP1 (also named BD413) an exceptional
tool for genetic analysis and engineering [Young et al., 2005]. It has been reported that
several Acinetobacter strains, especially those sharing particular ecological niches that
require specific adaptations, like polluted environments and bioreactors, harbor plasmid
molecules of different sizes undergoing frequent molecular rearrangements [Barberio &
Fani, 1998; Decorosi et al., 2006]. Particularly interesting among Acinetobacter plasmids
is the pKLH2 family [Osborn et al., 1997], a group of evolutionary related plasmids har-
boring mercury resistance genes (mer) embedded in a single compact operon that, in
turn, has been suggested to represent an aberrant mercury resistance transposon (namely
TndPKHLK2) that has lost genes responsible for transposition [Kholodii et al., 2003].
Recently, some Acinetobacter genomes and plasmids have been completely sequenced.
On March 31, 2009, the sequences of 7 genomes and 29 plasmids were available (Table
8.1). The Acinetobacter ”pan-plasmidome”, that is the complete set of plasmids harbored
by members of this genus (comprising plasmids isolated from both pathogenic and en-
vironmental strains), is then particularly attractive to study its evolutionary dynamics
because of the eclectic lifestyle of their host strains and the possible frequent genetic ex-
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8.2 Methods

changes between its members. Therefore, in this work, a detailed comparative analysis
of the completely sequenced Acinetobacter plasmids, available in public databases, was
performed with the aim to i) reconstruct their evolutionary dynamics and ii) investigate
the evolutionary cross-talk between them and the chromosomes of Acinetobacter strains.

Strains Plasmids  Chromosomes 

 Species and/or designation Origin n. Name Length (bp) ORF(s) n. Length (bp) ORF(s) 
Acinetobacter baumannii  Clin.  1 pABIR 29823 26 n.d.     
Acinetobacter baumannii 
ATCC19606T 

Clin. 
1 pMAC 9540 11 n.d.     

 Acinetobacter baumannii  Clin. 1 pAB02 4162 6 n.d.     
Acinetobacter baumannii ACICU  Clin. 2 pACICU1  28279 28 1 3904116 3667 
      pACICU2  64366 64       
Acinetobacter baumannii ATCC 
17978  

Clin. 
2 pAB1  13408 11 1 3976747 3351 

      pAB2  11302 5       
Acinetobacter baumannii AYE  Clin. 4 p1ABAYE  5644 7 1 3936291 3607 
      p2ABAYE  9661 11       
      p3ABAYE  94413 82       
      p4ABAYE  2726 5       
Acinetobacter baumannii SDF  Body lice 3 p1ABSDF  6106 8 1 3421954 2913 
      p2ABSDF  25014 30       
      p3ABSDF  24922 24       
Acinetobacter baumannii AB0057  Clin. 1 pAB0057 8729 11 1 4050513 3790 
Acinetobacter baumannii AB307-
0294  

Clin. 
0        1 3760981 3451 

Acinetobacter sp. EB104  Unknown 1 pAC450  4379 4 n.d.     
Acinetobacter sp. SUN  Clin. 1 pRAY  6076 10 n.d.     
Acinetobacter venetianus  Env.  2 pAV1  10820 11 n.d.     
      pAV2  15135 16       
Acinetobacter sp LUH5605 Env.  1 Ptet5605 3727 4 n.d.     
Acinetobacter sp BW3 Env. 1 pKLH207 9910 16 n.d.     
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus 
KHW14 

Env. 
1 pKLH201 11191 14 n.d.     

Acinetobacter calcoaceticus 
KHP18 

Env. 
1 pKLH2 6838 12 n.d.     

Acinetobacter sp ED23-35 Env. 1 pKLH208 9435 15 n.d.     
Acinetobacter sp ED45-25 Env. 1 pKLH205 8561 13 n.d.     
Acinetobacter junii Env. 1 pKLH203 7195 12 n.d.     
Acinetobacter sp LS56-7 Env. 1 pKLH204 9489 15 n.d.     
Acinetobacter lwoffii Env. 1 pKLH202 9471 17 n.d.     
Acinetobacter sp YAA** Env. 1 pYA1 7407 5 n.d.     
Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1  Env. 0        1 3598621 3307 
Tot.   29     493 7   24086 

Table 8.1: List of completely sequenced Acinetobacter plasmids and chromosomes used
in this work. Sequences were downloaded from the NCBI web-site (see Methods section,
as on 31st March 2009). N.d. stands for not determined.

8.2 Methods

8.2.1 Sequence data source

The dataset used in this work is composed of all the proteins encoded by all the available
completely sequenced Acinetobacter plasmids and chromosomes, downloaded from the
NCBI ftp websites ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/, (Table 8.1). On March 31
2009, 29 completely sequenced plasmids (whose lengths range between 2,726 and 94,413
bp) were available for a total of 493 amino acid sequences encoded. In addition, the
genomic sequences of 7 Acinetobacter strains were also available, encoding for a total of
24,086 putative proteins.
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8.2.2 Network construction and phylogenetic profiling

Similarity, identity based, networks were constructed using the tools implemented in the
software B2N [Brilli et al., 2008]. Networks, whereby the nodes represent the proteins
and the links connecting them represent the shared identity values, were visualized and
analyzed using the software Visone (http://visone.info/). Phylogenetic profiling dendro-
grams were constructed taking as input the matrix composed by all the plasmids under
analysis (rows) and all the protein clusters (columns) identified [Brilli et al., 2008]. Each
position of the phylogenetic profile matrix will be ”1” in the case a given plasmid (row)
possesses (at least) one protein in the corresponding protein cluster (column), whereas
it is filled with ”0” in the opposite case. B2N calculates the Jaccard distance for both
dimensions of the phylogenetic profiles matrix, which corresponds to the distance between
plasmids in term of shared genes, and the distance between occurrence patterns of protein
clusters in plasmids. The Jaccard distance matrices are then used for the construction of
two neighbor-joining dendrograms. The first one describes similarities in gene content of
the plasmids, the other one groups together those protein clusters with the most similar
occurrence pattern within plasmids. Finally, random permutations of the original data
allow to compute the statistical significance of the Jaccard distances.

8.2.3 Functional Assignment

The putative functional role of unassigned proteins was automatically retrieved according
to the first best hit (FBH) in a similarity search (using Blast algorithm [Altschul et al.,
1997]) in the COG (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) and in the PFAM database
(http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/). In both cases the standalone version of the databases was
used, using default parameters.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Plasmid networks

The first aim of the work was the identification and the analysis of the possible evolu-
tionary relationships existing among the 29 Acinetobacter plasmids. To this purpose, all
the 493 retrieved sequences of Acinetobacter plasmid-encoded proteins were used as in-
put for the B2N software (see Methods section), generating a set of networks showing all
the sequence identities existing among these proteins. In these networks nodes represent
proteins, whereas links indicate the existence of sequence identity among them (Fig8.1
and Supplementary Material S1). The degree of sequence identity threshold is a priori
selected. In principle, the higher the threshold used, the lower the number of links exist-
ing between proteins encoded by different plasmids. In addition, it can be assumed that
the higher the degree of aminoacid identity between two proteins, the more recent would
be the event (recombination/transposition/duplication/vertical transmission) responsible
for the presence of the two orthologous/paralogous coding genes in different plasmids.
We selected a minimum of 50% identity threshold since this degree of sequence identity
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is sufficiently high to guarantee that in most cases the interconnected proteins perform
the same function (i.e., they are encoded for by orthologous genes) [Gonzalez et al., 1989;
Tian & Skolnick, 2003]. The three networks shown in Figure 8.1 (at 100%, 90%, and
50% identity thresholds) and the other three reported in Supplementary Material S1 (at
60%, 70%, and 80% identity thresholds) were obtained by reiterating the analysis using
different identity thresholds.

8.3.1.1 Analysis of links

The analysis of the networks reported in Figure 8.1 revealed that:

1. as expected, the number of links and interconnected nodes decreased with the in-
crease of identity threshold (Table 8.2). At 50% of sequence identity, 213 out of

Identity 
threshold (%) 

Number of 
Nodes Links 

50 213 534 
60 201 501 
70 193 471 
80 187 462 
90 174 384 
100 133 228 

Table 8.2: Number of nodes and links at different identity threshold between 29 different
Acinetobacter1 plasmids

the 493 plasmid-encoded proteins were linked together. The other 280 proteins re-
mained isolated because each of them did not share any link with the others and
these were excluded from further analysis (see the Phylogenetic profiling section).
The number of linked proteins decreased to 133 at a 100% sequence identity thresh-
old. Still this number is unexpectedly high and suggests that the plasmids sharing
at least one gene underwent recombination events very recently.

2. Three main groups can be recognized (Figure 8.1): Cluster 1 includes the eight
plasmids pKLH2, pKLH201, pKLH202, pKLH203, pKLH204, pKLH205, pKLH207,
and pKLH208 (hereinafter designated as the pKLH-family plasmids) that are highly
interconnected although they have been isolated from different Acinetobacter spp.
strains (Table 8.1). Cluster 2 is constituted by fifteen plasmids isolated from 8 A.
baumannii strains, and Cluster 3 includes the remaining six plasmids isolated from
Acinetobacter species different from A. baumannii.

3. c) Four plasmids (pRAY, pAC450, pYA1, and p4ABAYE) harbor genes encoding
proteins that do not share any link neither between them nor with other proteins
in the network.

4. d) Concerning the connections within each group (intra-links), the analysis of Figure
8.1 reveals that plasmids of cluster 1 (pKLH family) maintain a very high number of
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Figure 8.1: Identity based networks of the 493 Acinetobacter plasmid encoded proteins.
All the proteins belonging to the same plasmid (nodes) are circularly arranged and are
linked to the others according to their identity value. The resulting pictures for three
different identity thresholds (100%, 90%, 50%) are shown.
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links at the 100% threshold, whereas the number of intra-links of plasmids belonging
to clusters 2 and 3 strongly decreases from the 50% to the 100% threshold. Overall,
this finding suggests that pKLH plasmids share a more recent evolutionary pathway
than that exhibited by the other plasmids. In addition to this, the finding that such
pKLH plasmids have been isolated from different strains belonging to the same or
to different Acinetobacter species suggests a high degree of horizontal flow of these
plasmids (or at least of the shared genes). The biological significance of these data
relies mainly on the fact that these plasmids harbor the genetic determinants for
mercury resistance (mer genes, see Supplementary Material S2) that are positively
favored in an environment under a strong selective pressure, i.e. in the presence of
high mercury concentrations.

5. e) Regarding the connections between plasmids belonging to different clusters (inter-
links), no link was observed between pKLH-family plasmids and those belonging to
the other two clusters at the 100% threshold. However, at the 90% and 50% thresh-
olds, many inter-links between cluster 1 and cluster 2 plasmids were observed. This
interconnection was mainly due to plasmid pACICU1 and involves proteins predicted
to be involved in DNA transposition, recombination and replication. Interestingly
proteins assigned to OXA-58 oxacillinase and AraC binding protein were shared
between pACICU1 and pABIR up to the 90% identity threshold. The connections
existing between cluster 2 and some cluster 3 plasmids were in some cases retained
also at higher thresholds (90-100%), for instance with proteins of pAV1 and pAV2
plasmids from A. venetianus. These links at high threshold between clusters suggest
that the plasmid involved shared at least some common step in their evolutionary
pathways.

6. f) In some cases, for instance plasmid pAV2, it is possible to recognize the traces of
paralogous duplications within the same molecule.

7. g) The analysis of plasmids from the same strain revealed that, almost in all the
cases, they did not share any link at the 100% threshold except for plasmids
p2ABSDF and p3ABSDF (both from A. baumannii SDF), which had two links
corresponding to two sequences assigned as ’hypothetical proteins’. The absence of
links shared by these molecules may suggest the absence of recent genetic exchanges
between plasmids in the same host.

8.3.1.2 Analysis of nodes

To analyze the functional classes of clustered/unclustered proteins, we made use of the
uniform visualization output of the B2N software. The uniform visualization of the pro-
teins involved in link formation obtained at 50% and 100% protein sequence identity is
shown in Figure 8.2. At the 50% threshold the 213 proteins were clustered into 46 groups
comprising at least 2 proteins per group. As might be expected, the number of clusters
decreased to 32 at the 100% sequence identity threshold. Still, this number is surprisingly
high and includes several cases (32) of genes shared at least by two plasmids of different
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Acinetobacter species. On the basis of the above assumption, each cluster was numbered
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Figure 8.2: Uniform visualization of the networks shown in Figure 8.1. The different
clusters embed proteins sharing 50% (below) and 100% (above) identity.

and named according to the functional assignation of the most represented proteins in
the cluster (Table 8.3). The analysis of data reported in Table 8.3 revealed that:

1. a high number of protein clusters (1-8) were constituted by proteins involved in
DNA transposition.
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Protein 
cluster Function 

N° of nodes in the protein 
cluster 

50% 100% 

1 Transposase 13 9 
2 Transposase 4 3 
3 Transposase 3 2 
4a Transposase 6 

3  
4b 3 
5 Transposase 2 2 
6a Resolvase 8 

4  
6b 2 
7 Resolvase 2  0 
8 Integrase 2 2 
9 Mob 2  0 
10 MobS-like 4  0 
11 MerC 7 7 
12 Mercuric ion transport 8 8 

13a Mercuric ion transport 8 
5  

13b 2 
14 MerD 8 7 
15 Mercuric ion reduction 8 5 
16 MerE 8 8 
17 MerE-like protein 8 7 

18a MerR 8 
5  

18b 2 
19 DNA replication 11 4 
20 DNA replication 3  0 
21 DNA replication 2 3 
22 DNA replication 4  0 
23 Transcription regulator 5 3 
24 TonB dependent receptor protein 4 2 
25 Inner membrane protein 6 3 
26 Cro-like protein 6 2 

27a Sel-1 related protein 7 
4 

27b 3 
28 Cytotoxic transcription repressor 2  0 
29 Diaminopimelate decarboxylase 7 2 
30 Cation efflux system 2  0 
31 Oxacillinase 3 3 
32 AraC 3  0 
33 Hypothetical protein 2  0 
34 Hypothetical protein 2 2 
35 Hypothetical protein 2 2 
36 Hypothetical protein 3  0 
37 Hypothetical protein 2  0 
38 Hypothetical protein 8  0 
39 Hypothetical protein 3 3 
40 Hypothetical protein 2  0 
41 Hypothetical protein 4 4 
42 Hypothetical protein 3  0 
43 Hypothetical protein 2 2 
44 Hypothetical protein 2 2 
45 Hypothetical protein 2 2 

Table 8.3: Clusters of proteins exhibiting a link at 100% and/or 50% sequence identity.

2. Two protein clusters (9-10), comprising 2 and 4 nodes at the 50% threshold, respec-
tively, included proteins encoded by mob genes, that is genes involved in plasmid
transfer and/or mobilization. These two clusters disappeared at the 100% threshold.

3. Eight protein clusters (11-18), including a high number of plasmids (8), comprised
proteins related to mercury resistance.

4. Fourteen protein clusters (19-32) included proteins whose function could not be
assigned to a single cellular process.

5. Lastly, protein clusters numbered from 33 up to 46 (mainly composed by only two
nodes) include only hypothetical proteins.

Overall, the number of nodes per cluster decreased from the 50% to the 100% threshold.
However, clusters 11-18 (Mer-related proteins) maintained a high number of representa-
tives (ranging from 5 to 8) also at the 100% threshold. This is responsible for the high
number of connections existing between plasmids belonging to plasmid cluster 1 of Fig-
ure 8.1, which is (mainly) due to the sharing of genes involved in mercury resistance.
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Concerning the 280 isolated proteins, a further analysis revealed that most of them (190)
perform unknown functions and cannot be included in a functional category. Among the
remaining 90 proteins, 46 of them are involved in a known information storage and pro-
cessing and more precisely in translation and DNA replication, recombination and repair.
The other functional categories are less frequent, except for ten sequences assigned to the
COG database function ”Energy production and conversion”. The information stored in
these networks was then used for the analyses presented in the next section.

8.3.2 Phylogenetic profiling

In order to try to depict the relationships existing between the Acinetobacter plasmids,
phylogenetic profiles at the 100% and 50% identity thresholds were computed. Data
obtained are reported in Figure 8.3 and Supplementary Material S3.
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Figure 8.3: Neighbor joining dendrograms built using the Jaccard distance matrix values
between phylogenetic profiles of the proteins in the dataset (see text for details) obtained
with an identity threshold of 50% for plasmids (a) and protein clusters (b).

8.3.2.1 Analysis of plasmid dendrograms

The analysis of the phylogenetic profiles revealed that the branching order in the plasmid
dendrogram at 50% identity is in partial agreement with the subdivisions reported in the
similarity network shown in Figure 8.1. In details, (at least) two main clusters can be
identified (c1 and c2 in Figure 8.3a), whereby the first one (c1) embeds all the pKLH-
family plasmids. This clustering is in agreement with data presented in the previous
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sections (Figure 8.1 and 8.2). The second cluster (c2) contains most of the plasmids
belonging to A. baumannii strains, the two A. venetianus plasmids (pAV1 and pAV2)
and the plasmid ptet5605 from Acinetobacter strain LUH5605. The remaining plasmids
(those with no connection between them and with the other plasmids) and the plasmid
pACICU2 and those present indifferent Acinetobacter strains, are not embedded in any
of the two clusters. As expected, the dendrogram built when increasing the threshold up
to 100% identity possessed both longer branches and a less defined clustering of plasmids
(Supplementary Material S3). However, in agreement with the data shown in Figure 8.1
and Figure 8.2, the pKLH plasmids formed a coherent cluster clearly separated from the
other plasmids. It is quite interesting that in most cases (5 out of 6) plasmids isolated
from the same strain are more related to plasmids from other strains/species rather than
to the other plasmids from the same strain. The only exception to this observation is
represented by the three plasmids isolated from A. baumannii SDF. Indeed, all of them
are embedded in the same coherent group (at 50% identity) and two of them are related
also at the 100% threshold (Supplementary Material S3).

8.3.2.2 Analysis of protein dendrograms

The information stored in the adjacency matrix (see Material and Methods) and previ-
ously used to build plasmids similarity dendrograms, can also be used to identify those
proteins that are commonly found together (co-occurrence) in the plasmids of the dataset.
The obtained protein co-occurrence dendrograms (Figure 8.3b and Supplemental Material
S3) identified three main groups at the 50% identity threshold (cp1, cp2, mer). In this
dendrogram all the Mer-related proteins belong to the same cluster (mer cluster) compris-
ing both proteins whose function is strictly related to mercury resistance/efflux process
(their functional assignments include a cation efflux system, periplasmatic mercuric ion
binding, a mercuric ion reductase and mercury ion transport) and proteins apparently
not related to heavy-metal resistance and assigned with functions related either to reg-
ulation or DNA mobilization. These latter may co-occur with mercury resistance to
provide accessory functions that are necessary for the transposition and the integration
of the mer operon. In this context, it is worth noting the presence of a common core
of mer genes, which is constituted by those seven proteins with distance equal to zero
in the dendrogram at the 50% identity threshold (Figure 8.3b). The co/occurrence pro-
file of these sequences suggests that their simultaneous presence within a plasmid might
be essential for mercury resistance to occur. Indeed, this clade comprises proteins in-
volved in mercuric ion binding, reduction and transport, although regulatory proteins are
present (MerR). The main feature of cluster cp1 is the perfect co-occurrence of OXA-58
oxacillinase with a protein assigned as AraC binding protein. The former belongs to a
well-known class of carbapenem-hydrolysing enzymes (OXA-type) [Walther-Rasmussen &
Hoiby, 2006], conferring reduced susceptibility to carbapenem to the bacterial host cells,
whereas the latter is a regulator of transcription that changes the way in which it binds
DNA when the protein forms a complex with its monosaccharide ligand, L-arabinose
[Soisson et al., 1997]. Quite interestingly, the finding that the genes encoding these two
proteins are found always together on the same plasmid molecule might reflect the way
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the carbapenem resistance process is regulated and this, in turn, provide a good target
for an experimental validation. Cluster cp2 (Figure 8.3b) mainly includes proteins whose
function has not been characterized yet and, although proposing a set of good candidates
for further experimental studies, is poorly informative for the purposes of this work.

8.3.3 Relationships between Acinetobacter plasmids and chro-
mosomes

In order to check for the existence of genes shared between plasmids and chromosomes
and to look for possible indications of past and/or recent rearrangements between them,
we compared the 493 plasmid proteins at different identity thresholds with all the pro-
teins of each of the available Acinetobacter genomes. It is reasonable to assume that
the higher the degree of sequence identity shared by a chromosomal and a plasmid en-
coded protein, the greater the probability that the corresponding coding gene has been
exchanged between them. For this reason, similarity (identity based) networks using each
of the seven Acinetobacter completely sequenced genome available in NCBI GenBank (A.
baumannii 17978, A. baumannii AYE, A. baumannii SDF, A. baumannii AB0057, A.
baumannii AB307, A. baumannii ACICU and A. baylyi ADP1) and the 29 plasmids were
constructed at different thresholds of identity. A preliminary analysis at 50% identity
including all the 24,086 chromosomal encoded and the 493 plasmid encoded proteins was
carried out, thereafter only those chromosomal proteins sharing at least one link with
plasmid proteins were selected for comparisons at higher thresholds. In this way, we
obtained a ”mini-chromosome” for each of the seven Acinetobacter chromosomes com-
prising only those proteins sharing a link with (at least) one plasmid encoded protein. All
the proteins (498) of these mini-chromosomes were then compared by B2N with the 493
plasmid encoded proteins. The identity networks obtained are shown in Figure 8.4 and
Supplementary Material S4. Data obtained can be summarized as follows:

1. At the lowest threshold (50%) six plasmids (pYA1, pAC450, p4ABAYE, p1ABAYE,
p1ABSDF, and pAV1) did not exhibit any link with any of the chromosomally en-
coded proteins. Three of them (pYA1, pAC450, p4ABAYE) did not share any link
also with the other plasmids (see Figure 8.1), suggesting that these plasmids may
have originated outside these Acinetobacter strains. The number of isolated plas-
mids raised to 18 at the 100% threshold. In total, at the 50% identity threshold,
359 isolated plasmid nodes were found. Most of them (245) did not retrieve any
functional assignment when probing the COG database. Most of the 114 remain-
ing sequences (74) were found to be involved in translation and DNA replication,
recombination and repair processes.

2. The pKLH-family plasmids are strongly interconnected (74 links) with the A. bau-
mannii AYE chromosome, a connection degree which is maintained also at higher
thresholds (90% and 100%, 42 and 20 links, respectively). Such connection, even
though at a lesser extent, was also disclosed with the A. baumannii B0057 chromo-
some. More in detail, at the 100% identity threshold, connections still exist between
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Figure 8.4: Identity relationships between the proteins of the Acinetobacter plasmid
and mini-chromosome proteins. Mini-chromosomes (see text for the details of mini-
chromosomes construction) are shown in the center and plasmids are circularly arranged.
100%, 90% and 50% identity threshold are shown. For clarity purposes, only the name of
the corresponding strain is reported on minichromosomes.

plasmid encoded MerC, MerR and MerE and their counterparts on the A. bauman-
nii AYE chromosome (in the case of A. baumannii B0057, only MerC is connected
to its chromosomal counterpart). Lastly, two transposases from each of the two
chromosomes are linked with plasmid encoded counterparts (on the pACICU1 plas-
mid). This finding strongly suggests a recent transfer of some genes between these,
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either one of the two or both chromosomes and the pKLH plasmids.

3. Concerning the DNA molecules (plasmids and chromosomes) present in the same
cytoplasm, it can be highlighted that three (p1ABAYE, p2ABAYE, and p4ABAYE)
of the four plasmids isolated from A. baumannii AYE did not share any link with
the corresponding chromosome, even at the lowest threshold (50%). Hence, the cor-
responding genes have not been exchanged between them and the host chromosome.
Their origin is unclear since they do not share any link with the other six chromo-
somes either. However, it is worth noting that plasmid p2ABAYE has several links
with other plasmids (see Figure 8.1) from different A. baumannii strains. The fourth
and larger plasmid (p3ABAYE) showed only a limited connection degree with the
corresponding chromosome. Concerning the two plasmids (pAB1 and pAB2) from
strain A. baumannii 17978, pAB2 exhibited just one link with the corresponding
chromosome, that disappeared at the 70% threshold (see Supplementary Material
S4). A similar scenario can be depicted for the three plasmids isolated from A.
baumanni SDF. No link, neither with its corresponding chromosome nor with the
six other ones, was disclosed for plasmid p1ABSDF. Each of the other two plas-
mids were related to the corresponding chromosome via a single protein (assigned
as transposases), which was connected to multiple (279) almost identical proteins
located on the corresponding chromosome. The only exception is represented by
plasmids isolated from A. baumanni ACICU, which appeared to be related to their
corresponding chromosome as well as to other A. baumanni chromosomes.

4. At the chromosome level, at the 50% threshold the most interconnected one was
that of A. baumannii SDF (296 shared proteins), while that with least proteins
shared with plasmids was the Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1 chromosome (4 proteins)
(Table 8.3). At the same identity threshold (Figure 8.4c), also the plasmids of the
pKLH-family (particularly pKLH208, pKLH2, pKLH204) and p3ABAYE showed
extensive links with A. baumanni SDF chromosome. In this case three plasmid
proteins, (GI codes 14141701 from pKLH2, 30502913 from pKLH204 and 24411190
from pKLH208), all assigned as putative transposases, were responsible for most of
the links. The functional assignment of proteins linked at the threshold of 50% iden-
tity between chromosomes and plasmids (Table 8.3) revealed that the large majority
of the proteins shared are transposases or integrase. This is mostly due to as many
as 279 out of 296 proteins in A. baumannii SDF and 9 out of 46 in A. baumannii
ACICU. The other proteins, excluding 26 and 59 proteins with no functional assign-
ment and no Pfam/COG hits respectively, were assigned to possible transcriptional
regulators, membrane proteins and transporters, mercury resistance and detoxifica-
tion. Interestingly, A. baumannii AYE and A. baumannii AB0057 share the highest
amount of mer related proteins and integrases (4 and 2 respectively) among all the
other Acinetobacter genomes.
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Functional category 
A. baumannii 
ATCC17978 

A. baumannii 
AYE 

A. baumannii 
SDF 

A. baumannii 
AB0057 

A. baumannii 
AB307 

A.baumannii 
ACICU 

Acinetobacter 
sp. ADP1 Total 

Transposases 4 0 279 3 0 2 0 288 
No Pfam hits 5 8 7 13 8 14 4 61 
Uncharcterized/others 7 5 0 3 0 7 4 26 
Cold-shock DNA-binding domain 2 4 1 3 4 2 3 19 
Integrase 1 3 0 3 0 9 0 16 
Zinc-binding dehydrogenase 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 12 
Nucleoside recognition 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
ABC transporter 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 
H-NS histone family 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 
Penicillin binding protein 
transpeptidase domain 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 7 
Mer-related protein 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 6 
Haloacid dehalogenase-like 
hydrolase 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
Cation efflux family 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
regulatory proteins tetR-like 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
Catalase 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 
Secretory lipase 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 
AraC-like ligand binding domain 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 
Resolvase 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
Proteins shared with plasmids at 
50% identity 31 36 296 41 24 46 17 493 

 

Table 8.4: Identity relationships between the proteins of the Acinetobacter plasmid
and mini-chromosome proteins. Mini-chromosomes (see text for the details of mini-
chromosomes construction) are shown in the center and plasmids are circularly arranged.
100%, 90% and 50% identity threshold are shown. For clarity purposes, only the name of
the corresponding strain is reported on minichromosomes.

8.4 Discussion

The genus Acinetobacter comprises strains and species playing an important role in differ-
ent ecological niches including soil and insects, whereas particular species have emerged
as opportunistic pathogens. Several Acinetobacter strains recovered so far harbor plasmid
molecules, some of which have been correlated to the peculiar adaptation to environmental
conditions (e.g., pathogenicity, resistance to heavy-metals and antibiotics, biodegradation
of hydrocarbons). In this work we have analyzed the entire set of 29 available plas-
mid sequences (the currently available/accessible pan-plasmidome), together with seven
Acinetobacter fully sequenced genomes, to try to depict a possible evolutionary scenario
of plasmids within a bacterial genus, and to describe the horizontal gene flow within this
genus. Data obtained indicate that the 29 plasmids can be divided, by the extent of iden-
tity degree of the proteins they code for, into different groups. In particular we found that
the group of pKLH-family plasmids and, to a lesser extent, those harbored by different
strains of A. baumannii, are still interconnected at a high (90-100%) amino acid sequence
identity value. This finding suggests that they might be the outcome of an evolutionary
molecular history starting from ancestral plasmid backbones, which very likely under-
went several and different rearrangements during the flow in different hosts, capturing
and/or losing genes from their genomes. The analysis of networks constructed, excluding
from the analysis those sequences responsible for heavy metal resistance and located on
pKLH2-family plasmids (data not reported), reveals that pKLH2-family plasmids share
a number of links higher than that exhibited with the other plasmids. Besides, some of
these proteins are linked at a 100% threshold. The interconnected proteins belonging to
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these pKHL2-family plasmids are involved in processes, such as DNA synthesis and DNA
translocation (cinH like), apparently not related to mercury resistance. This finding fits
with the model proposed by Kholodii et al. [2003] to explain the evolution of pKLH2
plasmids, according to which plasmids harboring mer operons are relics of an ancient
plasmid that has undergone several rounds of fusions with other plasmids, followed by
deletions, stabilizing the resulting mercury resistance plasmids. Hence, the occurrence
of several independent recombination events might have led to the evolutionary related-
ness of pHLK2, involving also the flanking regions of the mer operon. Moreover, these
results reinforce data presented in other comparative studies and stating that plasmids
from different and often geographically separated taxa may still share similar ”core” genes
[Heuer et al., 2004; Jerke et al., 2008; Rawlings, 2005]. Moreover, the finding that plasmid
pAV2 (from A. venetianus VE-C3), shares some interconnections (at 100% identity) with
plasmid pAB1 from a different host species (A. baumannii), suggests that pAV2 might
be the result of recombination events that occurred between its ancestor and (at least)
the ancestor of pAB1. This may be the case for several other plasmids in this study. The
possibility that different plasmids may have inhabited the same host cells is emphasized
by the finding that only for a few of them Inc-like proteins, causing co-existence incom-
patibility between plasmids, have been found (p3ABAYE, pACICU2, data not shown).
From the 50% identity threshold plasmid network, some additional information can be
retrieved. In fact pAV1 from A. venetianus VE-C3 shows several links with A. bauman-
nii plasmids, while plasmids of the pKLH family (isolated from different Acinetobacter
species) are linked with A. baumannii plasmids. Furthermore, the finding that plasmids
sharing the same genes have been isolated from different strain/species may suggest the
existence of both an intra- and interspecific flow of these molecules through horizontal
gene transfer mechanisms. These data may suggest a time-scale of events, from the older
to the most recent, paralleled by the increasing identity thresholds. In other words, some
of the recombination events should have occurred very recently since the shared proteins
exhibit a very high degree of sequence identity (up to 100%), whereas others (involving
the genes coding for proteins sharing a low degree of sequence identity, i.e. 50%) should
be more ancient. Based on homology relationships, a total of 46 clusters were found
among the proteins identified as connectors between different plasmids. At the 50% iden-
tity threshold, 8 clusters are composed by proteins involved in recombination, while the
others mostly reflect the relationships between pKLH-family plasmids, being composed
by genes of the mer operon involved in mercury resistance encoded by that plasmid fam-
ily. The finding that some plasmids (or their ancestors) might have ’inhabited’ different
cells belonging to different Acinetobacter species raises the question of what mechanism
was responsible (i.e. transduction, conjugation and/or transformation) for their trans-
fer between different hosts. Because most of the plasmids analyzed are relatively small
molecules and do not harbor tra and/or mob genes, it is plausible that they might have
been transmitted through transformation and/or transduction, the latter by uptake in
a bacteriophage. In fact some bacteriophages, like P22 of Salmonella typhimurium have
been shown to transduce plasmids in addition to chromosomal markers [Mann & Slauch,
1997] other than transconjugation. Actually, the species A. baylyi with ADP1 (BD413) be-
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ing the most widely studied strain has been shown to be naturally competent [Barbe et al.,
2004a; Iwaki & Arakawa, 2006; Johnsborg et al., 2007; Pontiroli et al., 2009; Vaneechoutte
et al., 2006; Watson & Carter, 2008]. For other species, this property is largely unknown
although in the literature there are numerous unfounded assumptions that natural com-
petence is a general feature of the genus. Despite the large number of links connecting
most of the plasmids in our dataset, four of them, namely pAC450, pRAY, pYA1 and
p4ABAYE, did not possess any of the proteins identified in the similarity network and
consequently did not show any link. With the exception of pRAY, they did not share any
link with the Acinetobacter chromosomes either. The differences in gene content exhib-
ited by these plasmids suggests possible evolutionary pathways that did not cross those of
the other Acinetobacter plasmids and chromosomes analyzed. To investigate more deeply
the evolutionary scenario of our plasmid dataset, we analyzed the relationships between
plasmid-borne proteins and the completely sequenced genomes available. In fact, although
prokaryotic plasmids have played and are still playing a key role in metabolic and genome
evolution little is known about the evolutionary relationships existing between them and
the chromosome(s), including the molecular rearrangements they underwent during their
flow throughout the microbial community world. Data obtained in this work show the
existence of extensive links between all Acinetobacter chromosomes and most plasmids
(at 50% and even at 90% identity threshold). The finding that several connections were
maintained up to the 90% identity threshold implies that the degree of divergence between
the plasmid and chromosomal encoded proteins was very limited, which in turn strongly
suggests that the encoding genes were exchanged (relatively) recently, independently from
the possible recombination events that may have occurred between plasmids sharing the
same protein coding gene. This is particularly relevant for the A. baumanni AYE chromo-
some, which seems to be the major contributor of plasmid genes, since it shares at least
one link with 12 out of the 29 plasmids analyzed at a 90% identity threshold and for the A.
baumanni SDF chromosome, which shows several links with the corresponding plasmids
p2ABSDF and p3ABSDF. Even though it cannot be a priori completely excluded, the
possibility that some of the plasmids might have inherited some genes from other species
of the genus Acinetobacter or even of other genera, the degree of sequence similarity is
sufficiently high to suggest evolutionary recent exchanges between those chromosomes and
the plasmids. It is also interesting to note that plasmids from the same host (as pAV1
and pAV2, pAB1 and pAB2, pMAC and pAB02) show links with different Acinetobacter
chromosomes, suggesting independent evolutionary pathways not related to the particular
host in which they have been isolated. Plasmids pYA1 and pAC450, i.e. two of the three
that do not share any link with the other plasmids, did not share any link with any of
the chromosomes at the identity threshold of 50%, suggesting that they may have ac-
quired/exchanged these genes from/with other bacterial chromosomes. However, the lack
of knowledge on the genome sequences of their respective current hosts hampers discussion
about their co-evolution with their host’s chromosomes. In fact, the presence of a large
pangenome for the genus Acinetobacter with a core genome accounting for only 50-70% of
the total genome [Vallenet et al., 2008], strongly limits a full evolutionary reconstruction
of plasmid life histories. This gap will probably be filled in the near future, when more
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sequence data from other representatives of this genus will be released. In agreement with
the presence of a large mobile gene pool, transposases are the most important functional
category of shared proteins, especially for A. baumannii SDF. This result is in line with
previous findings of comparative genomics [Vallenet et al., 2008] that showed that A. bau-
mannii SDF is riddled with numerous relics of mobile elements, including transposons,
insertion sequences and prophage elements. As expected, A. baumannii AYE shares the
highest amount of mer related proteins and integrases among all the other Acinetobacter
genomes. Actually A. baumannii AYE possesses mercury resistance genes (mer operon)
[Fournier et al., 2006], whereas all the other Acinetobacter strains are not apparently
capable to detoxify mercury [Barbe et al., 2004b; Smith et al., 2007; Vallenet et al., 2008].
These data indicate that a HGT event might have been responsible for the appearance of
resistance to heavy metal in A. baumannii AYE. According to this idea, this strain might
have acquired the whole mer resistance operon and integrated in its chromosome after a
recombination event (possibly with a pKLH2 plasmid). This finding is in agreement with
data proposed by Osborn et al. [1997] who suggested that transposition events appear
to have been extensively involved in the evolution of mer determinants in Gram-negative
bacteria. It is to be noticed that an event of HGT in the opposite direction, i.e. from the
Acinetobacter baumannii AYE chromosome to one or more plasmids, cannot be a priori
excluded. However, since all the other chromosomes lack the mer operon, we reckon the
first scenario as the most parsimonious and the most probable. However, the reconstruc-
tion of the complete evolutionary scenario of the mer genes will be possible only when the
genome sequences of strains harboring pKLH plasmids will be available. Increasing the
threshold from 90% to 100% identity resulted in the elimination of all the links between
most plasmids and the chromosomes. Surprisingly, also the highly interconnected A. bau-
mannii SDF chromosome lost all the links between its proteins (mostly transposases) and
plasmids. This latter result might be accounted for by the hypothesis of the absence of
particular structural/functional constraints acting on the transposases, leading to a (rel-
atively) rapid diversification of proteins during evolution. On the contrary A. baumannii
AYE, B0057 and ACICU maintained most of the links with the plasmids, revealing either
strong functional constraints over the sequences of the shared proteins (mainly involved
in heavy-metal resistance) or, alternatively, recent HGT events.

8.5 Conclusions

Data obtained in this work reveal that the absence of mobilization and transfer functions
in most of the Acinetobacter plasmids seems not to pose particular barriers to horizontal
gene transfer (HGT) since they have probably a long history of rearrangements with
other plasmids and with chromosomes. Furthermore, a phylogenetic profiling pipeline
was applied to the whole body of plasmids encoded sequences, revealing interesting co-
occurrences that, in turn, may help to shed some light in the functioning mechanisms
of proteins involved in antibiotic resistance and mercury detoxification. In fact, in our
opinion, this analysis provides promising candidates for further experimental validations
in the field of antibiotic resistance and bioremediation. Lastly, we have shown that, by
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combining plasmid and chromosome similarity, identity based, network analysis, we have
been able to describe an evolutionary pathway also for highly mobile genetic elements
that lack extensively shared genes. In particular we found that transposases and selective
pressure for mercury resistance seem to have played a pivotal role in plasmid evolution in
Acinetobacter genomes sequenced so far.
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Chapter 9

The horizontal flow of plasmid
encoded resistome: clues from
inter-generic similarity networks
analysis

9.1 Introduction

Bacterial antibiotic resistance is nowadays a major clinical issue all over the world, re-
vealing the power and the success of microbial evolution and adaptation [Bennett, 2008].
Although resistance has been a continuing problem since antibiotics were introduced, it
is the raising of the number, diversity and range of resistant organisms that has become
a huge clinical problem [Tenover, 2006]. Indeed, continuous administration of antibiotics
can lead to the increase of the pathogens resistance to antimicrobial compounds [D’Costa
et al., 2006; Martinez, 2008; Wright, 2007]. Moreover, in recent decades there has been
a dearth of new classes of discovered antibiotics [Charles & Grayson, 2004]. An inte-
grated network of antibiotic resistance mechanisms can ensure to bacteria the protection
against a plethora of chemical compounds. The different strategies adopted include (i)
the presence of an enzyme inactivating the antimicrobial agent, (ii) a mutation in a gene
involved in the synthesis of the target of the antimicrobial agent that reduces its binding
capacity, (iii) the post-transcriptional and post-translational modification of the target
of the antimicrobial agent, which reduces its binding capacity, (iv) the reduced uptake
of the antimicrobial agent and, finally, (v) the active efflux of the antimicrobial agent
[Fluit et al., 2001]. The genetic determinants responsible for all these different antibiotic
resistance mechanisms mainly reside on plasmid molecules. In fact, plasmid-encoded an-
tibiotic resistance encompasses most, if not all, classes of antibiotics currently in clinical
use and comprises resistance to many of them that are in the forefront of antibiotic therapy
[Bennett, 2008]. Usually plasmids do not accommodate any of the ”core” genes required
by the cell for basic growth and division, but rather carry genes that may be useful pe-
riodically to enable the cell to exploit particular environmental conditions, such as the
survival in the presence of a potentially lethal antibiotic [Bennett, 2008]. Furthermore,
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plasmids are extremely important in microbial evolution, because they can be transferred
between micro-organisms, representing natural vectors for the transfer of genes and func-
tions they code for [Brilli et al., 2008]. In this context, the plasmid-mediated transfer of
genes conferring resistance to antibiotics (and/or to heavy metals), and of pathogenicity
genes represents the most important effects of ”bacterial sex” from both an evolutionary
and ecological viewpoint [Kohiyama et al., 2003]. A formidable sexual promiscuity has
given bacteria a unique advantage over other organisms because it provides an awesome
mechanism for ongoing adaptation and reticulate evolution-a sort of permanently and
rapidly evolving communal genome [Kohiyama et al., 2003]. It is clear that the gene
pool, which consists of genes present on a plethora of diverse mobile genetic elements,
may at the end result in the lateral transfer of genes also among phylogenetically un-
related bacteria and this is the process whereby bacteria may become multi-resistant to
antibiotics [Martinez et al., 2009]. The risk that antibiotic resistance poses for human
health has meant that research in this area has focused, up to now, primarily on their
role within clinical settings [Martinez, 2008]. On the other hand, recent studies identified
an unexpected concentration of environmental antibiotic resistance in natural microbial
communities [D’Costa et al., 2006], leading to the supposition that natural environments
may represent important reservoirs of antibiotic resistance genes. As a consequence, sci-
entists have started exploring the presence of bacterial encoded antibiotic resistance in
different ecological niches. Studies on the antibiotic resistance potential of soil microor-
ganisms have revealed remarkable frequency of resistance to antibiotics that for decades
have served as gold-standard treatments, as well as those only recently approved for hu-
man use [D’Costa et al., 2006]. Moreover, it has been noticed that an important part
of the dispersal and evolution of antibiotic-resistant bacteria depends on water environ-
ments [Baquero et al., 2008] where bacteria inhabiting different environments can get in
touch and, eventually, undergo HGT. All these lines of evidence suggest that antibiotic
resistance genes in human pathogens can originate from a multitude of bacterial sources
(i.e. coming from distinct environments) and that the whole microbial resistome can be
considered as a single gene-pool in which bacteria can find the right ”weapon-shield” that
is required for their survival. In particular, some authors [Baquero et al., 2008] identified
four main genetic reactors where genetic exchange and recombination shape the future
evolution of resistance determinants. Accordingly, the primary reactor is constituted by
the human and animal microbiota, the secondary one involves the hospitals, long-term
care facilities, farms, or any other place in which susceptible individuals are crowded and
exposed to bacterial exchange The tertiary reactor corresponds to the wastewater and
any type of biological residues originated in the secondary reactor. Lastly, the fourth
reactor is represented by soil and the surface or ground water environments, where the
bacterial organisms originated in the previous reactors mix and counteract with envi-
ronmental organisms. Classically, antibiotic resistance evolution and spreading across
microbial communities have been investigated mainly through experimental approaches
[Cattoir et al., 2008; D’Costa et al., 2006; Dugan et al., 2004; Koike et al., 2007; Mackie
et al., 2006; Sobecky, 2002]. Nevertheless, the use of plasmids pyro-sequencing as a routine
laboratory technique [Schluter et al., 2008], the assembly of databases embedding detailed
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information on antibiotic resistance genetic determinants [Liu & Pop, 2009; Scaria et al.,
2005], together with the development of bioinformatics tools enabling the visualization of
sequence homology relationships through similarity networks [Brilli et al., 2008] can pave
the way to large scale comparative analyses adopting computational biology strategies.
Therefore, the aim of this work was to integrate all these sources of information and
explore the distribution of plasmids encoded antibiotic resistance within the microbial
community, building similarity networks of antibiotic resistance determinants represen-
tative of nearly 1000 plasmids. Moreover, in order to describe the horizontal flow of
antibiotic resistance coding genes across the microbial community and the barriers posed
by taxonomical and geographical separation, we focused the attention on shared antibi-
otic resistance determinants that were likely transferred via HGT combining these data
with the habitat assignment of microorganisms. Lastly, since HGT between two taxa
implies a shared habitat at the time of transfer, or alternatively the presence of a vector
of transmission [Hooper et al., 2009], these connections provide a means for evaluating
the movement of microorganisms inhabiting different ecological niches and their role in
the spreading (vectors) of antibiotic resistance within the prokaryotic kingdom.

9.2 Methods

9.2.1 Dataset assembly

Bacterial plasmids sequences were retrieved from the NCBI FTP database
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/release/plasmid/). Data concerning the phenotypes (lifestyle,
habitat, etc,) and the taxonomic affiliation of each microorganism were retrieved from the
GOLD database [Liolios et al., 2008] at
http://www.genomesonline.org/DBs/goldtable.txt. On may 2009, 122482 plasmid en-
coded aminoacid sequences were available; each of these sequences was used as seed in a
BLAST [Altschul et al., 1997] search against the ARDB (Figure 9.1) database [Liu & Pop,
2009] using the following parameters: e-value e−10, minimum alignment length 50 amino
acid (aa), that is a degree of amino acid sequence identity sufficiently high to retrieve all
the proteins that should perform a function related to antibiotic resistance [Friedberg,
2006]. In this way, a set of 5030 sequences putatively associated to antibiotic resistance
process was retrieved (See Supplemental Material S1 for the complete list of accession
codes of the proteins used in this work). These sequences belonged to 956 different plas-
mids and were representative of 364 organisms corresponding to 134 different bacterial
genera.

9.2.2 Network construction and links normalization

The overall adopted strategy is schematically reported in Figure 9.1. Briefly all the (5030)
sequences that, on the basis of sequence similarity resulted hypothetically related to an-
tibiotic resistance, were used in an all vs. all BLAST comparison [Altschul et al., 1997],
using default parameters. The obtained BLAST output was post-processed (using in home
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developed Perl codes) and visualized [using the software Visone (http://visone.info/)] as
a similarity network in which nodes represent proteins and links the identity values they
share. Since we aimed at identifying those sequences that most likely underwent HGT
events, we combined sequence identity relationships (the values of links in the similar-
ity network) with that coming from likely vertically inherited molecular markers, that is
the 16S rDNA coding genes of the microorganisms possessing them. In other words, a
given link value between two proteins in the network was normalized by computing it
as the product between its value (the identity percentage shared by the two sequences)
and the distance between the 16S rRNA genes representative of the genus of the or-
ganisms possessing them (see below). Hereinafter we will refer to this normalized value
as Normalized Identity Value (NlV). Thus, links connecting very similar sequences from
closer microorganisms tended to have lower NlV than similar sequences retrieved in more

956 plasmids sequences NCBI 
(122482 aa seq.)

Antibiotic Resistance DataBase

5030
aa sequences

All vs. All 
BLAST

similarity network

Taxonomic 
information 
(16S rDNA)

FILTERED
similarity network

(HGT network)

200000 randomly 
sampled networks
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habitat and taxonomy
information

B2N

BLAST probing

sequence retrieval

Figure 9.1: Scheme of the data analysis workflow.
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distantly related organisms. Hence, in principle, the higher are the NIV the higher is
the probability that the genes encoding the linked proteins were transferred between two
microroganisms via HGT. Accordingly, link values were modified adopting the following
strategy: i) the16S RNA coding genes of each genus represented in the dataset were
retrieved from the RDB project (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/) (for each genus the longest
sequences available were chosen and a consensus sequence was built, adopting the tool
implemented in the BioEdit package and with a threshold of 80% of frequency to include
a nucleotide in the consensus sequence). ii) With this dataset a (square) distance ma-
trix was built using the DNAdist option implemented in the Phylip package [Felsenstein,
1989]. The obtained matrix accounted for the distance between each genus of the dataset,
according to their 16 rDNA sequences, and embedded values raging between 0.01789 (for
the closest genera in the dataset, i.e. Escherichia and Shigella) and 0.3675 (the distance
between Staphylococcus and Bacteroides). iii) The matrix was used as input in the B2N
flowchart and each identity value of the network was then normalized by computing it as
the product of its value and the distance of the genera of the corresponding linked nodes.
So, as an example, two identical sequences (link value 100) retrieved from microorganisms
belonging to two genera whose 16S rDNA scored 0.15 in the matrix construction, would
be linked with a NIV of 15. Conversely, if the same sequences belonged to more closely
related genera (e.g. with a 16S rDNA distance of 0.1) their link would acquire a NIV
of 10. It is worth of notice that, since a value of 0 was assigned to each position of the
matrix diagonal (that is, the distance of all the species belonging to the same genus),
we were able to take into account the HGT events occurring only between species be-
longing to different genera, whereas intra-generic gene transfer (including both horizontal
and vertical inheritance and hereinafter referred to as IGT) acquired a NIV of 0. Ac-
cording to the applied selection criteria (see below) these sequences were excluded from
further analysis. Hence, although in the next sessions we will use the general definition
of ”vertical and horizontal inheritance” it must be stated clearly that, according to our
normalization method, IGT remained excluded from analysis since we considered horizon-
tally transferred genes exchanged only between species belonging to different genera. In
other words, the operational taxonomic unit (OTU) of gene exchange will be considered
the bacterial genus.

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Dataset construction and features

The taxonomical and the environmental distribution (retrieved probing the GOLD database)
of the assembled dataset is reported in Figure 9.2, which showed that: i) the vast major-
ity (about 80%) of the microorganisms embedded in our dataset could be assigned to a
given super-habitat (Figure 9.2a). More in details, 10.2% and 14.2% were represented by
microorganisms inhabiting soil and water environments, respectively (hereinafter referred
to as soil and water microorganisms). Near half of the dataset was composed by bacteria
commonly isolated from hosts (44.7%, hereinafter referred to as host microorganisms),
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whereas 10.5% of the dataset was represented by bacteria found in multiple habitats and
that we classified as ”ubiquitous”. As already pointed out by Hooper et al. [2009], each
of these super-habitats may include different sub-habitats. In other words, bacteria cat-
egorized as inhabiting the human intestinal microflora or those living in the termite gut
would both fall within the host super-habitat. Similarly, bacteria colonizing wastewaters
or hydrothermal vents were both embedded in the water super-habitat. ii) The analysis
of the taxonomical distribution of our dataset (Figure 9.2b) revealed that Proteobacteria
account for more than 50% of the total taxonomical diversity. Within Proteobacteria,
the  subdivision is the most represented one (29.67% of the total) followed by � and
� subdivisions with 12.36% and 6.04%, respectively. Firmicutes represent another im-
portant fraction (20%) of the retrieved antibiotic resistance related sequences. The other
mostly represented taxonomical groups are Actinobacteria (9.34%), Spirochaetes (5.49%)
and Cyanobacteria (2.74%). Taxonomical units possessing less than 2.5% of the total
have been classified as ”others” and, together, account for the 11.81% of the total.

9.3.2 Vertically vs. horizontally acquired antibiotic resistance
genes

A similarity, identity-based, network in which (5030) nodes represent proteins and (259726)
links the identity values shared among them was obtained using the sotware B2N as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods and as represented in Figure 9.3 (the entire, Visone-
formatted, network is available as Supplemental Material S3). For this network, the
distribution of the identity values and of the normalized identity values (NIV), are shown
in Figure 9.3a and b, respectively, whereas the total amount of links at different NIVs is
reported in Figure 9.4a. The analysis of Figure 9.3a reveals that most of the sequences
share a degree of sequence identity ranging between 20% and 60%, with a peak around 36-
38%. Interestingly, we also detected an unexpected peak at 98-100% identity value. After
the normalization of links identity values (i.e. the conversion to NIV, see Material and

γ−proteobacteria 29,67%

δ/ε−proteobacteria 2,74%
β−proteobacteria 6,04%

α−proteobacteria
 12,36%

Spirochaete 5,49%

Firmicutes  19,78%

Others 11,81%

Actinobacteria 9,34% Cyanobacteria 2,74%

host 44.7%

soil 10.2%
water 14.2%

ubiq. 10.5%

unknown 20.4%

a b

Figure 9.2: Environmental (a) and taxonomical (b) distributions of the organisms used
during the analyses.
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Methods) two groups of links can be identified, the former exhibiting a NIV ranging from
0 to 1.5 and the latter with a different distribution with an average NIV value around
5.0 (black and grey lines under the histogram in Figure 9.3b, respectively). The pur-
pose of this work was to identify the horizontal flow of antibiotic resistance related genes
among the bacterial community rather than those resulting from ”vertical” inheritance.
In a genome context, this issue can be achieved through different approaches, the most
adopted being the analysis of the neighborhood of the genes shared [Hooper et al., 2009]
by two distinct microorganisms (indeed, the conservation of those regions would be an in-
dication that these sequences were inherited from a common ancestor) or the bidirectional
best hit (BBH) method. However, these approaches can be hardly applied when facing
plasmid molecules, given their high variability both in gene content and/or organization.
Thus, in order to overcome this limitation, we used a different approach and assumed
that if two plasmids from taxonomically distant bacteria share a gene coding for proteins
exhibiting a high degree of sequence similarity, then it is very likely that the two genes are
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Figure 9.3: Distribution of the 259726 link values (see text for details) in the network
embedding the 5030 retrieved antibiotic resistance determinants and representing identity
values (a) and normalized identity values (NIV) (b).
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the outcome of a HGT event rather than vertical inheritance. Basing on this assumption,
we can select from the network those links connecting proteins whose coding genes were
horizontally transferred by examining the NlV. Indeed, in principle the higher the NlV,
the higher the probability that connected proteins are coded for by horizontally trans-
ferred genes. Hence, basing on the procedure of links values normalization, see Materials
and Methods, it can be surmised that the first group of links, in which NIVs are comprised
within 0 and 1.5 (black line Figure 9.3b, representing about 40% of links), mainly con-
nected (almost) identical sequences from closely related microorganisms, that is sequences
unlikely the result of HGT. Accordingly, this group of links was removed from the network
and further analyses were focused on the second groups of links (Figure 9.3b, histogram
bars above the grey line). In principle, these links might be the outcome of two different
evolutionary forces, i.e. HGT between bacteria belonging to different genera and/or verti-
cal inheritance. Interestingly, the distribution of their NIVs fits a normal distribution with
mean of 5.6 and a standard deviation (std) of 2.19 (Figure 9.3c). This finding allows to
define a 90% confidence interval (CI) as (mean+1.65*std) that, standing to the values of
our distribution (Figure 9.3c), corresponds to NIV = (5.6+1.65*2.19)=9.12. This means
that, within all the NIVs, the probability of observing a value greater than 9.12 is less
than 0.05. Hence, it can be surmised that links with NIV greater than 9.12 are those that
connect the most similar sequences from the most distantly related microorganisms, i.e.
those sequences that likely underwent horizontal gene transfer (CI>90%). In order to give
a support to this assumption, the relative amount of inter- and intra-phylum connections
at different NIV thresholds was estimated. 9.4a. Data obtained are reported in Figure

9.4b and revealed that when no threshold (NT column) was applied to NIV, the majority
of links (about 70%) is represented by intra-phylum connections (grey bars) rather than
connections between organisms belonging to different phyla (black bars). Increasing the
NlV threshold resulted in the decrease of the percentage of intra-phylum connections and
in the increase of the inter-phylum one (Figure 9.4b). Inter-phylum connections overcame
intra-phylum ones at a threshold NlV=3. The difference between inter- and intra-phylum
links gradually increased until a NIV comprised between 8 and 9, corresponding to the
first major gap between them (70.6% of inter-phylum genera connections vs. 29.4% of
intra-phylum genus connections). Hence, it can be surmised that the links embedded in
the unfiltered network (without setting any threshold value) were mainly the result of
either vertical inheritance (intra-phylum) or IGT. Accordingly, the gradual increasing of
the threshold values resulted in the elimination of most of the connections likely related
to vertical inheritance or IGT, up to a NIV threshold of 9, where the amount of links
related to vertical inheritance is probably minimized. The whole body of data presented
in this section, i.e. the analysis of NIV distribution and quantification of inter- and intra-
phylum connections suggests that link values higher than 9 were able to connect those
nodes that very likely were shared among taxonomically unrelated organisms as the out-
come of HGT events. Hence, we set the threshold to 9 and filtered the original network
eliminating links with lower values. The resulting network possessed 8607 links (6532 of
them involving microorganisms with a defined habitat assignation) and 5030 nodes (2231
of which connected) and was used for further analyses. In this way 50 main clusters (i.e.
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with more than 5 nodes) were obtained embedding all major antibiotic resistance related
functions and also some clusters embedding aspecific exporters (e.g. ABC transporters
and/or MDR proteins) (Table 9.1). Three of them were chosen for a deeper analysis (see
below). This choice was based on both the clinical relevance and the (partially) docu-
mented history of HGT events of the genes coding for proteins forming the three clusters
[Jacobs & Chenia, 2007; Karunaratne et al., 2000; Koike et al., 2007; Lau et al., 2008;
Noble et al., 1992]. They comprised TetA sequences (tetracycline efflux protein) involved
in tetracycline resistance, CAT sequences (chloramphenicol acetyltransferase), involved in
chloramphenicol resistance and AphA sequences (aminoglycoside 3’-phosphotransferase)
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conferring kanamycin resistance (see below for discussion).

Cluster number Function/Protein 
n. of 

nodes 
1 Fosfidomycin reisstance protein 5 
2 NodS methyltransferase 5 
3 ABC transporter subunit 5 
4 Beta lactamase 5 
5 RND family, MFP subunit 6 
6 Streptothricin acetyltransferase 6 
7 VanX 6 
8 Vancomycin resistance protein 6 
9 QacA efflux transporter 6 

10 NreB protein 7 
11 ABC related trnasporter 8 
12 Acriflavin resistance protein 8 
13 aminoglycoside adenyl transferase 8 
14 small multidrug efflux protein 8 
15 major facilitator transport 8 
16 Chloramphenicol exporter 8 
17 ABC transporter subunit 8 
18 DTP-glucose 4,6 dehydratase 9 
19 major facilitator transport 9 
20 ABC transporter 9 
21 macrolide phosphotransferase 10 
22 Formyltethrahydrofolate deformylase 11 
23 aminoglycoside acetyl transferase 11 
24 MDR protein 12 
25 Hypothetical protein 14 
26 linomycin 14 
27 Tetracycline efflux protein 15 
28 aminoglycoside modifying system 15 
29 Hypothetical protein 19 
30 erythromycin resistance 20 
31 Streptogramin resistance protein 23 
32 Vancomycin resistance protein 24 
33 cation Efflux system 25 
34 Heavy metal efflux system 25 
35 AphA 26 
36 streptomycin resistance 36 
37 DfrA 36 
38 CAT  40 
39 Spectinomycin resistance 46 
40 multidrug exporter 47 
41 ABC transporter 48 
42 streptomycin resistance 49 
43 ABC transporter  56 
44 MDR protein 56 
45 TetA 60 
46 ABC transporter 73 
47 Beta-lactamase 77 
48 Dihydropteorathe synthase 80 
49 MDR related protein 213 
50 ABC transporter 449 

Table 9.1: All the main clusters (embedding 5 or more nodes) retrieved from the overall
HGT network. The number of nodes and the functions of the embedded proteins are also
reported. Grey rows indicate those clusters that have been selected for deeper analysis
(see text for details).

9.3.3 Network properties

The structure of the overall network (5030 nodes and 8607 links) was firstly analyzed.
Studying the topology of biological networks might allow the understanding of the struc-
tures and dynamics that have been exploited by nature [Dwight Kuo et al., 2006]. A
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topological feature often found in large complex networks is the so-called ”scale-free”
topology [Barabasi & Albert, 1999]. In networks with such a topology, the vertex con-
nectivity [P(k)] distribution, decays as a power-law [Dwight Kuo et al., 2006], that is
P(k)≈k− , with k representing the number of connections. This indicates a non-random
structure of the network and the presence of a few highly connected nodes (in this con-
text, proteins) linking the bulk of poorly connected ones. At the light of an HGT network,
such a topology might reveal an enhanced tendency of a given bacterium (the one host-
ing ”hub” proteins) in the spreading of antibiotic resistance genes across the microbial
community. Recently, scale-free behaviours have been found in many biological networks,
including nervous systems [Watts & Strogatz, 1998], metabolic networks [Jeong et al.,
2000] protein domains [Wuchty, 2001] and horizontally transferred genes [Dagan et al.,
2008]. This prompted us to investigate the distribution of connections in the network
built in this work and showing the spreading of antibiotic resistance determinants. To
this purpose we determined the number of links (k) exhibited by each node (protein) of
the network. Data obtained are reported in Figure 9.5a and revealed that the major-
ity of nodes embedded in the obtained network possess very few connections, whereas
highly connected nodes (hubs) are poorly represented. Moreover, nodes degree distribu-
tion decreases fallowing a power law (Figure 9.5a) Dividing each point of the histogram
by the total number of nodes in the network provided the connectivity P(k), that is the
probability that a node has k links (to reduce noise, logarithmic binning was applied).
Data obtained are shown in Figure Figure 9.5b and indicated that the connectivity P(k)
follows a power-law distribution with =3.2. This finding suggests a scale-free behaviour
of the network describing the interconnections (HGT events) among antibiotic resistance
determinants. In other words, few nodes (hubs) dominate the overall connectivity of the
network, that is they exhibit a great number of links, whereas the majority of the nodes
has only few connections. This finding suggests that bacteria represented in our net-
work do no contribute equally to the HGT of antibiotic resistance genes. In particular,
it seems that a small part of them are able to transfer antibiotic resistance to a broad
variety of other microorganisms, whereas for the largest fraction of microbes a very small
number of HGT events (links) was retrieved. The analysis revealed the existence of 96
highly interconnected nodes exhibiting more than 30 links (the complete list is available
as Supplemental Material S2). The majority of them (53) belonged to microorganisms
isolated from a host source as it might be expected from the environmental distribution
of the organisms embedded in our dataset (Figure 9.3a) and mainly included Staphylo-
coccus species. Hubs assigned to ubiquitous sources (19) included representatives of the
Corynebacterium genus, although species belonging to Pseudomonas and Enterococcus
genera were also found. Soil and water nodes were less represented, 11 and 12 nodes
respectively. Among highly interconnected nodes assigned to a soil habitat, we retrieved
Ralstonia solanacearum and Bacillus cereus species. Finally, Cyanobacteria (Synechococ-
cus and Acaryochloris genus) and Aeromonas species were those possessing nodes with
more than 30 links of aquatic microorganisms. Concerning the functions performed by
these highly interconnected proteins we found that most of the main functional classes
present in ARDB database [Liu & Pop, 2009] were represented and a clear prevalence of a
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particular one in respect to the others could not be detected. This latter observation sug-
gests that the network topology and properties are not restricted to a particular function
but, instead, can be probably extended to all antibiotic resistance determinants.
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9.3.4 Analysis of TetA, CAT, and AphA clusers

Within the whole network, three clusters were chosen for a further analysis, i.e. those
embedding TetA, CAT and AphA sequences (Figure 9.6) and accounting for tetracy-
cline, chloramphenicol and kanamycin resistances, respectively. The analysis of these
networks revealed both the reliability of the implemented approach and supported previ-
ous speculations, based on experimental evidences, on the role of HGT in the spreading
of bacterial resistance to these antimicrobial compounds. In fact, it is known that ex-
tensive transfer of tetracycline resistance genes has occurred between different species of
bacteria that colonize the human body either permanently as members of the normal
microflora or transiently as pathogens, because these bacteria frequently interact within
the same host [Speer et al., 1992]. Accordingly, several experimental approaches have
suggested that HGT might have played a pivotal role in spreading of tetracycline re-
sistance among bacteria belonging to the species embedded in the TetA cluster (Figure
9.6). In details, horizontal gene transfer, especially plasmid mediated, has been recently
invoked as an important mechanism for acquisition and dissemination of tetracycline re-
sistance in Laribacter hongkongensis [Lau et al., 2008]. Furthermore, three antibiotic
resistant strains were identified during a systematic susceptibility screening of C. glu-
tamicum and all R-determinants were localized on large plasmids suggesting that the
resistances were acquired by horizontal gene transfer [Tauch et al., 2002]. Lastly, the
increasing incidence of multidrug resistance amongst Aeromonas spp. isolates, which are
both fish pathogens and emerging opportunistic human pathogens has been attributed
to the horizontal transfer of mobile genetic elements [Jacobs & Chenia, 2007]. Our anal-
ysis agrees with these experimental data and further illustrates how geographical and
taxonomical distances can be overcome since bacteria that are phylogenetically unrelated
(e.g. Corynebacterium representatives and Enterobacteria) and/or that live in distinct
habitat (e.g. aquatic and host bacteria) can share the same antibiotic resistance deter-
minants, probably following (one or more) HGT(s). Similar considerations can be drawn
also in the case of cloramphenicol resistance, a well known problem especially in host
bacteria such as representatives of Staphylococcus [Bhakta et al., 2003] Neisseria [Gali-
mand et al., 1998], Enterococcus [Gould et al., 2004] and Salmonella [Karunaratne et al.,
2000] genera. Moreover, recent investigations have revealed that mariculture waters are
inhabited by abundant chloramphenicol-resistant bacteria, mainly represented by Vibrio
spp. [Dang et al., 2009]. Notably, the presence of links among representatives of all
these species (Figure 9.6, CAT cluster), regardless their habitat and/or taxonomical af-
filiation, strongly suggests that the occurrence of such antibiotic resistance determinants
in representatives of these species might be due to HGT events. The third cluster (Fig-
ure 9.6, AphA cluster) embedded nodes representative of the product of the gene aphA,
encoding aminoglycoside phosphotransferase and mediating resistance to kanamycin. In-
terestingly, even in this case, bacteria inhabiting different environments and belonging to
different taxonomical divisions were found connected (Figure 9.4), thus revealing an intri-
cate horizontal evolutionary pathway of kanamycin resistance. Noteworthy, this finding is
partially supported by several independent lines of evidence. The analysis of the genetic
organization of pTP10 from Corynebacterium striatum M82B, for example, suggested that
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the plasmid is composed of eight DNA segments (embedding also kanamycin resistance
determinants), the boundaries of which are represented by transposons and insertion se-
quences [Tauch et al., 2000]. Hence, it has been suggested that, the mosaic structure of
pTP10 might represent the evolutionary consolidation into a single plasmid molecule of
antimicrobial resistances from microorganisms found in different habitats [Tauch et al.,
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Figure 9.6: TetA, CAT and AphA clusters. Nodes were coloured according to the habitat
assigned to their source organisms: yellow-soil, red-host, blue-water and green-ubiquitous.
Grey nodes belong to organisms lacking habitat assignation in GOLD database. For
clarity purposes, in most cases redundant belonging to the same species are not shown.
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2000]. Similarly, aphA appears to be widespread in other organisms like representatives
of Avibacterium [Hsu et al., 2007], Escherichia [Gow et al., 2008] and Salmonella [Chen
et al., 2007] genera. Interestingly, aph gene has been recently described for the first time
native Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae plasmids [Kang et al., 2009]. Finally, Klebsiella
plasmids have been shown to encode kanamycin, neomycin, tobramycin, trimethoprim,
and sulfonamides resistance, although the plasmid backbones appear to be unrelated,
suggesting that translocation of a multiple-drug-resistance-determining region as well as
horizontal transfer may have occurred [Partridge & Hall, 2003]. Our analysis supports
these findings also suggesting some possible donor and/or acceptor of kanamycin resis-
tance that these plasmids might have encountered during their evolutionary history and,
more in general, reveals that the presence of kanamycin resistance on a number of plasmids
might be due to the recombination of different plasmids.

9.3.5 Cross-habitat interconnections

9.3.5.1 Links from and to host microorganisms

As previously pointed out, natural environments may represent reservoirs of antibiotic
resistance genes for opportunistic and obligate pathogenic bacteria (mainly embedded in
the ”host” category). For this reason, the amount of antibiotic resistance gene exchange
within host bacteria and between host bacteria and those inhabiting different ecological
niches was evaluated. The statistical significance of these connections was evaluated by
repeating the same calculation for 200000 random networks obtained by re-shuffling exist-
ing connections and counting the fraction of times the random network had a number of
intra- or inter-habitat connections greater than the observed one. This gives a p-value ac-
counting for the statistical significance of the number of intra- or inter-habitat connections
of the original network. Interestingly, we found that connections linking host organisms
with organisms assigned to multiple environments (ubiquitous) were statistically enriched
(p-value<10−4) (Table 9.2). Among ubiquitous microorganisms included in the dataset,
Klebsiella pneumoniae possessed a high number of connections with host bacteria (385)
accounted for by 61 different nodes. Remarkably, these nodes are linked to microorganisms
belonging to most of the taxonomical units represented in the dataset and including Enter-
obacteria, Staphylococcus genus, and plant hosts (Agrobacterium and Rhizobium genera).
Similarly, we observed a statistically significant enrichment (p-value<10−4) evaluating the
connections within host microorganisms. Among the 2373 connections retrieved, we found
major animal symbionts and pathogens (such as E. coli, S. aureus and Actinobacillus pleu-
ropneumoniae) although plant hosts were also retrieved (i.e. Rhizobium leguminosarum
and Agrobacteirum vitis). Conversely, we found that soil and water bacteria, (626 and
821 links, respectively) are significantly (p-value<10−4 and p-value= 0.001, respectively)
less connected to host bacteria than what expected if connections were distributed ran-
domly in the whole network (Table 9.2). Soil microorganisms majorly connected to host
bacteria all belong to �-proteobacteria. Nodes belonging to Ralstonia genus are the most
represented (being involved in 242 connections) although Sinorhizobium species are also
present. Water bacteria found in connection with host nodes mainly include Acaryochloris
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Habitat N. of links p-vaue 
host-host 2373 <10-4 
host-ubiquitous 1509 <10-4 
water-ubiquitous 264 0.04 
water-water 150 <10-4 
host-water 821 0.001 
soil-host 626 <10-4 
soil-water 272 0.002 
soil-ubiquitous 216 <10-4 
soil-soil 172 n.s. 
ubiquitous-ubiquitous 129 <10-4 
TOTAL 6532  

Table 9.2: Total amount and statistical significance of inter and intra habitat connections.
Grey rows indicate enriched connections in respect to expected values from random net-
work construction. Conversely white rows indicate connections less represented than
expected by chance. n.s. stands for ”statistically not significant”, i.e. p-value> 0.05.

marina MBIC11017, Polaromonas and Aeromonas species.

9.3.5.2 Other cross-habitat interconnections

Other cross-habitat interconnections accounted for 752 connections of the whole network,
and included:

1. 272 co-occurrences among microorganisms inhabiting soil and water environments
were found. Probably not surprisingly, most of the organisms responsible for these
connections are related to soil and agriculture and include Paracoccus denitrifi-
cans PD1222, Sinorhizobium species and Ralstonia solanacearum GMI1000 (all be-
longing to the � subdivision of proteobacteria). Aquatic bacteria responsible for
these connections belonged to cyanobacterial species such as Acaryochloris marina
MBIC11017 and Synechococcuss species. The amount of connections retrieved be-
tween soil and water microorganisms is significantly lower (p-value= 0.002) than
what expected by chance.

2. 264 and 216 links connected ubiquitous with water and soil microorganisms re-
spectively. Interestingly, water-ubiquitous connections were significatively enriched
(p-value= 0.04) whereas the number of links between soil and ubiquitous was lower
than what expected by chance (p-value< 10−4). In both cases, among ubiqui-
tous organisms, Burkholderia phymatum STM815 and Klebsiella nodes were found.
Obtained inter- and intra-habitat connections, together with their corresponding
statistical support, are reported in Figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.7: Schematic representation of retrieved inter- and intra-habitat links (repre-
sented by arrows). Black and grey rows indicate over- and under- represented values (in
comparison with 200000 randomly sampled networks), respectively. p-value are reported
in parentheses. n.s. stands for ”statistically not significant”, i.e. p-value>0.05.
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9.4 Discussion

The horizontal spreading of antibiotic resistance genes across the whole microbial commu-
nity represents a crucial point in the attempt of controlling and avoiding the emergence of
large bacterial infections and multi-resistant strains. Classical experimental approaches
for the detection of antibiotic genes flows across bacterial populations are able to depict
a detailed scenario only for a limited number of species, habitats and/or genes. To our
knowledge, the one proposed in this work, is the first attempt to give a complete pic-
ture of the antibiotic resistance spreading in the whole microbial community, considering
most of the antibiotic resistance molecular strategies and also inter- and intra-habitat
exchanges across the whole bacterial community present in public databases. By com-
bining sequence identity data of the proteins involved in antibiotic resistance and the one
coming from more reliable molecular markers (16S rDNA sequences) we were able to con-
struct a network embedding 5030 nodes (proteins) and 8607 links (normalized sequence
identity values) representing the (putatively) horizontally transferred antibiotic resistance
determinants of our dataset.

In recent years, the analysis of the topology of (biological) networks has provided useful
hints in the understanding of global properties of several different systems (e.g. metabolic
networks, protein-protein interaction) and has led some authors to claim that networks
may represent a means of reconstructing microbial genome evolution (also accounting for
the incorporation of foreign genes) [Dagan et al., 2008]. The analysis of the distribution
of the connections in the network of horizontally transferred antibiotic resistance genes
revealed that the majority of the nodes possessed a few connections, whereas a very small
part of them had a greater (>30) number of connections. Calculating the probability that
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a node has k links (P(k)) revealed that that the connectivity follows a power-law distri-
bution (Figure 9.5b). This finding suggests that the network describing the flow of genes
encoding antibiotic resistance proteins is a scale free network, in which a small number
of nodes account for the majority of the connections (hubs). From a biological point of
view, this behaviour might be accounted for by the presence of a small number of microor-
ganisms capable of interacting with a wide spectrum of microbes and thus revealing their
likely pivotal role in the sharing of antibiotic resistance throughout the bacterial world. In
our opinion this finding might provide useful insights during infection control procedures,
since focusing our attentions on particular species (those possessing hub nodes) may pre-
vent antibiotic resistance dissemination within certain habitats. Interestingly, in fact, it is
known [Albert et al., 2000] that scale-free networks, despite showing robustness towards
random errors (e.g. the random removal of nodes) are extremely vulnerable to attacks,
that is the selection and removal of a few nodes that play a vital role in maintaining the
network’s connectivity.

Our analysis revealed that one of these ”vectors” might be represented by Staphy-
lococcus aureus species, suggesting that this group of microorganisms might play a key
role in the spreading of bacterial resistance. After host microorganisms, bacteria viable
through different habitats (ubiquitous) were those possessing the highest number of hubs.
Among these, we found species belonging to the Corynebacterium (glutamicum, stria-
tum and sp. L2-79-05) and Enterococcus (faecium) genera. It is worth of notice that
Corynebacterium representatives are found in a broad variety of habitats such as soil,
plants and food products [Yassin et al., 2003]. Similarly Enteroccoccus genus is a widely
distributed microbial group, with representatives isolated from fruits and vegetable foods,
water and soil, and clinical samples [Abriouel et al., 2008]. Hence, bacteria belonging to
these species might represent optimal vectors for the spreading of antibiotic resistance
through geographically separated bacterial communities, playing a fundamental role in
the mobilization of the whole bacterial antibiotic resistance gene pool. Moreover, it can
be surmised that organisms viable through several habitats might be versatile enough to
adapt to fluctuating conditions as well as diverse environments, thus having the opportu-
nity to interact with more different microbial communities, as proposed also by Hooper
et al. [2009]. By counting the number of connections between microorganisms inhabiting
different habitats (inter- and intra.connections) and comparing them with those expected
from 200000 randomly constructed networks, we found that strains commonly found in
diverse environmental settings (i.e. soil, water and ubiquitous) contribute at a differ-
ent extent to horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance determinants with host bacteria
(the category also embedding most of the known pathogens). In fact, we observed a
statistically supported enrichment of links between ubiquitous and host bacteria. Inter-
estingly, among them we found Klebsiella pneumoniae, an important pathogen both in
the community and the hospital setting with widespread multi-drug resistance (MDR)
[Keynan & Rubinstein, 2007]. Both these features (MDR and ubiquity) might be the
cause of the connections established with host microorganisms. Furthermore, the fact
that they are capable of connecting to a wide group of phylogenetically unrelated bac-
teria revealed that, not only geographical, but also taxonomical barriers can be ”easily”
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overcome in the spreading of antimicrobial determinants. Soil and water microorganisms
apparently contribute to a lesser extent in direct gene exchange between host bacteria
since the number of observed connections is lower than what expected by chance. Among
soil microorganisms, genera belonging to the � subdivision of Proteobacteria (particularly
Sinorhizobium and Ralstonia) were retrieved. This finding is in agreement with previous
data on microbial interaction networks from Hooper et al. [2009]. However, these au-
thors that the interactions between these groups of microbes are likely to occur outside
of host organisms, for instance in agricultural manure or waste-water. Nevertheless, some
Ralstonia representatives were recently recovered in respiratory cultures taken from in-
fected nosocomial patients [Jhung et al., 2007], while Sinorhizobium representatives were
found in strict association with both hunts (Tetraponera) [van Borm et al., 2002] and
nematodes Caenorhabditis elegans) [Horiuchi et al., 2005] extending their current view as
simple soil and plant-associated bacteria. We propose that these associations, although
sporadic and perhaps transient, may represent the right setting for interacting with host
microorganisms and, possibly, exchanging genetic information. This finding also suggests
that some of the current habitat assignments might be redefined and updated and should
not include only the environment in which a given microorganism has been firstly isolated
since it may not correspond to the one in which that microbe is usually found. Although
to a less extent than what expected by chance (Table 9.2), some nodes belonging to
aquatic microorganisms and found connected to host bacteria included representatives of
Acaryochloris marina MBIC11017 and Aeromonas hydrophila and A. salmonicida. Inter-
estingly, A. marina was isolated as a minor symbiont from a colonial ascidian [Kuhl et al.,
2005] revealing the capability of this bacterium to interact with other organisms and par-
tially explaining the presence of interconnections established with host source bacteria.
Aeromonas species were assigned to water environment in the GOLD database; however,
the debate of whether this bacterium is capable of living outside its host (fishes) is not yet
been solved [Deere et al., 1996; Rose et al., 1990; Sakai, 1986]. Interestingly, Aeromonas
from aquaculture water systems (fish, eel farming) are particularly resistant to antibi-
otics [Penders & Stobberingh, 2008], and frequently contain plasmids and integrons with
genes for multiple antibiotic resistance [Jacobs & Chenia, 2007]. Our analysis revealed
that HGT events with host bacteria might have played a key role in the evolution of an-
timicrobial resistance in these strains (and vice versa). Consistent with these data is the
finding that estuarine water-borne Aeromonas strains carry almost as frequently as En-
terobacteriaceae class 1 integron platforms carrying antibiotic-resistance genes [Henriques
et al., 2006].

The whole body of data reported in this work has shown the importance of environ-
mental bacteria in the evolution and in the spreading of the resistome. As suggested by
Baquero et al. [2008], several different genetic reactors may exist in nature (see Introduc-
tion). According to our analysis two of them seem to play a major role in the whole HGT
network, namely host and water environments (Figure 9.7). The problem of HGT between
host microorganisms is a well known one. In fact, the emergence of resistant strains in pa-
tients (representing a primary genetic reactor for the sharing and the re-assembling of the
resistome) is a major clinical issue. Moreover, it has been suggested [Baquero et al., 2008]
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that, in water, bacteria from different origins (human, animal, environmental) are able
to mix, and resistance evolves as a consequence of promiscuous exchange and shuffling of
genes, genetic platforms, and genetic vectors. The resulting genetic innovations might be
mobilized and transferred between these different environmental settings by ubiquitous
microbes, as suggested by the statistically supported enrichment of host-ubiquitous and
water-ubiquitous links we observed within our dataset (Table 9.2 and Figure 9.7). Lastly,
results obtained partially overlap with those previously obtained adopting a similar ap-
proach and using chromosomal transposases as molecular markers [Hooper et al., 2009]
and with those coming from experimental identification of antibiotic resistance determi-
nants in both clinical and environmental settings.

9.5 Conclusions

Despite probably not exhaustive (the whole body of sequenced genomes might be biased
towards certain genera and/or habitats) the analyses presented in this work represent
a first attempt to give an almost complete picture of the horizontal flow of antibiotic
resistance determinants at the whole bacterial community system level. Data obtained
revealed that, although antibiotic resistance has mainly received clinically-centered atten-
tions, environmental bacteria, and especially those viable through multiple environments
(ubiquitous) and those inhabiting water environments, are likely to play (and to have
played) a pivotal role in the emergence of bacterial resistance towards antimicrobial com-
pounds. In fact, these bacteria are those that most of all are involved in the mobilization
of the resistome gene pool and those apparently capable of crossing both geographical and
taxonomical barriers. Furthermore, our data provide other support to the previous idea
[Hooper et al., 2009] according to which some current environmental annotations might
be too restrictive, failing to represent the actual extent of microbes’ habitat range. Fi-
nally, by suggesting which bacterial species seems to act as vectors of antibiotic resistance
determinants, in our opinion the approach implemented in this work might provide useful
material during infections control procedures.
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Chapter 10

Structure and Evolution of HAE1
and HME efflux systems in
Burkholderia genus

10.1 Introduction

The genus Burkholderia is an interesting and complex bacterial taxonomic unit that in-
cludes a variety of species inhabiting different ecological niches ([Compant et al., 2008]
and references therein). In recent years a growing number of Burkholderia strains and
species have been reported as plant-associated Bacteria. Indeed, Burkholderia spp. can
be free-living in the rhizosphere as well as epiphytic and endophytic, including obligate
endosymbionts and phytopathogens. Several strains are known to enhance disease resis-
tance in plants, contribute to better water management, and improve nitrogen fixation
and overall host adaptation to environmental stresses ([Compant et al., 2008] and refer-
ences therein). On the other side, some species/isolates can be opportunistic or obligate
pathogens causing human, animal or plant disease. Interaction between Burkholderia
species and humans or animals are traditionally known for B. mallei and B. pseudoma-
llei, that are the aetiological agent of glanders and melioidosis, respectively [Coenye &
Vandamme, 2003]. Lastly, several Burkholderia species have been demonstrated to be
opportunistic pathogens in humans. Although they are not considered pathogens for the
normal human population, some are serious threats for specific patient groups. These
species include B. gladioli, B. fungorum and all B. cepacia complex (BCC) bacteria
[Coenye & Vandamme, 2003]. The BCC is a group of genetically distinct but pheno-
typically similar bacteria that up to now comprises seventeen closely related bacterial
species [Compant et al., 2008; Vanlaere et al., 2008, 2009], and they are important oppor-
tunistic pathogens that infect the airways of cystic fibrosis (CF) patients [Govan et al.,
2007]. Burkholderia human infections are usually treated with antibiotics in order to
improve disease control and patient survival. The increasing bacterial resistance to these
molecules has become a public health problem. In this context, it seems more and more
evident that the intrinsic resistance of many bacteria to antibiotics depends on the consti-
tutive or inducible expression of active efflux systems [Nikaido, 2001; Ryan et al., 2001].
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This is particularly true for multidrug efflux pumps allowing bacterial cells to extrude
a wide range of different substrates, including antibiotics. In contrast with other bac-
terial genes, encoding antibiotic resistance, acquired by horizontal gene transfer (HGT)
[Martinez et al., 2009], genes coding for multidrug efflux pumps are mainly harboured
by the chromosome(s) of living organisms. In addition, these genes are highly conserved
and their expression is tightly regulated [Martinez et al., 2009]. Taken together, these
characteristics suggest that the main function of these systems is likely not conferring
resistance to antibiotics (used in therapy) and that they might play other roles relevant
to the behaviour of bacteria in their natural ecosystems. Among the potential roles, it has
been demonstrated that efflux pumps are important for detoxification processes of intra-
cellular metabolites, bacterial virulence in both animal and plant hosts, cell homeostasis
and intercellular signal trafficking [Martinez et al., 2009]. This class of proteins includes a
very interesting group, referred to as the RND (Resistance-Nodulation-Cell Division) su-
perfamily, that is found ubiquitously in all the three cells domains (Bacteria, Archaea and
Eucarya), being mainly involved in drug resistance of Gram-negative bacteria [Paulsen
et al., 1996; Poole, 2007]. Functionally characterized members of this superfamily fall into
eight different families: three of them are largely restricted to Gram-negative bacteria;
the other five families have a diverse phylogenetic distribution (Figure 10.1). The three
families peculiar of Gram-negative Bacteria have a different substrate specificity, with
one catalyzing the export of heavy metals [Heavy Metal Efflux (HME)], one responsible
for the export of multiple drugs [Hydrophobe/Amphiphile Efflux-1 (HAE-1)], and the
last one likely catalyzing the export of lipooligosaccharides concerned with plant nodula-
tion related to symbiotic nitrogen fixation [putative Nodulation Factor Exporter (NFE)]
[Saier & Paulsen, 2001] (Figure 10.1). In Gram-negative bacteria RND transporters act

RND superfamily

NFE secDF

HAE2

EST

HAE3APPE

HME

HAE1

Gram-

Gram-

Gram-

Gram- Archaea 
Spirochaete

Eukarya
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Gram-,  Gram+
Archaea 

RND superfamily

Figure 10.1: Schematic representation of the RND superfamily.

as a complex that can bind various structurally unrelated substrates from the periplasm
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and/or from the cytoplasm and extrude them out directly into the external media using
proton-motive force. This enzymatic complex is composed of a RND protein, located in
the cytoplasmatic membrane, a periplasmic-located membrane adaptor protein, belonging
to the membrane fusion protein family (MFP), and an outer-membrane channel protein
(OMP) [Saier & Paulsen, 2001]. Typically, the encoding genes are organized in an operon
and the MFP and the RND are usually cotranscribed [Poole et al., 1993], whereas in some
systems and/or species, the OMP is not linked to the other genes [Aires et al., 1999; Ma
et al., 1993]. Most of the RND superfamily transport systems consists of a polypeptide
chain 700-1300 amino acid residues long. These proteins possess a single transmembrane
spanner (TMS) at their N-terminus followed by a large extracytoplasmic domain, six addi-
tional TMSs, a second large extracytoplasmatic domain, and five final C-terminal TMSs.
Most RND permeases consist of a single polypeptide chain [Saier & Paulsen, 2001]. The
first half of RND family proteins is homologous to the second one, suggesting that the
coding gene is the outcome of an intragenic tandem duplication event of an ancestral
gene (i.e. a gene elongation event [Fani, 2009]) that occurred in the primordial system
prior to the divergence of the family members [Saier et al., 1994]. The crystal structure
of two tripartite efflux pump components, i.e. the Escherichia coli AcrA-AcrB-TolC [Hig-
gins et al., 2004; Koronakis et al., 2000; Murakami et al., 2002] and the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa MexA-MexB-OprM [Akama et al., 2004a,b; Sennhauser et al., 2009] has been
determined, whose analysis led to the proposal of a mechanism of drug transport based on
the transition trough three different conformations [Murakami et al., 2006; Seeger et al.,
2006]. Although RND proteins have been analyzed in microorganisms belonging to other
genera, very little is known in the genus Burkholderia, that is known to exhibit multiple
antibiotic resistance [Dance et al., 1989; Mahenthiralingam et al., 2005; Thibault et al.,
2004]. Indeed, members of RND superfamily have been described for only two species: B.
cenocepacia and B. pseudomallei. In the B. cenocepacia J2315 genome, 16 genes encoding
putative RND efflux pumps were discovered [Guglierame et al., 2006; Holden et al., 2009].
On the basis of sequence similarity, two of them have been shown to be associated with
drug resistance: i) BCAM2550, ceoB (ORF10), a component of a system responsible for
chloramphenicol, trimethoprim and ciprofloxacin resistance [Burns et al., 1996; Nair et al.,
2004]; and ii) BCAS0765 (ORF2) that is associated with resistance to three antibiotics
(fluoroquinolones, tetraphenylphosphonium, and streptomycin) as well as to ethidium
bromide [Guglierame et al., 2006]. In B. pseudomallei K96243 at least 10 operons that
may code for RND efflux pump components were disclosed [Kumar et al., 2008]. Although
differently annotated, these pumps are conserved in other B. pseudomallei strains [Kumar
et al., 2008]. Three of these systems have been characterized from a functionally view-
point: AmrAB-OprA, BpeAB-OprB and BpeEF-OprC. AmrAB-OprA and BpeAB-OprB
are pumps that extrude aminoglycoside and macrolide [Chan et al., 2004; Moore et al.,
1999], while BpeEF-OprC was shown to efflux trimethoprim and chloramphenicol in a
surrogate P. aeruginosa strain [Kumar et al., 2006]. Interestingly, the secretion of acyl-
homoserine lactones, involved in quorum-sensing systems of B. pseudomallei, is dependent
absolutely on the function of the BpeAB-OprB [Chan & Chua, 2005; Chan et al., 2007].
Hence, given the clinical/ecological importance of these microorganisms, and the impor-
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tance of RND proteins in antibiotic resistance of Gram-negative bacteria, a large-scale
bioinformatic analysis was performed aiming to provide a deeper understanding of RND
proteins structure/function in Burkholderia genus. In particular the aims of this work
were: 1) to analyze the phylogenetic distribution of CeoB-like pumps in the Burkholderia
genus; 2) to define the function(s) they perform within the Burkholderia genus and 3) to
try tracing the evolutionary history of these genes in Burkholderia.

10.2 Methods

10.2.1 Sequence retrieval

Amino acid sequences from the 21 completely sequenced genomes of strains belonging to
the genus Burkholderia, available on 1st May 2009, were retrieved from GenBank database
(Table 10.1). BLAST [Altschul et al., 1997] probing of database was performed with the
BLASTP option of this program using default parameters. Only those sequences retrieved
at an E-value below the 0.05 threshold were taken into account. 16S rRNA gene nucleotide
sequences were retrieved from Ribosomal Database Project (rdp.cme.msu.edu).

10.2.2 Sequence alignment

The ClustalW [Thompson et al., 1994] program in the BioEdit [Hall, 1999] package and
the Muscle program [Edgar, 2004] were used to perform pairwise and multiple amino acid
sequence alignments. Alignments were manually checked and mis-aligned regions were
removed.

10.2.3 Phylogenetic analysis

Neighbor-Joining (NJ) phylogenetic trees were obtained with Mega 4 software [Tamura
et al., 2007], complete deletion option and 1000 bootstraps replicates. Maximum Likeli-
hood phylogenetics trees were constructed using Phyml [Guindon & Gascuel, 2003], with
a WAG model of amino acid substitution, including a gamma function with 6 categories
to take into account differences in evolutionary rates at sites. Statistical support at nodes
was obtained by non-parametric bootstrapping on 1000 re-sampled datasets by using
Phyml [Guindon & Gascuel, 2003].

10.2.4 Hydropathy plot

Hydropathy plots were obtained on Protscale website (www.expasy.ch/tools/protscale.html)
[Gasteiger, 2005] using Kyte and Doolittle scale [Kyte & Doolittle, 1982].

10.2.5 Residues conservation

Analyisis of conservation of amino acid residues was performed using the Weblogo appli-
cation using default parameters [Crooks et al., 2004].
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10.3 Results and Discussion

10.3.1 Analysis of the amino acid sequences of the 16 CeoB-like
proteins of B. cenocepacia J2315

The existence of 16 CeoB-like coding genes in the genome of B. cenocepacia J2315 was
previously reported [Guglierame et al., 2006; Holden et al., 2009]. However, a deep analysis
of these 16 proteins was not carried out until now. To this purpose, each sequence
was firstly scanned for the presence of the four highly conserved motifs shared by RND
proteins [Paulsen et al., 1996; Saier et al., 1994], whose consensus sequences are shown in
Table 10.1 [Putman et al., 2000]. The analysis of the 16 B. cenocepacia J2315 CeoB-like
amino acid sequences revealed the existence of the motifs in each of them (see below). In
order to assess the conservation of RND proteins structure of each of the 16 sequences, a
hydropathy analysis, using the Kyte and Doolittle hydropathicity scale [Kyte & Doolittle,
1982] on ProtScale website [Gasteiger, 2005] (see Material and Methods), was carried out.
One of the plots obtained is reported in Figure 10.2; the entire set of 16 plots is presented
as Additional File 1. The analysis of each plot and a comparison with the experimentally
determined secondary structure of the E. coli AcrB and P. aeruginosa MexB (not shown),
allowed to identify all the 12 TMS and two large loops, that are characteristic of RND
proteins.
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Figure 10.2: Hydropathy plot [39] of B. cenocepacia J2315 protein gi:197295595 (ORF2).
X axis, position on amino acid sequence; y-axis, hydropathy index.
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10.3.2 Organization and phylogenetic analysis of rnd genes in
B. cenocepacia J2315

The analysis of the organization of the B. cenocepacia J2315 16 rnd genes (Figure 10.3)
revealed that in most cases the three genes are organized in a putative operon with three
different gene arrays: i) in the first one, shared by ORFs 1-4, 6-10 and 13, the ceoB gene
is located in between two genes encoding MFP and OMP; ii) in the second array, shared
by ORF11 and 12, the ceoB gene is located downstream from the other two genes; iii)
lastly, in the third one, ceoB is located upstream of the other two genes. Besides, in one
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Figure 10.3: Schematic representations of the organization of the 16 gene clusters encoding
CeoB-like efflux pumps in B. cenocepacia J2315 genome. The organization of the genes
identified in B. cenocepacia J2315 genome was retrieved from NCBI website. Putative
regulatory genes are depicted as light grey arrows. llpe gene present only in CeoB operon
(ORF10) is depicted as orange arrows.

case (ORF5), the ceoB -like sequence is not embedded in a cluster including the other two
genes; in another case (ORF6-7), two ceoB -like redundant copies were tandemly arranged.
In order to analyse the phylogenetic relationships among the 16 CeoB-like proteins their
amino acid sequences were aligned using the program ClustalW [Thompson et al., 1994]
and the multialignments obtained were used to construct the phylogenetic tree shown in
Figure 10.4a. The topology of the tree, which is supported in most cases by very high
bootstrap values, revealed that the 16 sequences can be split into five clusters (A, B, C,
D, and E). It is worth noting that the overall different gene organization of CeoB, MFP
and OMP coding genes corresponds to the subdivisions in the phylogenetic tree in Figure
10.4a. A similar phylogenetic analysis was also performed using the aminoacid sequence
of MFP and OMP proteins encoded by genes embedding each operon. Data obtained
revealed that the five clusters (A, B, C, D, and E) are easily recognized in the MFP
tree (even though the branching order is different) (Figure 10.4b). This is in agreement
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Figure 10.4: B. cenocepacia J2315 CeoB-like sequences phylogenetic tree (a), their MFP
associated proteins (b) and OMP proteins (c).

with the notion that the two proteins have to interact and often belong to the same
transcriptional unit. The topology of OMP tree is slightly different from the other two,
in that some of the sequences of cluster A are intermixed with those of cluster C (Figure
10.4c).
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10.3.3 Identification and distribution of ceoB-like genes in the
genus Burkholderia

In order to check the distribution of the CeoB-like proteins in the entire genus Burkholde-
ria, the B. cenocepacia J2315 CeoB amino acid sequence (gi:206564391) was used as a
query to probe the 21 completely sequenced genomes of strains belonging to Burkholderia
genus available at NCBI database (as on 1/05/2009), using default parameters. In this
way, a total of 254 sequences homologous to B. cenocepacia J2315 CeoB were retrieved.
Each sequence was analyzed for the presence of the four highly conserved motifs shared
by RND proteins [Paulsen et al., 1996; Saier et al., 1994]. Data obtained (not reported)
revealed the existence of the four motifs in all the 254 Bukholderia sequences, supporting
the idea that they actually are members of RND superfamily. The relative frequency of
each amino acid in each position was checked using the WebLogo application (see Mate-
rial and Methods) (Figure 10.5). In some cases this frequency differed from the consensus

MOTIF A

MOTIF B

MOTIF C

MOTIF D

MOTIF A

MOTIF B

MOTIF C

MOTIF D

Figure 10.5: WebLogo representation of the four highly conserved motifs shared by
Burkholderia RND proteins. Amino acids with a positive charge are represented in blue;
amino acids with a negative charge are represented in red; amino acids without any charge
are represented in black.

sequence(s) previously suggested [Putman et al., 2000]. This is due to the fact that our
dataset includes a larger number of sequences in respect to the previous ones [Paulsen
et al., 1996; Saier et al., 1994; Tseng et al., 1999]. Hence, we suggested new possible
consensus motifs for these sequences (Table 10.1). Figure 10.5 and Tab.10.1 show that
Motif A and Motif D represent the less and the most conserved ones, respectively. This is
in agreement with the notion that motif A is located on the first periplasmatic loop; many
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studies demonstrated that periplasmatic regions of RND proteins are involved in substrate
recognition [Eda et al., 2003; Elkins & Nikaido, 2002; Franke et al., 2003; Mao et al., 2002;
Middlemiss & Poole, 2004; Tikhonova et al., 2002]. Thus, a higher sequence variability
of motif A among various proteins is consistent with the possible recognition of different
substrates. On the other hand, part of motif D coincides with TMS4, which is involved in
proton translocation [Goldberg et al., 1999; Guan & Nakae, 2001], a function common to
all RND proteins. Thus, in principle, this region should exhibit a high degree of sequence
conservation. Accordingly, it resulted highly conserved also among proteins transporting
different substrates. As shown in Table 10.2, a highly variable number of CeoB-like pro-
teins, ranging from 6 (in B. mallei NCTC10247, NCTC10229 and SAVP1) to 18 (in B.
cenocepacia HI2424 and MC0-3) was found. The 254 Burkholderia amino acid sequences
retrieved were then aligned using the Muscle program (see Material and Methods) and the
multialignments obtained used to construct a phylogenetic tree, schematically reported
in Figure 10.6 (see the entire tree in Additional File 2). The analysis of phylogenetic tree
revealed that the majority of sequences form clusters including one of the B. cenocepacia
J2315 sequences (Figure 10.6, black triangles), while other sequences form clusters that
do not comprise any B. cenocepacia J2315 sequence. In particular, two of these clusters
contain sequences from only B. mallei, B. pseudomallei and B. thailandiensis (highlighted
with red triangles in Figure 10.6). However, in the whole phylogenetic tree, the sequences
can be easily subdivided into the five clusters (A, B, C, D, and E in Figure 10.8) corre-
sponding to the previously identified ones (Figure 10.4a) (although embedding a variable
number of sequences).

10.3.4 Functional assignment of the 254 Burkholderia CeoB-like
sequences

A preliminary analysis, performed by aligning all the 254 Burkholderia sequences with the
sequences representative of the five RND families identified in Gram-negative Bacteria and

MOTIF CONSENSUS SEQUENCES 

A 
Old G x s x v T v x F x x g t D x x x A q v q V q n k L q x A x p x L P x x V q x q g x x v x k 

Proposed G x a x i t x t F x x g t d x d x A x x x V q x x x x x a x x x L P x x v x x p x x x x x x 

B 
Old a l v l s a V F l P m a f f g G x t G x i y r q f s i T x v s A m a l S v x v a l t l t P A l c A 

Proposed t l v l x a V F v P x a f x x G x x G l f v x f A x t x q x q x x x S a x x s l t L t P a L c a 

C 
Old x x x G k x l x e A x x x a a x x R L R P I L M T s L a f i l G v l P l a i a t G x A G a 

Proposed x x x G x x p x x A x x e A a x l R l R P I l M T x l A x x l G x x P L a x x x G x a G s 

D 
Old S i N t l T l f g l v l a i G L l v D D A I V v V E N v e R v l a e 

Proposed s i N x l s L f g l v L A i G i l V D D A I V v v E N v e R h l a E 

 

Table 10.1: Consensus sequences of RND proteins according to Putman at al. [2000].
Table reported the previously individuated and the new proposed consensus sequence. X
indicates any amino acid, capital letters show amino acids most frequently observed in a
given position in more than 70% of the transport proteins, and lowercase letters represent
amino acid occurring in at least than 40% of RND amino acid sequences.
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Figure 10.6: Schematic representation of phylogenetic tree constructed using the 254
Burkholderia CeoB-like sequence. Sequences that present the same residues in positions
corresponding to positions 4-5 of E. coli AcrB are highlited.

experimentally characterized retrieved from Transport Classification Database (TCDB,
www.tcdb.org), revealed that most of these sequences could be unambiguously assigned
to only two RND families: HAE1 and HME. Indeed, only sequences belonging to these
two families shared a significant degree of similarity with the Burkholderia sequences,
whereas those representative of the other three families (NFE, APPE, SEC DF) resulted
highly divergent from the Burkholderia ones and could not be reliably aligned (data not
shown). To confirm this preliminary assignment and try to determine the substrate of
each pump, three different analyses were performed: i) comparison of the 254 CeoB-like
sequences with the amino acid sequence of HAE1 and HME experimentally characterized
proteins, belonging to other microorganisms; ii) analysis of highly conserved amino acid
residues, essential for proton translocation; iii) analysis of residues involved in substrate
recognition.
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10.3 Results and Discussion

10.3.4.1 Comparison with HAE1 and HME experimentally characterized pro-
teins belonging to other microorganisms

A set of 62 sequences representative of HAE1 and HME families was retrieved from both
TCDB and literature (all proteins and their relative substrate are reported in Additional
File 3) and aligned with the 254 Burkholderia sequences. The multialignment was used
to build the phylogenetic tree reported in Additional File 4, and a phylogenetic tree
including a subset of these is shown in Figure 10.7, where the five major clusters (A, B,
C, D, E) of Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.6 were easily recognized. Three of these clusters (A,
D and E, red branches) included characterized proteins belonging to HAE1 family that
are known to be involved in antibiotic(s) resistance. Another cluster (in blue) comprised
HME proteins (Cluster B in Figure 10.7), involved in heavy metal efflux. Lastly, none
of the characterized proteins showed similarity with those grouped in cluster C (pink
branches). Indeed, no function could be assigned to these proteins, although they appear
to be closer to HME than HAE1 sequences. The analysis of substrate specificity of each
characterized protein revealed that HME proteins, transporting different metals, form two
distinct clusters. The first one, contained the protein gi:206562298 from B. cenocepacia
J2315 (ORF 12), which transports monovalent cations (Cu+ and Ag+), the other one,
included the sequence gi:206562573 from B. cenocepacia J2315 (ORF11), transporting
divalent cations (Zn2+, Co2+, Cd2+ and Ni2+).

10.3.4.2 Analysis of highly conserved amino acid residues essential for proton
translocation

It has been proposed that some charged residues in TMS 4 and TMS 10 sequences are
essential for proton translocation and pumping function of RND proteins [Goldberg et al.,
1999; Guan & Nakae, 2001; Takatsuka & Nikaido, 2006]. Some of these residues are highly
conserved in all RND proteins, while others are characteristic of HAE1 and HME families.

10.3.4.3 Residues common to proteins belonging to HAE1 and HME families

The multiple alignment of the amino acid sequences of 39 proteins, belonging to HAE1 and
HME families, revealed that the motif G403XXXD407XXXXXXE414 (position referred
to P. aeruginosa MexB) in TMS 4 is highly conserved in both HAE1 and HME [Guan
& Nakae, 2001]. This suggests that these residues may play an important role in proton
translocation, a feature shared by all the representatives of the families [Guan & Nakae,
2001]. We checked for the presence of such residues in the 254 Burkholderia sequences
and all of them were found in each sequence (yellow residues in Figure 10.8a). This
finding confirms that these residues are very likely essential for the role performed by
these proteins.

10.3.4.4 Residues specific of proteins belonging to the HAE1 family

Five residues were conserved in the HAE1 family [Guan & Nakae, 2001; Takatsuka &
Nikaido, 2006]. Two of them, D407-D408 (position referred to E. coli AcrB), are located
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Figure 10.7: Schematic representation of the phylogenetic tree constructed using the 254
Burkholderia CeoB-like sequences plus sequences of characterized proteins.

in TMS 4; the other three residues, K940, R971 and T978 (position referred to E. coli
AcrB), are within or close to TMS 10. As shown in Figure 10.8b, R971 and T978 are
conserved in all sequences, suggesting that they may play an important role for both
HAE1 and HME proteins. D407 and D408 are conserved, with the exception of four
sequences, in all the proteins that, on the basis of phylogenetic tree, were assigned to the
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Figure 10.8: Essential residues for proton translocation in RND proteins. Only some rep-
resentative proteins for each category were reported. Residues conserved among different
proteins are highlighted.

HAE1 family. K940 is conserved in all putative HAE1 sequences, with the exception of
one cluster (containing ORF 13 from B.cenocepacia J2315), where Lysine is replaced by
Arginine. However, mutation study in E. coli [Guan & Nakae, 2001] suggested that in
this particular position the side-chain length is not important, and a positive charge is
simply required.
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10.3.4.5 Residues specific to proteins belonging to the HME family

HME proteins, that transport divalent cations, e.g. Ralstonia metallidurans CzcA, pos-
sess an aspartic acid residue at position 402 in TMS 4 (position referred to CzcA of R.
metallidurans), in addition to previously identified D407 (that in this kind of proteins is
located at position 408). HME proteins that transport monovalent cations, e.g. E. coli
CusA, present only D408 and miss D402, which may be explained by a 1H+/Ag+ ratio of
transport by this system in contrast with a ratio of 2 H+/1 Zn2+ for CzcA-like proteins
[Goldberg et al., 1999]. Figure 10.8c shows that proteins previously identified as divalent
cation transporters, harbour both aspartic acid residues, whereas proteins identified as
monovalent cations transporters, present only one aspartic acid (D408).

10.3.4.6 Residues specific to proteins belonging to Cluster C

Lastly, the sequences with unknown function, present the same residues of HAE1 proteins
in TMS 4, but miss K940 that is conserved in all HAE1 proteins (Figure 10.8d). Thus,
the analysis of functional residues of RND proteins confirms that sequences identified in
Burkholderia spp. are RND proteins, and this is in agreement with phylogenetic analysis
data. Indeed, putative HAE1 and HME proteins present residues characteristic of each
family, and proteins with uncertain function confirm their apparent ambiguous collocation.

10.3.4.7 Analysis of residues involved in substrate recognition

The analysis of the amino acid sequences of E. coli AcrB (HAE1) and its homologs allowed
to identify conserved residues at their N-terminus, including two phenylalanines (positions
4-5 of E. coli AcrB) exposed to the cytoplasm [Das et al., 2007]. Since phenylalanine
residues located elsewhere in the protein sequence have been postulated to be involved in
ligand binding, Some authors suggested that these conserved residues might be involved
in cytoplasmatic substrate recognition [Das et al., 2007]. The analysis of the residues
located at these positions in the 254 Burkholderia sequences revealed that different clusters
exhibited different residues (Figure 10.6a):

1. a large cluster of proteins (Cluster A) shows (with the exceptions of some sequences)
two phenylalanines (FF) at both positions;

2. another cluster (Cluster D), previously identified as HAE1, presents a hydrophobic
amino acid at the first position and a phenylalanine at the second one (XF); item
the third HAE1 cluster (Cluster E) exhibits a tryptophan and an alanine (WA);

3. a putative HME cluster for divalent cations (ORF11) (Cluster B) presents a tryp-
tophan and a serine (WS);

4. a putative HME cluster for monovalent cations (ORF12) (Cluster B) possesses a
phenylalanine and an alanine (FA);

5. the sequence cluster with uncertain function presents (Cluster C) a hydrophobic
amino acid at the first position and an alanine at the second position (XA).
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Hence, the whole body of data presented strongly suggest that the 254 Burkholderia
sequences are representative of HAE1 and HME families. In particular, HAE1 proteins
can be split into three different groups that transport different substrates. HME proteins
are divided into two different clusters, one for monovalent and one for divalent cation
export, respectively. The third protein cluster can not be assigned to any of the two
families.

10.3.5 Interrelationships between number and/or type of CeoB-
like proteins and genome dimension, lifestyle, pathogenic-
ity and taxonomic position

The number of CeoB-like proteins of each Burkholderia strain was correlated to the
genome dimension, the lifestyle, the pathogenicity and the taxonomic position in order to
assess the presence of some (eventual) interrelationships. Data of genome dimensions were
retrieved from NCBI website (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/lproks.cgi), while lifestyle
and pathogenicity information were obtained from GOLD Genomes on line database
(www.genomesonline.org) (Table 10.2). Three different categories were considered for

Species Strain Habitat Patho 
genicity 

Genome 
size 

(Mpb) 
 

Number of 

Chromosomes Plasmids 
CeoB-

like 
Proteins 

HAE1 
(A) 

HAE1 
(D) 

HAE1 
(E) 

tot 
HAE1 

ORF 
11 
(B) 

ORF 
12 
(B) 

tot 
MET 

ORF 
14 
(C) 

ORF 
15 
(C) 

ORF 
16 
(C) 

tot 
UNC NC 

B. ambifaria AMMD E NP 7.57 3 1 11 3 2 2 7   1 1 1 1 1 3   
MC40-6 E/H P 7.6 3 1 13 4 2 3 9   1 1 1 1 1 3   

B. cepacia 383 E/H P 8.69 3   13 8 2 1 11 1   1   1   1   

B. cenocepacia 

HI2424 E/H P 7.76 3 1 18 9 2 2 13 1 1 2 1 1 1 3   
AU 1054 H P 7.28 3   17 8 2 2 12 1 1 2 1 1 1 3   

J2315 H P 8.07 3 1 16 8 2 1 11 1 1 2 1 1 1 3   
MC0-3 H P 7.9 3   18 9 2 2 13 1 1 2 1 1 1 3   

B. mallei 

NCTC 10247 H P 5.9 2   6 3 1   4 1 1 2           
NCTC 10229 H P 5.8 2   6 3 1   4 1 1 2           

SAVP 1 H P 5.2 2   6 3 1   4 1 1 2           
ATCC 23344 E/H P 5.83 2   7 3 1 1 5 1 1 2           

B. pseudomallei 

1106a E P 7.1 2   10 4 3 1 8 1 1 2           
668 E P 7 2   10 4 3 1 8 1 1 2           

1710b E NP 7.31 2   10 4 3 1 8 1 1 2           
K96243 E P 7.3 2   10 4 3 1 8 1 1 2           

B. thailandensis E264 E NP 6.72 2   11 4 3 1 8 1   1         2 
B. vietnamiensis G4  E P 8.4 3 5 11 5 2 1 8   1 1 1 1   2   
B. xenovorans LB400 E NP 9.8 3   17 6 4 1 11 1   1 2 1 2 5   
B. multivorans ATCC 17616 H P 6.99 3 1 12 5 2 1 8 1 2 3   1   1   
B. phymatum STM815 E/H NP 8.7 2 2 16 7 4 3 14       1 1   2   

B. phytofirmans PsJN E/H NP 8.22 2 1 16 7 4 1 12       2 1   3 1 
 1 

Table 10.2: Genome, genome size, habitat, pathogenicity and number RND proteins of
each type present in each family of the 21 Burkholderia analysed genomes.

lifestyle: strains that live predominantly either in environment (water, soil, rhizosphere
etc.), or into a host (plants, animals, humans) and strains that can be found in both
environment and host. The average number of proteins in each category is very similar,
and standard deviation is very high (2.38 for the first category, 5.53 for the second one
and 3.87 for the third one) (Additional File 5). Thus, no apparent relationship between
bacterial lifestyle and RND protein number was detected. The same result was obtained
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considering each type of CeoB-like proteins (HAE1, HME and uncertain function) (Addi-
tional File 5). The relationship with pathogenicity (strains pathogens for plants, animals
or humans) was also analysed. Also in this case, no apparent relationship exists with
protein number (Additional File 5). The same result was obtained considering each type
of CeoB-like proteins (HAE1, HME and uncertain function) (Additional File 5). In spite
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Figure 10.9: Relationship among number of CeoB-like proteins and genome size (a).
Relationship among number of CeoB-like proteins for each type and genome size (b) and
taxonomy (c).

of the fact that previous studies suggested that the number of multidrug efflux pumps is
proportional to the genome size of a given organism [Ren & Paulsen, 2005], data reported
in Figure 10.9a revealed that in Burkholderia genomes a strict correlation between the
two parameters does not exist (R2=0.6091). However, when the CeoB-like proteins were
split into the three categories, the analysis revealed that the number of HME proteins
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(blue line in Figure 10.9b, R=0.3787) and of proteins with uncertain function (pink line in
Figure 10.9b, R=0.4579), is relatively constant, while the number of HAE1 proteins (red
line in Figure 10.9b, R=0.6323) increases in strains with a larger genome (Figure 10.9b).
In order to assess relationship with taxonomy, the phylogenetic tree reported in Figure
10.9c was constructed using the16S rRNA gene sequences of each strain; in this tree, the
number of proteins for each strain is also reported. A relationship between number of
proteins and taxonomy can be found. Indeed strains of the same species and/or strains of
related species, possess an identical or very similar number of RND proteins. Thus, the
distribution of CeoB-like proteins belonging to the three identified categories [antibiotic
transport (HAE1), heavy metal transport (HME) and uncertain function], coded for by
each of the 21 Burkholderia genomes, was also analyzed. Data obtained are summarized
in Table 10.2 and Figure 10.9c showing that: i) proteins with uncertain function are not
present in B. mallei, B. pseuomallei and B. thailandiensis strains; ii) proteins belonging
to HME family are not present in B. phymatum and B. phytofirmans ; iii) when different
strains belonging to the same species possess a different number of RND proteins, this is
due to the different number of HAE1 proteins, while proteins with uncertain function and
HME maintain the same number in all strains of the same species; iv) HAE1 proteins are
the most abundant in all analyzed strains.

10.3.6 Evolution of rnd encoding genes in Burkholderia genus

The analysis of the distribution of HME and HAE1 like coding sequences in the genus
Burkholderia revealed a high variability in the copy number among the different species
(Table 10.2). Interestingly, all the species branching at the root of the Burkholderia
reference tree (as assessed by 16S rRNA coding sequences), possess a high number of
HME/HAE1-like coding sequences (16 in B. phymatum and B. phytofirmans, 17 in B.
xenovorans). Conversely, B. mallei, B. pseudomallei and B. thailandiensis strains possess
a lower HAE1/HME copy number, ranging from 6 to 11 in B. mallei and B. thailandiensis
species, respectively. Lastly, the species belonging to the BCC complex and embedded in
the upper monophyletic cluster of Figure 10.9c, possess a number of HME/HAE1 copies
ranging from 11, in B. vietnamiensis G4 and B. ambifaria AMMD, to 18 in B. cenocepa-
cia representatives. In addition to these data, the phylogenetic tree constructed with all
the 254 retrieved sequences of the Burkholderia genus (Figure 10.7 and Additional File
4) revealed that the Burkholderia species are distributed all over the tree and that the
monophyly of the main Burkholderia clade (according to the reference phylogeny of Fig-
ure 10.9c) is overall respected, suggesting that the ceoB -like sequences did not undergo
massive HGT events between different Burkholderia species or, if this occurred, it hap-
pened in the ancestor of Burkholderia. However, the possibility that some of these genes
might have been exchanged between strains belonging to the same or different Burkholde-
ria species and/or between different DNA molecules within the same cytoplasm cannot
be a priori excluded. Indeed, it is known that bacteria belonging to this genus harbour
two-three different chromosomes and some of them are among the largest genome-sized
and most versatile bacteria known. Besides, these genomes harbour a relevant number
of genes coding for transposases, integrases, and resolvases, suggesting that they might
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frequently undergo DNA rearrangements that, in turn, might alter their gene structure
and/or organization [[Papaleo et al., 2009] and references therein]. In addition to this,
some of the 21 Burkholderia strains harbour one or more large plasmids, which possess
genes coding for genetic mobile elements. These elements are responsible for the flow of
genes between plasmids and chromosomes inhabiting the same cytoplasm. At the same
time, plasmids may also permit the spreading of metabolic traits between cells of the same
or different species. Indeed, it has been recognized that HGT is one of the major forces
driving the evolution of genes and genomes [Poole, 2009; Vaneechoutte & Fani, 2009]. The
analysis of the genomic localization of the 254 ceoB -like genes revealed that six of them
are located in four different large plasmid molecules harboured by three different strains
(Table 10.3). Three of these genes (two from B. multivorans and one from B. vietnamien-

Strain Protein 
Plasmid 

Name Dimension 
(bp) 

B. multivorans ATTC17616 
gi:161506614 

pBMUL01 167422 
gi:161506504 

B. phymatum STM815 
gi:186471278 

pBPHY01 1904893 
gi:186471940 
gi:186474676 pBPHY02 595102 

B. vietnamiensis G4 gi:134287672 pBVIE02 2656616 

Table 10.3: Burkholderia plasmids harbouring ceoB -like genes.

sis) felt in Cluster B (corresponding to HME proteins). In the case of B. multivorans one
of the two sequences has a paralog in the chromosome, thus opening the possibility that
the two copies are the result of an internal rearrangement; however, the degree of sequence
identity between them is identical (96-97%) to that they shared with the B. vietnamiensis
sequences. So, it cannot be excluded the possibility that the plasmid-borne genes might
have been exchanged between the two strains through plasmid-mediated HGT event(s)
occurring recently during evolution. A preliminary comparative analysis of the sequences
of these two plasmids revealed that very likely they could have exchanged some regions be-
tween each other (Maida et al, manuscript in preparation). The other three sequences are
harboured by two B. phymatum plasmids. Two of them (both from plasmid pBPHY01)
code for proteins (Table 10.3) falling in the group of sequences with uncertain function
(Additional File 2) and they do not have any counterpart in the host chromosomes; thus,
it is possible that these two sequences might have been moved from the chromosome to
pBPHY01. The third one belong to the HAE1 family and the closest paralog in the
chromosome share a degree of sequence identity of 94%. The whole body of data sug-
gests a likely evolutionary model accounting for the evolution of the HME and HAE1
systems in Burkholderia genus. According to this model, the ancestor of all the extant
Burkholderia already possessed a high number of HME/HAE1-like gene copies. Although
it is not possible to infer the exact copy number of CeoB coding genes in the genome of
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the Burkholderia ancestor, it is possible that this number might have been close to the one
exhibited by the species embedded in the cluster at the root of the Burkholderia reference
tree in Figure 10.9c. The high degree of sequence similarity shared by these different
copies strongly suggests that they belong to a paralogous gene family, originated from an
ancestral ceoB -like sequence that underwent many duplication events and existing long
before the appearance of the ancestor of Burkholderia. On the basis of the available data,
it is not possible to infer whether this ancestor gene was organized in operon with an OMP
and/or MFP coding gene. However, the finding that most of the ceoB -like genes are oper-
onically organized and that (at least) three different operon structures in B. cenocepacia
J2315 genome, might suggest the existence of three different operon organizations in the
genome of the Burkholderia ancestor. The possible number of each operon is still unknown
and their study is beyond the scope of this work. If this idea is correct, then, starting from
this ancestral gene pool, multiple events of gene duplication and gene loss would have led
to the copy number patterns of the extant Burkholderia representatives. Accordingly,
those species possessing the lowest number of HME/HAE1 related sequences (B. mallei
and B. pseudomallei strains) are those for which massive genome reduction (and conse-
quently gene loss) has been documented [Moore et al., 2004]. Regarding the function of
ancestral HME/HAE1-like proteins, it is not possible, standing to data presented in this
work, to infer whether they were already specialized in recognizing a specific substrate or
not. However, it can be mentioned the hypothesis that these ancestral efflux pumps might
have been able to recognize different substrates, hence exhibiting low substrate specificity.
This is in agreement with the notion that some of the efflux pumps are able to interact
with different substrates. Duplication events, followed by evolutionary divergence might
have concurred in refining their substrate specificity, allowing them to selectively extrude
out of the cell a given chemical compound (antibiotics or heavy-metals). This idea rep-
resents a further validation (and an extension) of the ”patchwork” hypothesis, originally
proposed by Jensen [Jensen, 1976], to explain the origin and evolution of enzymes involved
in metabolic pathways (see also [Fani, 2009; Fondi et al., 2009]).

10.4 Conclusion

In this work we have performed a comprehensive comparative analysis of the HME and
HAE1 efflux systems in Burkholderia genus. A total of 254 coding sequences were re-
trieved from the available Burkholderia genomes and analyzed at different levels, adopt-
ing different bioinformatic tools. A deep phylogenetic analysis, in which experimentally
characterized sequences were also included, permitted to assign a putative function (i.e.
antibiotic resistance, heavy metal efflux) to (up to now) uncharacterized Burkholderia
sequences. Furthermore, the analysis of conserved residues involved in different functions
(substrate recognition, proton translocation) of HME and HAE1 sequences allowed refin-
ing peculiar motives previously identified on the basis of a smaller protein dataset. Given
the high variability in the number of HAE1 and HME coding sequences found in extant
Burkholderia species, we tried to correlate both the number and the types (i.e. the trans-
ported substrate) with the different characteristics observed in the Burkholderia strains
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(pathogenic lifestyle, genome size, colonized habitat). However, no apparent correlation
emerged, suggesting that other forces might be responsible in determining the types and
the copy number of HME/HAE1 sequences in the Burkholderia genus. Remarkably, we
observed that only HAE1 proteins are mainly responsible for the different number of pro-
teins observed in strains of the same species. By assuming that the physiological role of
these proteins is resistance to one or more antibiotics, this finding, in turn, may suggest
that the acquisition of antibiotic resistance might be the main selective pressure driving
the expansion of this protein family. On the other hand, these proteins might play other
roles relevant to the behaviour of Bacteria in their natural ecosystems, so other selective
pressure might drive the evolution of this protein family. Data concerning both the dis-
tribution and the phylogenetic analysis of the HAE1 and HME in the genus Burkholderia
allowed depicting a likely evolutionary model accounting for the evolution and spreading
of HME and HAE1 systems in Burkholderia genus. The occurrence of several species-
specific duplication and gene and/or operon loss events finally led to the extant pattern
of copy number/type observed in modern-day Burkholderia. Lastly, the whole data pre-
sented in this work may serve as a basis for future experimental tests, focused especially
on HAE1 proteins, aimed at the identification of novel targets in antimicrobial therapy
against Burkholderia species.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The importance of determining the entire genome sequences from all the major domains
of life was recognized more than two decades ago and was an important first step in ush-
ering the field of genomics. With commercially available 454 pyrosequencing (followed
by Illumina, SOLiD, and now Helicos), there has been an explosion of (’draft’) genomes
sequenced; however, these can be very poor quality genomes (due to inherent errors in
the sequencing technologies, and the inability of assembly programs to fully address these
errors, revealing the necessity, in the next future, to strengthen the comparative genomics
approach devoted to the improvement of both the assembly and the assignment of new
genome sequence data. Nevertheless, we are now leaving the so-called genomic era and we
are on our way to post-genomic era. Probably in a few years the sequencing of a (small)
genome will be little more than a routine laboratory tecnique and an exponentially in-
creasing amount of completely sequenced genomes will be available in public databases.
This will immediately rise the question on how to store, update and (more interestingly)
interpret all the (sometimes hidden) information that genomes harbor. These issues will
probably require much more effort and, consequently, the post-genomic era can be ex-
pected to last much longer than genomic one did, probably extending over several gen-
erations. Bioinformatics, that is the interdisciplinary field that blends computer science
and biostatistics with biological and biomedical sciences, is expected to gain a central role
in next feature and will probably play a crucial role also when planning future wet-lab
experiments. Bioinformatics, indeed, has now affected several fields of biology, as the re-
sults presented in this dissertation have partially shown. In fact, the analysis of sequence
data can be used in different fields, such as evolution (e.g. the assembly and evolution of
metabolism), infections control (e.g. the horizontal flow of antibiotic resistance), ecology
(bacterial bioremediation). Finally, it can be anticipated that the understanding of the
main biological systems (including their evolutionary dynamics) that we will acquire in
the next years will be strictly connected to the correct design and use of computational
tools. It is through them that we will try to integrate and give a biological meaning to
all the exponentially increasing amount of experimental data that will be released.
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